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WEE LY ENTITCLX. NEW
T
ONE DOLT AR A YEAR. HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY KENTUCKY FRIDAY, JANUARY 29, 1897. VOLUME XXVII, NO. SI
COUNTRY FIRM FAILS.
Woosley & Murphy Forced
To The Wall.
LIABILITIES $5,000.
Deed Filed Yesterday A:ternoon. Hassey
Lawyer H H as Assignee.
John R. Woosley and James H. Mur-
WhO do business at Sinking Fork
under the tira name of Woosley
Murdhy, were forced to the wall by hard
times Thursday &item on.. .
They filed a deed of assignment in the
office of the County Clerk, naming L.
M. Hill a.ignee. Mr. Hill qualified by
executing acceptable bond this morning.
The firm has been doirg a general
merchandise business at Sinking- Fork
for a number of years. They are look-id
upon as meu of energy and integrity
and have the sympathy of all their ac-
quantances.
The total amount ‘..f the liabilities ex-
ceeds $5,000.
The list of liabilities is as follows:
Boeteeker, Kellogg A Co.. Evansville 6 16117
W. B. Belknap A Co. Louisville  27711
Ragon Bros.. Evansville ....... 04
H. Barnett. Evansville .   27 15
Lotib4 Ichenhaust•r. EynnukIlle  12.57
Geo. Hart & Sun. Paducah   167?
Paris Medicine co.. St. Louis, Mo  11 13
W. K. Dickerson, (incinnati.. . 4S 41
Herman Bros. .5 [Jackman Co., Nash.
vIlle....  las 11
Herb Medicine Co   14 Ob
E. W. Henderson & son ....... 14
John Moayon
Total accounts due by firm .. $536 05
Also the following notes:
T. G. Riser 4170 25
V. H. Renshaw ... ..... 4111111
Planters Bank  Iso
J. D. Smit . 51) tX1




The deed states that Mr. Murphy is
indebted to Mrs. E. C. Glass, on a note,
in the sum of $1,s.0 and Owes II. H.
Abernathy $.',0
As assets, the entire stock of goods,
a tobacco crop, horses, mules and farm
implements are named, and a tract of
land near Hopkireiville. The assignee
is instructed to sell the land for enough
money to satisfy tne cI,.lw of Mn.
Glass.
The remainder of the property is te




Mrs. Elizabeth Campbell, widow of
the late E. P. Campbell, is seriously ill
in an infirmary at Chicago.
Deed at Pon.
Mr. Nicholas Russell, a well-known
North Christian farmer, died at his
home in the Pon country one night last
week. He had been sick only a short
time. He was 50 years (ed.
Wright Withdravri.
Wyatt M. Wright, who hail announc-
ed that he would make the race tor the
Republican nomination for jailer, ! as
withdrawn. He says that he has decid-
ed that he is too old to make an active
esterase.
-
Has Accepted a Call.
The Rev. J. W. Leeson ho has had
charge of the Christian church at Tren-
ton for several years has resigned. He
has accepted a call to the pulpit of the
Christian church of Sebree, and will re-
move his family there soon.
Opals Uncovered.
At the depth of 3:A/ feet, boring an
artesian well at the Stewart-Ralph
Company's snuff factory in Clarksville
• bed of opals was Saturday afternoon
discovered, A few of the stones taken
out show unusual fire and brillancyand
have been sent to the East to be tested
by experienced lapidaries.
Hopkins' Happealitga.
Polk Laffoon has an ionneed for
Circuit Judge in the Fou li Judicial
eietriet. Hon. T. J.Dnim iii being solic-
tsl to run.
The vote for postmaster it Madison-
ville vow staude: Miss Ear, 414; J.
Mai tin. 1; W. Beard. I.
vDuring the year Is,96 i 237 white cou-
ples and 51 colored couples ere married
in Ilone lee (Imlay.
Ils tile.Garth's Bud 
Tron
Fuel Gerth, a rather famous Todd
county character, who is w 1-known in
Hopkinsville, was arrested by the Mar-
shal of Trenton chargt d with stealing
$7 from D B. Burton, a bu her of that
place. 'Garth was held in a ee50 bond
for Circuit Court, which,faiiing to give,. •
he was elaced in jail at Elk u. Garth
is just out of the penitent ia , se here he
served a te•rin. I
port that the Governor will
the creation of a commies
the Court of Appeals, or tha
more definite in the suggest on of any
aid for that tribunal thantie mention
"assistance fer tee Court oi Appeals"
--as.* -.41.-- ---
Dr 'Clardy's Hard L
i 
ck.
Dr. Clardy has been bacilli; hard luck
lately with souse of his bills, writes Wel
L. Allen. The Doctor has -eared rec-
ognition from the Speaker or the pur-
pose of asking unanimous eisent for
the consideention of several ills, but on
each occasion, a memb.r the ether
side of the House, and alwa s the same
one, has objected and 'Cut th Doctor off.
Dr. Clardy can not imagine hat eriev-
ehce the-other nein has, but he will get
even with him some day wijen he him-
self wants unanimous comic' t for-some-
thing. s
- -----..--. -.0.--
Nu 1r uta .1u the Rep it.




in his list of suleeets to beet
the extra session. many la
Oat anything like a commis
diary come wouel be in v






cy seems in the directiem of ilnete steno-
graphic assistance.
,
Scientific dentistry at moderate prices.
Baltimore Dental Parlors' Summers
building. esr
e
Stage Line Revive .
W. 0. Mcletire, one of t e hustling
get-up-and-get citizens ofKirlimansv ille.
will at an early date start a daily stage
from teat place to ITopkinsville. He
has already made a contract with one of
the carriage manufacturers ofr Hopkins.
ville to put up the stage for b m as early
as possible. There will also Ile an effort
made to have a daily mail film Hop-
kinsville to Kirk mansville eetablisheel,
which will lei a long felt wane supplied
beelike being a ereet convInience to
th ublie.
„we ea...-.
Full se t of teeth $7.50, tit guaranteed.
Baltimore Dental Parlors. dacedf
---..- e eat-- -
From Bainbridge.
DEAR EDITOR :=
Mrs. Burney Butler is getti g butter.
lbShe has been very ill with ma seal fever. a
We hope she will soon be le to be
about.
Mr. George Williams gate a nice
pound supper'''. the either nig it Many
wei e present and thy all enjeyed them-
selves.
Everybody is C1,1- t,tivg a wiedding be-
fore long.
Miss Nellie Oden, of the Pon River
neighborhood. is the gnest of her broth-
er, Mr. Will Odea. He gave n party in
honor of her one night la-t wirek
StNSIIINE.
-....... -.'-
III . Von I.. ver
Try Electric Bitters as a remedy for
t)lyour troubles? If not, get a ttle: now
and get relief. This mediein has been
found to be peculiarly 
adapte 
.to the re
lief and cure of all female complaints,
exerting a wonderful din-it flinliellCC ill
giving strength and tone to the organs.
If you have lees of appetite, constipa-
tion, headache, fainting spells, or are
nervous, sleepless. exeitab1:1, nielan-
tcholy or troubled curry i s •Ils, Elec-
tric: Bitters is the medicine on need.
Health and strength are gnar nteed by




Home Happenings Piled in
a Heap.
THE DOINGS OF A DAY.
NEWS Condensed and Giooped for the Conven-
i-nce et New E a Readers.
ch'et of Police J. Sol Fritz is giving
criminals one day of rest. He is busy
playing with a bouncing ten-pound boy
which arrived lest Friday night.
t t +
Mr. R. L. Moore and Miss Martha J.
Phillips, a popular North Christian cou-
ple, were married Saturday night at the
home of the bride near Kelly.
5+4
Mr. John Feland, Jr., started the Re-
publican political ball rolling at Crofton
Sat. afternoon. He made a epetch to a
large gathering of voters and announc-
ed his candidacy for the office of Coun-
ty Judge. His opponent, the Hon. Polk
Cansler, answered him. -
+ + +
The price of corn in Todd county has
more than doubled since last fall. At
the time of gathering it gold for 65 cents
per barrel, and last week it N‘ as a ready
sale in the county at $1.75 per barrel.
The crop was not as large as at first re-
ported.
I. + +
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. E. Gary are now
comfortably settled in their new resi-
dence on Clay street and are "at home"
to their friends.
+ ft
Mr. and Mrs. James Green have re-
moved from the Latham cottage to Mr.
Green's farm near the city.
t t
Rev. Peyton, the Baptist divine who
recently removed to this city from Elk-
ton, has begun housekeeping in the cot-
tage opposite the Episcopal rectory on
Liberty etre-et.
t t +
Madam Fleurette Levy has engaged
boars• at Mrs Rawles' boarding house on
Liberty fret I.
+ + +
Local colored talent will give a min-
strel performance at Friendship hall on
the night of Ft-b. 1st.
t t
Messrs. S Smith and C. M. Wood, of
Princeton, were in the city Saturday to
visit and receive instruction from the
Hopkinsville Title Company. They
will open an abstract office in Princet.ei
this week.
+5+
The Trenton correspondent to the
Fairview Review writes: Mr. Will
Gray and wife have moved to Hopkins-
ville, where they will reside in tbe fu-
ture. We wish them success.
+ t t
One of the most pleasant entertain-
ments of the New Year was given at
the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
Pettit by their charming daughter Miss
Mayme in honor of her cousin, Miss
Mattis; Duke, of Hopkinsville, says the
Princeton Banner. It was a phantom
party, and a great deal of fun WM ex-
tracted from it.
t t t
Willie McClain, of Henderson, is
well-known here, where he has blown
in a good deal of his money, and three
companions, will start on a tour of the
world Feb. 1st Willie had plenty of
money once but has spent nearly all of
it. The tour is the outgrowth of a
wager of $1,000 he made with his cousin,
T. L. Watson. According to the terms,
the four are to go moan I the world in
one year and return with $1,000 legiti-
mately earned. They are confident
they can do this.
t t t
Mrs. Elizabeth Cample 11's condition
is said to be much improved, and her
ultimate recovery is assured.
f + t
The museum at th; Vanderbilt Train-
if is Pi FAcT°
That low prices are created and maintained in
our store, others may make them for a day or so.
We hold them down all the time with a firm
hand while you take the bellefit.
All 9ur Bargains
Are Genuine.
We do not sell imitations. We tell of the bar-
gains all the time and back up the telling with
the bargains. Match our S.00 suit, 88.50 over-
coat or anything else that we sell if you can.
ManOtil Clothing & Shoe Co,





Building Material, lianiwaife, Paints, Oik and
Glass.
11.1..C. C. 1 C4 4 irca AJELTIES
•
lug School at Elkton is to have quite a
curiosity added to it soon.
skeleton of a real mastodon.
t + +
Thursday Mr. John Davis, a farmer,
living two miles West of Cadiz, while
riding with a gun across his knees, was
thrown by his horse, discharging the
gun, the contents entering his leg above
the knee. Rig thought the limb will
have to be amputated.
+ t
'Rev. R. W. Morehead. of Princeton,
has accepted a call to the Baptist church
at Cerulean Spriege and will preach
there on the fourths Sunday and Satur-
day preceding of each month. He will
aho preach at New Bethel.
+ + +
The remains of William T. Braeme,
who was killed Thursday, were convey-
ed to this city Sat. morning aud were





Popular Christian County Girl Marrie1
a Wealthy Texan.
An interesting elopement is reported
from Herndon, the principals being Mr.
Winstead H. Vaughn and Miss Maud
Pace.
Mr. Vaughn is a wealthy ranch own-
er and cattle dealer of Texas, and his
bride is the pretty arid popular daughter
of Mr. W. B. Pace, a prominent citizen
of Herndon.
The coot le eloped to Noah's Springs,
Tenn., and were made husband and
wife. They left immediately for Texas.
The fall partienlurs of the elopement
have not yet been ascertained.
REUBIN SERGEANT OAPTURED.
He Was Conveyed to Hopkinsville by a
Clarksville Officer.
Renbin Sergeant is securely locked up
in the county jail, and he won't have
another chance soon to use his ax.
About two weeks ago Sergeant escap-
ed from the work-house where he ha.]
been sent on evidence given by his wife,
who testified that he had pulled a pis-
tol on her and threatened to take her
life. He went to the house where his
wife was staying and split open her
skull and chopped off her ear and skip-
ped out for parts unknown.
It was learned that he was hiding
near Clarke-% ille, arid officers made sev-
eral unsuccessful attempts to capture
him. Saturday night his whereabouts
were made known by an acquaintance
and he was surprised by the police at
the home of a negress named Raiford
at New Providence. He agreed to come
to Hopkinsville without a requisition
and arrived here Sunday morning ac-
companied by Chief of Police Robinson,
who gets $10 reward offered by work-
house keeper Boyd.
ONE GREAT DISCOVERY
Follows Another. Read and Seep
Posted
The advance in medical science is
greater than in any other branch. .The
discovery of the X rays and the finding
of malaria in the blood by analysis are
the most recent diecoveriese but not the
greatest by any means. The discovery
of a remedy or medicine that will in-
stantly bring relief to almost any form
of disease we think is beyond concep-
tion. A remedy that does not require
hours and hours of patience and pain
before relief comes has been discovered.
Pooh! you say. Would you have be-
lieved a few years ago that the telephone
is such a go at invention as it ie? Just
so it is with the great discovery of
Lightning Hot Drops, a remedy that
stands, to-day without an equal, with-
out a parallel for the care of all stomach
and bowel troubles, caused by over-eat-
ing, indigestion, dyspepsia. Relief
comes so quickly you will be astonished,
and the fact that it leaves no bad result
is the beauty of it. The action of Light-
ning Hot Drops is marvelous, yet harm-
less, and you will be surprised to know
how many different kinds of ailments
you will find it good for, and if you once
use it you will have no occasion to keep
a cupboard full of different kinds of bot-
tles, for Lightning Hot Drops will do
the work of plasters, pills, ointments,
tonics, etc., and save you lots of money,
for it costs only 25c, and the 50c size
holds 2,  times as much as the 25c size,
and it is sold with the positive under.
standing that if it gives no relief your
druggist will give your money back.




Mr. R. S. Poole, of Gracey,v.as in the
city Saturday.
Mr. G. H. Stowe, of Julien, was in
the city Saturday morning.
M.. J. R. Jefferson, of Canton, was in
town Saturday.
Miss Lula Cohen, who has been ab-
sent from Hopinneville a year and. a
half, has returned home.
Mrs. N. Fremelorf and two children,
of Stoeton, Mo., aceompanied by kiss
Bing, of Humansville, are visiting the
family of Mr. M. Cohen, on Clay street.
•• -•••••=.-
THE FRENCH LICK CASE.
[SPICIAL TO SzW SSA I
Louisville, Jan. 25.-The bloodhounds
put upon the trail of the murderer of
Samuel Kirby and wife near French
Lick, hid., went to the residence of
Charles Wiminger, bat no arrest has
been made.
THE EXTRA SESSION.
[SPECIAL TO AIM CAA]
Philadelphia, Pa., Jan 25.-President-
elect MeKinley in conversation with
Congressman Sturvesant told him this
morning that he had made up his mind
to call an extra session of Congress on
March 15th for the purpose of passing a
tariff bill that will levy higher taxes on
everything than any tariff law the
country has yet had. He seems to be
very anxious to begin to pay back to
the tariff barons the immense sums of
money that they contributed to his cam-
paign fond. It is believed that the man-
ufacturers and tints have annoyed
hhu until he determined to call an ear-
ly session in order to pass any bill they
may order so as to get rid of them.
Whenever a druggist tells you he has
something just as good for coughs as
Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey don't you
believe it, for we guaradtee that it is
ot true. We usuee the genuine and
authorize all druggists to guarantee it.
The E. E. Sutherland Me3ciicine Com-




Mad Dog Seve Causes Much Excitement In
the Antioch Neighborhood.
Mr. James W. Pyle was tried before
Jude- John W. Breathitt, Friday, on
a ch-rge of lunacy and was found guil-
ty
Mr. Pyle is a young farmer who lives
about five miles from the city on the
adeonville road. He is a SOD of Mr.
Fouet Pyle. He is about twenty-seven
years old and has a wife and several
children.
H s case is a most peculiar one. He
was in Hopkihaville Thursday after-
noon and was apparently in sound men-
tal conditiou. lie started horn... Half
an hour later he reveled into town and
inquired for Chief of Police Fritz. He
told in an excited manner that while
walking in company with • negro boy
across the L. & N. trestle, near the
Northern limits, that both were struck
by a train. He was keocked through
the cross-ties and the negro was run
over and killed. He begged that the
blood-hounds be taken out to look for
the boy. •
He became more and more excited all
the time and finally he was so wild that
the police found it necessary to lock
him up. He raved all night long. Yes-
terday, his queer antics in court showed
how crazy he was, and he was ordered
to be taken to the Western Kentucky
Asylum for the Insane for treatment.
Just before he was taken from the court
room, Judge Hanbery, who was ap-
pot' ted to defend him, turned to him
and said:
"Now, honestly, what made you in-
sane ?"
"Well, Judge," replied Pyle, "I wise
all right until I voted for free silver,
but ever since that time I've been aw-
fully crazy."
There excitem-nt in the neighbor-
hood of Autioch. The mud dog scare,
wbi lilies been worrying South Chris•
tian farmers, has drifted to the other
side of town.
Yesterday morning a mad dog got
amung a lot of sheep and hogs belong-
ing to Mr. J. Howard Duvall, a well-
known farmer, and bit a number of the
animals. Mr. Duvall's wife and chil-
dren secured clubs and beat off the dog
which was finally killed, but not until
it lied attacked one of the children. For-
tunately the brute's fangs did not enter
the child's flesh.
On the preceeding night a dog bit six
ofidr. Duvall's hogs and bit a large and
valuable dog belonging to farmer Rob-
ert Harris. This cog was ale) killed.
It is not known how many other aogs
and animate in that vicinety have beeei
innonculated with the germs of mad-
noes through the bites of the mad dogs.
it is said that a wholesale slaughter-
ing of bitten animals took place yester-
day afternoon, and the life of any stray




[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Rowe was sente
Sherman, Tex, 23. -Thom as
to a four years'
tenn in the peuitentary for dieposing of
nu r-gaged property, but previously vol-
untarily confessed in writing that he
wa.=, at the age of 26 years, the husband
of sixteen living wives, only one of
whom is divorced, end the father of
nineteen living children.
This is the story he tells: "I was
born in Green county, Arkansas, iii
18;0, and am now twenty-six. When
eighteen years of age I was married at
Purcell, I. T. I soon tired of my wife
and married another. She did not suit
me, and I mad another draw in the
matrimonial lottery with the same re-
sult. I kept this up until I seemed to
gaia a lamina for marrying women and
leaving them. I suppose the disease
would be called uxorinania. Fivally I
married a girl in Hill county, this S- ate
whom I really loved. Her maidens
name was Ella Bennett. I intended
seining down and living with her, but
my business forced me to leave, and,
through force of habit, I suppose I mar-
ried again.
'My oldest child is seven and the
yonngest is barely six mouths old, and
was born in Hill county. I could net
tell, without some time for thought,
he) v many are boys and how many are
girls. There are tenet( en of them and
they are all living. At least, I corre-
spoud with most of their mothers, and
have not heard of a death in any of my
various families. I served for two years
as Deputy United States Marshal under
J J. Diekerson in the Indian Territory,
but was married only once there. With
one or two exceptions, the longest time
I have lived with any one wife was a-
bout three months. I have no hesitancy
in stating that, so tarsal son concerned,
marriage is a failure. I am just now
not a candidate for matrimony."
Rowe is nearly six feet tall,bas black,
curly hair, slightly bald on top of his
head, and weighs 170 pounds.
Ile says it is his intention to go back
to Hill county when four years have ex-
pired and live with his favorite wife.
The confession was-made for the rea-
son that, under Texas laws, sentences
given in different counties are not cu-
mulative. Therefore, if he be immedi-
ately indicted in each case of bigamy he
will only have to serve the state for the
largest number of years given in any
one case; whereas, if the indictments
were deferred one or two years his time
would be made that much longer.
When you read that the Glass Trust
has "fixed a special seaboard discount"
you can know that it means that it wi:1
lower its reties only where foreign glass
does not have to pay any railroad or ex-
press charges. Everywhere else it will
charge the robber protective tariff rates
and give consumers the option of pay-
iiist whether they like it or not. The
fact that the foreign manufacturers
make glass and after paying freight
across the ocean sell it so as to make the
trust reduce its prices shows to what a
tremendous extent the trust robs the
people of the United Stat. s. An honest,
conscientious Attorney General of the
United States could put a stop to that
robbery at once by prosecuting the offi-
cers of the trust and giving them the
one year in jail that they are so justly
ehtitled to receive under the anti-trust
law. It has, however, been a good
many years since an honest, comecien-
Liens man occupied theAttorney Gener-
al's office.
- --
, E. E Sutherland Medicine Co. :
Gents-Ship us six dozen Dr. Bell's
Pine-Tar-Honey, small; three doom
Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Huney, mediam.
I She's a seller. Yours truly,
B. S. HUNT & CO., Drug 1st*
pony, Paducah, Ky. Mai:tiller:. a
Bold by R. O. Hardwiok. Sold by R. O. w
IDE DUCHESS" IS DEAD
(tweet ee TO NSW SRA] • publicatio says that "in America cor-
Dub! n, Jan. 25 -Mrs. Hungerford,
the novelist, is dead.
Mrs. Hniigerford's literary now de -.-
1 . W. Wootten
plrun, "The Duchess,' became wide-
ly known to the readers of light litera-
ture through her novels "Molly Hawn"
and "Phyllis." "Pretty Tales of the
Joy" and Trial, of Lovers," told in a
light, chatty way, which found favor
on the two continents, and for many
years the novels of "The Duchess" have
A History of Two of thi. in Whichsold in many editions.
-Detect ye" Braenie Was Implicated.Mrs Huttgerford lived at St.Brenda's
Bandon. County Cork. She married




widow with three small children to care





a ine Cabi t
iltalicestheietxicsepbetiloienvoedf ,Seeare-
rotary of the Treasury, Secretary of
War, Secretary ef the Navy, Secretary
of the Interior, Postmaster General, At-
toruey General, Secretary of Agricul-
ture-and maybe Secretary State.
----
The miner' of Montanapaid their ow, e
ers s' ell einritig 1896. The gold output
wigs 22,5,00n ounces, valued at $4,e00,000 ;
silver 16,54)0.000 ontiees; lead 22.50e,000
wand.; oopp• r, 224,000,000. In Idaho
the gold output for 18106 is valued at $4,-
a75 655; sliver et $5,778,848; lead $3,-
090.117; total $13,143,63/. California
mines yielded more than for several
years previous, the value of the gold
taken out being $17,000,000, silver V2.50,-
000. No eetiniate of the lead and-cop-
per 'lets y• t been made, but both were
very small. Oregon turned out $2,250,-
000 o- tin of gold. $i5,00e worth of sil-
ver, while in Washington the millers
got ent $400,000 worth of gold and $100,-
000 e. • silver. Utah's mines peeduced
93,8o6 ounces of fine gold at $20 per
onne-‘, melehig $1,877,290; 8,728,725
ounces of Pilvir at .6695, melting $5,-
843.44ee : 73.430,060 pounds of unrefined
lead et i,A.V.1 per ton. making $1,358,454.11;
viands of copper- at 712 cents
ceuLa per pound, $257,l3650; total for
Utah ".i,017.383,61. In Arizona the gold
prodaeee amouuted to $6,0. 0,000; silver,
2,1CO.OPJ ounces worth about $1,300,000;
copper 102,000,000 pounds worth $7,350,-
000; lead 2,400,000 pounds es orth $43,-
200. :he gold production in Arizona in
1896 e as ruainly flora pyritic ores, a
large 7. .out b ing also produced in
conjeuctiou with sulphuric copper.
Neurev ell the silver mines were closed
during the year. It is said that the
mine* on Fryer, ('arbonate and Iron
Hilt, which include practically all the
prooneers in Leadville, Colorado, dis-
trict outside of the Johnnie and other
Breese Hill mines, have produced with-
in the twenty years since their discov-
ery $150.000,000. One ore shoot in this
territory has produced over $5,000,000.
h le euiltieg se Geese,
There is nothing just as good as Dr.
King's New Discovery for consumption,
coughs and colds; so demand it and do
not permit the dealer to sell you some
substitute He will not claim there is
anything better, but in order to make
more profit he may claim something
else to be just as gnome You want Dr.
King's New Discovery because you
know it to be safe and reliable, and
guaranteed to do good or money re-
funded. For coughs, colds, consump-
tiou and for all affections of throat,
chest and lunge. there is nothing so
good as is Dr. King's New Discovery.
Trial leittle free at R. C. Hardwick's
drug eyes,. Reguler size 50 cents and
$1.00




Exetoises of a Most Interesting nature Have
B en Prepared for the Occasion.
Every teacher in Christian county
is deeply interested in the Second
District Association, which meets in
Heu non to-day and to-morrow
A splendid program, In which ednea-
tors ftom the eight counties will take
part. hem el en prepared. The railroads
have grantee a one and one-third fare
on tee eel V.fleate plan to all delegates.
Tuts MORNING SESSION.
1(1 -(s)--0pettirg Exercises.
10 o1a-Addreits of Welcome-Hon. J.
L. Dorsee. of Henderson.
Rf .ponse-President S. L Frogge, of
Uuicetewn.
11 est,- Enrollment of Members.
11 - Bent tits derived from a Dis-
trict Aeteciation-Miss Katie McDaniel,
W. i_etee, T. H. Smith, Prof. Thos.
Posey. aud other County Superintend-
ents
AFTERNOON SESSION,
2 A Teacher's Personal Influence
Upon a leepil.-H. F. Parish, M. A.
Poe ell, W. Y. Allen, Miss Carrie Kurt-
ley. I e inisville.
2 :4e-New Geography-Mies Grace
Tohean arid Miss H. E. Brooks,
3 ;le-l'he Ups and Downs, Haps and
Mishaps of the County Teacher-J. J.
GIPPrellusgram for Friday night not yet
completed.
SATURDAY MORNING SESSION.
9:00-Need of Professional Training
for Teachers--C. E. Dudley, Supt. Jas.
VeGinnis and Prof. E. S. Clark.
9:300-Pedagogical Laws Underlying
Teaching--Supt. its. McGinnis, of Ow-
eneboro.
10:00-Closer Supervision of our
Schools-Salt. Livingstone McCartney.
J. W. Pray, Prof. Niles and Miss Katie
McDatliel.
10 :30-Training for Citizenship-R.
P. Shackelford, E. B. Bourland, Miss
Sallie Ford, Prof. Fall and Miss Cecil
Jenkins.
11:15-Educational Barriers-R. L.
Daneaster, Miss Lelia Smith, Miss Ida
Allen and Prof. Tharpe.
SATURDAY AFTERNOON SESSION.
1 :30--County Scheele and HOW to Im-
prove llietu-Mies Ella Jewell, Supt.
Jas. ektiintes, Owensboro.
2:00-The High School in the Country
Town-C. J. Lemon, F. W. Cheed, Prof.
Mat., 'in
School Rom Hygiene,-W. A.
Earl Dr. J. E. Haynes, Mary Saaaeen.
800 -What Has Become of the Grum-
bler? Pow thing !-MiseAliceBrowning.
W. S. Thome:eon.
3 :30-M iscellaneous Business.
4 :00 -Adjonrnment.
• -.0.-
IsPtICIAL TO NEW Eltal
r'NERAL TO-MORROW.
LOUIS% :Iles, Jun. 25 -The remains of
the hit.- Mini. ter Willis -reached Louis-
ro K:30 o'clock last night. The
HELD WITHOUT BAIL I The I..° nightly Review, a foreign
The case Of Thomas W. Wootten,
charged with !killing William Braeme,
was called for trial before Judge John
W. Breathitt at one o'clock Monday
afternoon.
The attorneys of Mr. Wootten stated
that owing tolthe absence of some wit-
nesses and the inability to produce im-
mediately cettain important evidence
that they demered to waive an examina-
tion. A motien to grant bail to Mr.
Wootten was overruled by the Court,
who stated that unless he could hear the
e testimony of the witnesses in the case
I he was not wining for the defendant to
! be released. Mr. Wootten was remand-
ed to jail to await the action of the
I people from the Herndon and Lafayette
i grand jury. :The court room was crowded with
'vicinities, and the history of the killings
in which the dead constable had been
aimidpeali.cated were talked about on all
About twenty years ago Braeme killed
Sheriff Beanniotit,of Montgomery coun-
ty, Tenn., and it took all the property
he owned-and he was then well off-to
secure an arqUittal. The Sheriff had a
warrant for leraeme's arrest, but when
he was about to serve it the man put
spurs to his horse and skipped out. The
Sheriff followed him, and, without
knowing it, (-rimmed over the line into
lientucky,e here the fugitive baited and
was soon overtaken and arrested by the
officer. Britethe submitted to arresteed
while the Sheeiff's liaek was turned he
fired a ball iiiio his spinal column, from
the effects of ihieb he died in a few
days. Brae:He's defense was that the
Tennessee Witter did not have the right
to come over hito Kentucky and arrest
him. Although that did not give him
the right to kdl the officer, the jury -
wonderful to setf-was of the opinion
that it excused the murderer. Before
dying the Sheriff seem that Ile did not
know the extuft location of theState line
and did not know he was in Kentucky.
The next man that Brame killed was
'-Skinny" LeMmous, a conductor of the
Hopkinsville and Nashville accommoda-
tion train. That occurred six or seven
years ago. He got on the accommoda-
tion train at Ihdgetop, a station just at
the summit ofIthe long, steep hill on
the St. Louis envision of the Louisville
and Nashville' railroad, about twenty
miles north of -Nashville, and when
Conductor Ledulnous came to him and
asked for his ticket, Brame said he did
not have any ticket or any money,
whereupon the cenductor told him, that
if he did not hove the money ready for
him by the thOe he finished takinn up
tickets he would have to get off of the
train as he coUld not carry him free
without running the risk of Toeing his
job.
Braeme made no effort to get any
money, although he had friends oil the
train from whom he could have borrow-
ed it, and he declined to get off, so jest
before reaching Cedar Hill Lemmous
stopped the train mid with the assistance
of the braketnan put Braeme off,
and turning started to enter the coach
when Brame tired and killed him. The
murderer theMdisappeared in the dark-
ness. Later on in the night he caught
a train and rode to Guthrie,but there he
left the railroad and went into the di-
rection of Allensville, near which place
he took a horse from the stable of a
farmer and rode the animal to this city,
arriving here just before daylight. He
turned the hones loose and it was taken
up and held sea stray until the owner
came and got It. .
Brame, so it was learned after he
was captured, remained in Hopkinsville
several weeks, or at least two weeks, al-
though the entire town and county was
scomed for hire, amid blood hounds were
pot on his trail. For more than a week
large posses went out from this city in
search of him,' and the Louisville and
Nashville Railroad Company sent detec-
tives here to hhnt him down, but as he
had a good many friends in the country
it was inipossible to catch him. The
reward c ffered by the railroad company
induced the detectives to continue work
on the case. They began to watch the
mails here anden Clarksville aud they
soon saw one f his clout relatives mail-;
ing letters to lorence, Neb , and they
suspected the letters were for Braeme,
who, it seems; had taken the name of
one of his friends in Christian county.
The deteetivies then wrote a decoy let-
ter to a hich Brame thoughtlessly made
reply. Procuring the necessary papers
the officers at *nee went tonere-nee and
found their wish in camp with a force of
men who were.gatheriug ice. Detective
Stewart, of the Louisville & Nashville,
knew he had adesperado to deal with,
PO he drew his t pistol and covered
Br acme beforetheeralled. to him to sur-
render, mei lis,!-Iiii hail the drop there
was no troublel 'Di, inan was taken to
Nashville whe're, after remaining in
jail for nearly It e ear, lie was tried and
sent to the penitentiary for two e ears
As soon as Beanie was released from
the penitentiary he returned to Chris-
tian county and set out in the "detee-
tire" business, spotting "blind tigers,"
Pte. ibout Nee years ago the people of
Lafayette elected. him Town Marshal,
as they said there were some desperate
characters that needed the attention of
such a fellow. Since then Erectile had
a great many tough fights and made
&erne very important isrreQts.
J. D. 'Limn e produce
ul---woLhiir(:.ew‘e-......-_,. 13o:co:a 1
Cs .
commission pier- leuit, of Guthrie, has
skipped the tOwn, loaviug behind a
striug of acconnts amounting to perhaps
$300. Hammond came to Guthrie from
New Orleans :tin' d opened things up with
a boom about ewo weeks ago. It seems
that his scheme was to procure as large
a shipment as hers‘ ssible and then skip.
This is what io did at any rate, much
to the sorrow rf numerous victimized
cotusiguors. ,
Earnest, thip thrt-o-year-old son of
F. T. Taylor, etas badly burned yester-
day. The child att nipted to get some
matches fro n the mantel, when his
clothing becante ignited and were not
put out until the chill had received eie-
vere though not fatal burns.
Mrs. E. H. liartiii, wife of Grocere -
man. Martin. iltied yesterday afternoen
of inflammation of the bowels. She
leaves six Final' ehildeese
I found got results 10131 the use offnueral will take place Tuesday morn 
Dr. Bell's Pin 'rar-Boney in the treat.
ins •tit 10:44.) it'elock from the Filet ment of my I eliileiren for whooping
Ohre. :than church at Fourth said Walnut
143101*

















raptien in lieSt ate is so notorious that
the best citizens hold aloof from pole
lice." ThIl New York Sun resents this
THE ASYLUM ROW
as "a silly .lie and a gross insult," but Still Attracting Much Atten.
charges th stinitflation of such cant to
tion at Lexington.ups, who it classes as "a set
o, taken collectively, have
sn-al slander and a public
e United States." It might
have add that nearly all of them are 1THREE LIKELY
Civil Servile reformers and want all the I
offices.
Now tha the returns for December
are in, it is found that in the calendar '
yearlS9fi,tl4s merchandise exports of the
United Sta exceeded its imports by
#325,322,18.4 To show for It ws have
$46,023,694 iet gold imports and an ac-
cummulati n of about $40,001,000 of
foreign exchange now on hand. Ap-
parently the rest went to pay debts to
foreign in esters and the earnings of
debts; to py freight on our esteem ;
and then tel modem-valuation of imports
under an apt valorem system of tariff,
and to pail expenses of our tourists
abroad. It is pretty safe to predict that
after the proposed tariff wall has been
in existence a year our export business
will not be anything like so large as it
WAS in 1896 because the tariff will be so
high that mir people will not be able to
buy but vett little foreign goods, and as
a matter of course, foreigners can not
buy from tie and pay us the cash, but
must buy ; rom people who will take
their goods n exchange. The Ameii•
can artisan will, therefore, suffer, be-
cause, the4 being no foreign market
for American goods as there now is un-
der the Wileon tariff law, the manufac-
ture of the geode usually sold beyond
one shores efill cease, throwing our la-





be made up at home, because
ill not need any more than
been using in the past, in
t be able to buy as much as
in the page as the goods will be so
very much nigher, while mcney will be
much more fr,carce. This tariff business
was fully atid clearly explained to the
laboring pedple during the recent cam-
paign, but they paid no attention to it.
The probability, fiowever, is that during
the next %e4r years the tariff taxes will









n DOE fail to see the matter
t light from any in which
et been seen by them, and
nce see the matter as it is,
unjust from the beginhing
hey will rise up in their
ad wipe oat the entire eye-
The post a.ster at Ileachdale, Pa., of-
fers a rewerd of $30 for his wife, who
recently eloped. She must have taken
V30 worth ef stamps, which he wishes
to recover.
.-1-L----=_._ _
Teeth extracted without pain with
nitrous oxidt gas, vitalized air and the
best-known ocal anaesthetic 50 cents,
Baltimore Ilental Parlors. d&wtf
-ea- . -4.--
ired and Weak.
LouisvilliN Ky., Dec. 13, I896.-"My
husband aid I were afflicted with a
tired feeling, and felt that we needed
something tf brace us up, and we began
taking Hond's Sarsaparilla. We aeon
felt very much better. We have also
given Hoceis Sarsaparilla to our chil-
dren for weeknees and tired feeling and
It has made them well and happy."ii
MRS. N. &Line,
1622 G lagher St.
Nod's Pillt cure all liver Flit.
JOHN BULUS KNIFE
Is Ready For Use Upon The
Monetary Conference.
HE WILL NEVER AGREE
To Render Any Sort of Assistance in the Cause
of International Banttalism.
Washingt n, Jan. 25.- Agreeing with
Associated .esso cable dispatches in all
statements regarding the success and
progress ofi Senator Wolcott's mission
abroad, prirate advices from that gen-
tleman stale that, while he has been
cordially received everywhere, he has
az yet met with no substantial assis-
tance in periling the movement for a
monetary °Inference. Reading between
the lines, add looking behind the scene*
it is easy to ee that England wears the
same guilejess smile of welcome, but
carries the awe old dagger of deceit.
Things are at the same, and it appears
that they w 11 so continue. There has
been no ch go since the Brussels con-
ference. his is what the Associated
Press says t is morning:
"In spite f the willingness of Great
Britain to ng the mints of India into
interuation agreement, Great Britain,
under no c umstancee, will take the
initiative i calhng a new monetary
conference. Tbe continental powers,"
continues t e Associated Press, "art
equally un Wing to take the lead in a
monetary nference,. as they unani-
mously beli 'ye the United States, both
by its posi ion and importance, must
take the ini ative.
* *5
This seemS to be supporting MeEr,yan
in his campaign declarations that bime-
tallism will sever come if we wait for•
England to 4ake the first step. Before
the end of t e great Hanna and McKin-
ley reign M Bryan will be farther vin-
dicated.. N ne but the partisan in
Washington ha' faith in either Wol-
cott's mimic or McKinley's intention.
• • •
If Senato Morgan could prove that
Great Briti instigated the Rodrigues
letter read in the Senate on Friday,
which cause such a dramatic turn to
be taken in he course of the Nicaragua
Canal bill,) would be perfect happy.
That he fi v believes Great Britian
responsible or Mr. Rodrignes's irre-
sponsible co inculcation no one doubts,
and that th q belief is well founded
seems nuqu tioned, But to prove it is
another thi . Ile may not even try,
Ulf rely cont Wing himself with the de-
claration, but will continue this week to
fight for the canal bill, and even the
Senate will be interesting for that if for
nothing else
At three 'clock this afternoon the
Senate will in to hear eulogies on the
late Speakerl Crisp.
TAR YOUR CHOICE.
Da. To NEW mai
TO CO.
The Blizzard is P aeng Havoc in tte North
west-Predictions for Kentucky.
IT WILL BE STILL COI DER TO-NIGHT.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Lexington, Ky., Jan. 25.-State In.
spector Lester, es ho a-as making an in-
vestigation at the Eastern Kentecky
Asylum for the Insane all last week,
when approached on tie tut jeet stud
that there Was no trouble about the asy-
lum or its management, but his denial
of the matter "cuts no ice"-as it is
known from various persons on the in-
side that there is trouble and • heap of
it, ,and that some exceedingly salty
charges have been tiled against the man-
agement. It is said by persons el- o are
in a position to know that three attaches
are almost certain to go, as it will not
be possible to have peace in the future
unless they are sent away.
Inspe nor Lester says that he has not
in the slightest changed his opinion as
to the Eddyeille prison and the Hop-
kinsville Asylum cases, and that he will
make his reports and recommendations
in both cases the latter part of this
week. He, however, declines to say
what his recommendation in either cams
will be.
IT IS BITTERLY COLD.
Mt'SPECIAL 0 NEW ;
Chicago, Jan. 24.-The records of the
Weatherleureau show that pest 'rday was
the coldest day that Chicago has had in
the past twenty-five years, and it is al-
most as cold to-day, and would be cold-
er but for the fact the e is more sun-
shine and much lees Ivied than there
was yesterday. There is a great deal of
suffering among the poor people of the
city, and the charitable organizations all
have their hands full of work. 'I here
are fatly a hundred thousand people in
the city who to-day stand in need of as-
sistance and it is being rendered as ra-
pidly as possible.
At Grand Crossing thirty-eve fami-
lies in which there were eighty-six
children were yesterday found living in
hovels and unable to protect themselves
against the awful weather. Assistance
was rendered them as soon as possible.
In South Chicago five large families
were found actually freezing to death.
Hundreds of people had their hands,
noses, ears and feet terribly frost bitten.
Four hundred loads of coal were deliv-
ered to poor families yesterday by the
Cook county coal contractor and more
than that will be given out to-day.
The reports from all directions show
this to be by far the worst blizzard the
Northwest has ever yet seen, and the
suffering all over Michigan, Northern
Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and the
two Dakotas and Iowa is said to be be-
yond conception. In the States of Min-
peseta, Wisconsin and Illinois not less
than a dozen and a half people are
known to have actually frozen to death
since the blizzard set in. At all points
heard from the temperatnre is said to be
:ower than it has been for a great many
years, and even as far South as South-
ern Texee there is fearful suffering ex-
perienced by both man and beast. Al
many points in Illinois the
temperature is 33 degrees below what
had before been regarded as an .-. e.,i
point. Not only Chicago, but it . _o•
nois is suffering to-day,but the su:!ering
is not to be compared to that inNorthDa-
kota where at many points the mercury
stood at 36 and even as low as 40 de-
grees below zero about fh-e o'clock till/
morning.
The worse feature of the whole mat-
ter, however, is that the Weather Bu-
reau at noon to-day said that the full
fore- of the blizzard will not be felt be-
fore late to-night or to-morrow morn-
ing.
The, Bureau's prediction in regard to
Kentucky is that the temperature will
begin to rise to-morrow evening, but
that for some time the rise will be very
slow indeed-hardly noticable except on
the thermometer.
Dispatehee from the South indicate
that the fruit has been almost ruiued by
the present cold snap. The cold extends
further South than it has been kuowu
to do in many years.
THE MODERN MOTHER
Has found that her little one* ere im-
proved more by the pleasant Syrup of
Figs, when in need of the laxative effect
of a gentle remedy than by any other,
and that it is more acceptable to them.
Children eiljoy it and it benefits them.
ehe true remedy, Syrup of Figs. is
manufactured by the Califorele Fig
Syrup Company only._
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The railroads of Great Britain made
a most remarkable record during the
year 1896. They carried 816,921,uS8e
and the whob number killed without
fault of their own was only five That
seeras almost incredible when compar-
ed with the records of the railttays of
the Vulteet States, especially when it is
tethinhbesed, that a great deal taster time
is made on the Fenglish railroads than
on ours, the time-card of the London
and Edinbursti "Limited" being in the
neighle ese 7 ninety-miles an hour.
The res. see speaks volumes for
the ma-. Lneat of the English rail-
roads and should bring a blush to the
cheek of every railroad manager in the
United States. Our railroad men
should study the English methods arid
learn the secret of handling hundreds
of miilions of passengers withoet kill-
ing more than five. There were in the
United Stater; a number of wrecks of
excursion trains last year in any one of
which there were more people killed
than the English railways have killed
in the last four or five years all put to-
gether. There are several reasons why
the.Engliah make a better showing than
we do in regard to the number of pas-
sengers killed. They have better, more
careful management, fewer trains on
the road at once, far better road-beds,
steel instead of wooden croes-ti, better
quality of steel rails-and heavier ones,
too-tracks fenced in on both sides, bet-
ter rolling-stock, far less drinking
among employes and last, but by no
means least, much shorter houre of la-
bor for all employes, and especially en-
gineers. In the United States travel-
ing is, however, much more pleasant--
even if it is more dangerous-because
our cars are so much more comfortable,
being furnished with more conveniences
than are to re found on the railroads of
any other errantry on earth. From the
records of all sorts of fatalities' it seems
that the Englishman is safer on one of
his trains skipping along at a rate of a
mile and a half a minute than he is any-
where else in his country.
A DIFFERENCE.
A great many long-suffering Married
men will contemplate with calm Content
the precedent of Lady Scott in in En-
glish pr.,. zi for having made ep and
spre,e'. s •eamber of infamous, vile and
vulger 'renders against her son-in-law.
The imprisonment of Lady Scott, a rich
woman and a member of the nobility,
shows the yast difference between the
administration of justice in Great Brit-
ain and the United States. It is doubt-
ful if there be a single "court of justice"
in the whole United States in which a
woman of Lady Scott's position, means
and powerful social and political back-
ing could even have been brought to
trial, much lees convicted and sent to
prison. English justice is swift and
certain. Lady Scott loved her eon-in-law
and wanted him divorced from her
daughter thinking that she might final-
ly catch him, as he had visited her be-
fore he met her daughter, and in order
to bring about a divorce she started re-
ports in which he -.I, eesd to be
worse than a bea-t • to Oscar
Wilde, hoping in that way to put her
eineerer teeinst him and make her sue
- which the partially suc-
- seer in doing, as the daughter sued
for eparation, but not for a divorce.
Th.- susband fought the separation snit
and asked for an absolute divorce, which
was given him. He then proceeded to
prosecute Lady Scott, his mother-in-law,
and two or three men who assisted her
in circulating the libels. One of the
men confessed and then committed sui-
cide, it is thought, and now Lady Scott
and the remaining male accomplice are
in prison. Diabolical as was her crime
it is not probable that she would have
been convicted if she had been a resi-
dent of the United States and her case
had been tried anywhere in this coun-
try.
 1
The people of the United ottght to
kick and continue to kick until the Sen-
ate ceases to hold secret sessions when
discussing treaties. The Senate ?cannot
have any business that the people of a
free country haven't the right to hear
if they desire to. The people are all in-
terested in the present treaty pending
in the Senate and they want to kuow all
about it, yet they are not allowed to
know even the provisions of it, much-
less what the Senate is doing about the
matter.
The small man, or rather the man
who does small tricks, hardly ever
makes anything by it. A rich London
wholesale shoe manufacturer recently
entered and rode a short distance in a
second-class coach on a third-class ticket
in order to save the difference in the fare
which was only one penny, but the rail-
way officials had him arrested and he
was fined $12, losing P1.99 in money as
well as the respect of the public in his
efforts to save one penny.
The Cincinnati Times-Star gives the
following very good advice: "Don't ex-
pend all your sympathies on *nine-
stricken ludia or war-devastated I Cuba.
rhere may be people in the next block
suffering for lack of food or fuel. i A lit-
tle timely contribution of something to
eat or wear distributed among the de-
serving poor near home will relieve hu-
man distress more than a shipload of
resolutions for the persecuted Arme-
nians.
The refusal of the Doorkeeper of the
National House of Representatives to
allow General Simon Bolivar Buckner
to enter the House with a corncob pipe
in his mouth is a discrimination against
theKentecky "meersztaaum,"calling for
most vigorous protest from the people of
Kentucky.
1
The New York Jockey Club is begin-
ning a crusade against the "doping" of
race horses. Its members naturally de-
sire to place their bets on straight blood
and bone; not on the unknown quiantity
of a drug that sends a delirious horse
careering round the track like a flying
pharmacy of fraud, to to speak.
English bimetallista are inclined to
believe that the only way to get Great
Britain in line for bimetallism is for the
United States to start the policy with a
10 per cent tariff differential in favor of
silver-using countries; in other words,
the English are willing to submit to bi-
metallism if they are clubbed into it.
The nervous strain of the elaborate
wedding ceremony of the fashienable
world of to-day was again shown at a
swell New Jersey event, when (sue of
the ushers "shrieked and fainted" just
as the knot was being tied. It is. com-
forting to realize, however, that up to
date no bride has been known to weaken
at such a critical moment.
1 he fact that Secretary, Francis, of
Missouri, is spoken of as likely to be his
own successor in the next Cabinet
shows what sort of a Democrat he is,
and also shows that Senator Vest oughtt
to have corktinued to have the Secre-
tary's nomination held up in the Sen-
ate. It is not very probable, however,
that McKinley wants such cattle in his
Cabinet.
W. A. Harris, the Populist who sue-
ceedi Peffer as Senator from Karroo, is
an ex-Confederate soldier and served on
the staff of "Stonewall" Jackson.; How
the world does move! Think of an ex-
Confederate representing "bleeding"
Kansan in the United States Senate. But
1 Colonel Harris was intro:trued th the
bigoted Republicans gradually. flaying
endured him SA' congressmen-at Large
' teey will not Kee a crash of ivories in
his election to the senate
That Senator Lodge, of Massachu-
setts, has a plenty of "gall" is shown
by his introduction in the Senate of a
BALL
bill to appropriate $10,000 to be used in
I efforts to exterminate the "Gipsy Moth" ThatAmerica Has Ever Seen
that has proved so destructive to the
I tree* in his State. In view of the fact
that the "Gipsy Moth" is not found Ls
any other State in the Union wept
Massachusetts, the people of the other
forty-four States have no interest in the
matter and should not be expected to
bear any of the expense of the experi-
ments to be made by various men claim-
lug to have schemes by which the pests
can be exterminated. The tendency to
put upon the Federal Government all
I sorts of expenses that by rights belong
to the States has been so encouraged by
the Republican party during the past
thirty years that in many instances
when Congress does happen to decline
to pass some such bill as the one that
Senator Lodge has introdnced for the
benefit .of the people of 31 esstsea e setts
the people regard such ret ese. al. out-
rage, as an abridgement of their right's.
If it is the business of the Federal Gov.
ernment to have the "Gipsy Moth" ex-
terminated in Massachusetts, then it is
its business to exterminate the tobacco
files in Kentucky and other tobacco
producing States, and to exterminate
the crows in all corn producing States
and the pestiferous English sparrow in
all the States. Yet it is very probable
that Senator Lodge will finally get his
bill passed and the Federal Government
will be $10.000 poorer and one or two
cranks will be that much richer.
IGNORANT AND BULL-HEADED.
By refusing to see members of Con-
gress to whom he has taken a dislike be-
cause they did not desert their party in
the last campaign as he did, President
Cleveland deprives himself of a great
deal of information of which he stands
in need_ Representative Cooper, of
Texas, told the House a few days ago
that while the bill providing for the es-
tablishment of a new judicial division in
Texas Was under consideration he made
several trips to the White House for the
purpose of explaining to President
Cleveland the reason why his constitu-
ents wanted the bill passed, and that
finally he was told by that bootlick,
Private Secretary Thurber, that it was
useless for him to continue his efforts to
see the President, because he had al-
ready made up his mind to veto the bill.
This shows a fine state of affairs. The
idea of the President refusing to hear
the reasons for legislation is something
that no occupant of the White House
before the present bull-headed ruffian
ever thought of doing. Cleveland la-
bors under the impression that he never
needs any advice about anything. Peo-
ple who know him well, intimately, say
that his egotism is exceeded only by his
Ignorance. 0! how he did fool the peo-
ple daring his first term in office! He
was then playing for another term, but
now that he knows he can never get the
office again he has thrown off his mask
and the world is seeing him as he really
is-and the sight disgusts everybody.
It is said that the impression that
Sherman is likely to yet change his de-
termination to enter the Cabinet is gain-
ing strength in Washington, as it MI
known that the Senator does not desire
to see his seat in the Senate go to any of
the Foraker gang that has been fighting
him so bitterly for several years paid.
If Senator Sherman is not assured be-
yond the shadow of doubt that Hanna
will be his suceeeeo  in the Senate he
will not resign, in which event Mr. Mc-
Kinley will have to look out for some-
one else to take the State portfolio.
Business is on a solid basis down at
Mobile, Alabama. There was not a
single failure of a business man or in-
stitution connected with the Chamber
of Commerce of Mobile during the year
Wee. On the contrary there was an ad-
yam* of 119 per cent. in exports of gen-
eral merchandise and of 25.5 per cent. in
ocean shipment of grain. It is doubt-
ful if th 4-re is a city in the country that
can make a better showing than that.
Sam Jones having told the Bostonians
that if they bored for oil they would
strike fire and brimstone, they sent for
Col. Rob't. G Ingersoll to come and
prove that there isn't any such place.
Sam Jones preached all last week and
Col. Ingersoll on Sunday. The people
listened to both of them, and now they
are in doubt as to whether they dare
to bore for oil or not.
We do not say that Mark Hanna will
not realize his ambition to become Pres-
ident. Strange things have happened
in politics, for instance, the election of
Win. McKinley. But we do say that be
will have to double the capital of his
political syndicate as the first essential
step.
The dispatches say that President
Cleveland received Queen Lilieokalaui
most cordially when she called at the
White H01189 last Monday. If that be
true, then it is pretty certain that she
did not have anything to say about that
throne that he promised to restore to
her but which up to the present he has
not done.
From the present outlook Spain will
not escape without a challenge from
Roger Q Mills. The Texas Senator is
mighty mad about the way in whith
the Cubans are being treated by the
Madrid govern meat and also by Uuele
Sam.
There is every reason to believe that
Foraker would like very much to have
a word about nkming his colleague. If
Bushnell were appointed Foraker
would'nt have to look under the bed ev
ery night before retiring; but who
knows what Hanna might do?
The Bohemians in ('hicago want to
aid the struggling Cuban patriots, so
they have organized a company of vol-
unteers. The company consists of nine-
teen officers and seventeen privates, but
it thought that the number of pri-
vates may be reduced.
The national House has passed a bill
allowing the starting of a national bank
on $20,000 in small cities of 4,000 inhab-
itants or more. Heretofore national
banks of less than $50,000 capital could
not be started. It will be an accommo-
dation to small cities.
It is stated that Chicago is very much
worried over its impure water. That's
the first time that the world was ever
informed that Chicago worried over
anything impure.
The new Senate will contain two
Platte, two Jones, and two Harrisea
But then it will not contain any Peffers,
and that will be a blearing.
The Tennessee law-makers are wrest-
ling with a bill for the suppression of
cigarettes. Murder, an-son, rape and
train-robbery and the like are minor of-
fenses', apparently, compared with the
felony of cigarette-smoking.
By the death of "The Duchess" read-
ers of light literature lose one of their
favorite authors. The novels that she
wrote were better than those of most of
the other writers of her slam.
The Cincinnati Times-St-a; says that
the people who have been praying for
cold weather to stir up business are in-
clined toeit down by the fire and let
other people do the stirring.
If Jack Freet would just start at once
on strip to the North pole and remain
there for the next twelve months he
would be forgiven for his recent mean
work.
In electing an ex-Confederate soldier
The Senate eagle to mend 'toner Q. to r"Pr'll`'''t old Jo
Mills over to Casa ith sileeteies to 0•11r.r In the tio:ted
whip Weyler. as the Senator seems to "I" °It"' its usual
be thinatiug for sore- and iota of it, $wig.
hn Brown's corstitn- ,
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St, et , near
$1.00 A YEAR_
Received as the posit:dace in It
Si siscoud-eiass man matter.
Friday, January 29, 1897.
- AMVENTISHIG RATER: -
Ono loci ars& insertion  II 1 50
tins MA& one month.  8 uu
One inch,- three months  800
One inch, six months  000
tine inch, one year  15 00
Additional rates may be had by applica-
tion at the utace.
Transient advertising must be paid for in
advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements will be
collected quarterly.
All ralvertlsotaentS inserted without spec-
Died time will be charged for until ordered
out.
dnouncements of Marriages and Deaths,
Co. exceeding live lines, and notices of
pretseh mg published gratis.
ant nary Notices, Resolutions of Respect,
Stud caner iwiiaz notices, five cents per line.
- CLUMPING RATES:-
The WIRRELT New ERA and the following
paper one year:
Weekly Cincincianati Enquirer.  25
Weekly K. Louis Republic  1 75
Semi-Weekly Globe-Democrat.  I 76
Weekly Nashviiie sun.  115
Mews* and Farm 125
• 
COURT DIRECTORY.
Centeurr COVET-First Monday in June
and fourth Monday ua February and Sep-
tember.
QtaRTERIX Coowr-Second Mondays
In Jawsary, April, July and October.
Ftecee Cot-Re--First Tuesday in April
and October
Cosrrit Ootect-First Monday in every
moath.
SEACOAST DEFENSES.
The convention held in Florida to con-
sider the condition of Soutern 98600list
defenses toned what the people every-
where already knew without needing a
conveutieu to inform them-that the
country is nearly defenseless as against
a foreign naval attack se ! that the ne-
cessity for better defeee . is most ur-
gent. It is, indeed, a ee at pity that
the attention of - -an not be
held on this se', , es egh to im-
press upon • : rtance of at
once buildiee -- • sleets, fortifying
every city s' • :see that we have
upon the -- I • eel, especially on the At-
lantic and tre Crud of Mexico, because
the names we are most likely to have
trouble with are East of us. We are
liable to have a war at any time, to have
one forced upon us. and if we should,
the result well ! • s s• ery one of our
cities on the sene,.a...t ii Maine to the
city of Galveston would be destroyed.
T !se- see at New York might save
r...e • : but it is extremely doubtful.
Our .1'7 in regard to this matter of
s iefenses has i been an
shorteng:...- in fact,
re is not another nation on the earth
-setild have pursued a like policy-
-- other nations of the world have
ted on at tie in surprise. We have
along depended too much upon nor
a tied position, upon the great thetas.
tler nations iron • but if we were
I , • e justified in he,- se upon such
things, that time•-:---- The im-
- , -ate in the f ocean
are been such erst wipe
-onsideration of : , - The
-sszush• question and the Cuban
-non .eht to have had the effect by
• r suing the eyes of the people
ere them that complications
• s- arise at any moment that
'erre us to go to war with any of
t eewerful nations of Earope, and
e being the caseet is our duty to take
the steps necessary to protect our sea-
r-, 'Irt Instead of spending vast
soupy for public bnildings in
1. towns all over the country, in
• ns in which the Government has no
use for them and in which it can rent
whatever buildings it may need for far
less than the interest on the money in-
vested in a public building would
amount to, it had mach better take all
thst money and put it into seacoast de-
f. ale Then, again, about two-thirds
names on the pension rolls should
-at off, as fully that many of the
cirawing pensions are not entitled
to Chem. By making that reduction
fully eighty millions of dollars that are
now being thrown away could be spent
for toast leaoesee and in the course of
the c..-at 1,-L, • Stteen years every one
of our big sears aril ce; es could be made
nteereenaale The ;e, seeuld keep
tersee eaTed up es !, - .estion of
e-t dee sisee until it is for ,s1 to do
seined:ring through selfdefense
If advances in surgery continue as
they have been going on for some time,
it will be almost impossible to kill a
man in a few years from now. Joe
Wilson,7 years of age, has just been dis-
charged from the Long Island Hospital.
Brooklyn, after having his brain opened,
trimmed and repaired. The boy fell
semen a flight of stairs several weeks
ago and sustained s compound commin-
uted fractured of the skull. When he
WM taken to the hospital it was found
that there were extensive lamerations of
the lad's brain tissue. The fragments
of bone were removed, the ragged edgee
smoothed away and the brain bared. It
WAS dressed and left open for three
days, covered only by antiseptic gauze.
This was necessary, as the wound was
very much infected at the time. At the
end of three days the protrota r.tz erain
tissue was sliced off wtth -sreeon's
knife, the scalp closed and the head en-
cased in an antiseptic dressing.
Charity 'Mould begin at home, but it
does not always do so. The first mass-
meeting to Wee contributions for the
vistims of famine in British India was
held, not in India, nor yet in Great
Britain-where it ought to have been,
but in San Francisco, and the first con-
tribution was a cargo of American corn.
A Brooklyn physician claims to have
discoveted that the apple will cure near-
ly every ill that the flesh is heir to. In
view of the fact that the apple is alleged
to have caused all the ills it is evident
thatilthat physician is going on the Ho-
moeopathic theory of SIMILA SIMILIBUS
CI:RANTER.
Some of the leading Republicans must
have • great deal of respect for Major
McKinley, as the papers announce
about twice a week that Mr. So and So
has gone to Canton to pay his respects
to Major McKinley. Either that or else
they have neglected to pay them when
due and have allows(' them to accumu-
late.
There is romething humanizing in
the statement that on the next birthday
of the young King of Spain all political
prisoners now confined in Cuban jails
will be set at liberty. It is a great pity
that this meteol of conquering the Cu-
bans had not been tried long ago.
State of Ohio. City of Toledo,
Lucas County
Frank J heney makes oath that he
is the sent - eartner of the firm of?. J.
Ovizscr , doing business in the
City of Te County and State afore-
said, and , st said firm will pay the
sum of ees HUNDRED DOLLARS
few -es+ and every cam of Catarrh that
rennet be cured by the use of
4 ' .rNrrb Cure.
FRANK J CHENEY.
ere PI before the and subscribed in





lltL4 :.ararrn t 'are Is taken internally
' 45 • :.y ths blood and mu-
. the, eh.,em, tend for
•A 1.1 • . To-etle. U.
Suet by Draggles The.
ligall'elfamily Pills are the best,
Will Occur Soon.
WILL COST $500,000.
Mrs. Bradlt)-Martin Says that Her Ball Will
Exceed Arothing Ever Given in America.
, [SPECIAL TO NEW zee)
New York, Jan. 26.-Mrs. Bradley-
Martin's ball, which has acquired the
distinction of being singled oat for de-
nunciation from the pulpit 1 y a New
York i reacher, Dr. Reinsford. ea a pt r-
nicious instance of the surf ol extrava-
gance aid folly of society, is to be the
most expensive ever given iu New York
far excelling Mrs. Vanderbilt's $260,-
affair. Dr. Rainsford's denunciation
has attracted still more attention to the
plans by which it is proposed to spend
$500,000 for a single evening's entertain-
ment.
It is to be "in the Waldorf," on the
night of Febuary 10, because "at hotel"
smacks too much of ill-breeding and the
rabble for Mrs. Bradley-Martin, so the
invitations bid you to "11 West Third-
street," which is Manager Boldt's pri-
vate entrance to the hotel. On that au-
spicious date all society %ill be in town
to attend. There is a greet 'scurrying
around for costumes, as it is to be a
court affair, and all else is being for-
gotten.
Artists, costumes and print-sellers
are being called on for advice; old
books and plates are being dug up, and
the curios of the art museums are be-
ing inspected for ideas of the dreases
worn by the great people of the Six-
teentbaSeventecuth and Eighteenth cen-
turies, the eostumes of which are "de
rigtur."
Moat of those who have been invited
to the ball prefer to keep their individ-
ual efforts as to costumes in mystery.
Mrs. Baylies is organizing u quadrille
of twenty-four young married people,
who will dance a minuet or a pavane,
possibly to the music of the orchestra
of wood instruments. Mrs. Bronson's
quadrille will be made up almost alto-
gether of young unmarried people,
among the debutantes of the winter.
Probably Louis XV, costumes will be
worn. It is said that one lady in prom-
inent society will be brought into the
ball room in a sedan chair by four
lackeys in Seventeenth century cos-
tumes.
The entire oall-room suite of the Wal-
dorf has been engaged, as well as the
entire floor above. All the attendants
will be costumed in the livery of the
Louis XIV, period, and the palatial
Waldorf will be trensformed into an
even more gorgeous palace. Mrs. Brad-
ley-Martin has included all her very
large visiting list in her invitations,and
therefore the ball will not be limited
to the narrow circle that seems to be so
much the vogue nowadays in fashion-
able society. It is said that many from
distant cities have expressed a desire to
attend the ball, and great pressure is
brought to bear for invitations.
Just what old Isaac Sherman, who
made the money at the cooper's bench
up in Troy, would say if he could see
what his daughter is arranging, might
not look well in print, but lie is long
since dead. When he was hereabouts
he did not have a Countess for a daugh-
ter, but Mrs. Bradley-Murtin has, and
the mother of the Countess of Craven
thinks she has rights with which the
rabble must not meddle. Some of the
rectors of aristocratic churches; say they
have never seen airy evidence of strife
between the clashes and the masses and
deride the reverend doctor.
With belief in her rights well deter-
mined in her own mind, K.n. Bradley-
Martin proceeds to the feast, and here
are a few of the items of eest which
will week he progress: Ball room, $1,-
01)0; state apartments and other rooms,
$4,250; buffet supper, $6,000; regular
supper, midnight to 5 a. m., $12,000;
cottilon favors, $20,000; floral decora-
tions, $15,000 ;stockings for servants,$1,-
400.
Here are some of the items which the
guests will hate to pay to enjoy such a
luxurions hospitality: Four hundred
earriages, 0,110e; 600 men's costumes,
$,)0,(x); SOO women'ecoettuare, f120,()0;
cosmetics, hair-dressers, flowers and in-
cidentals, $25,000.
Of course nobody not poseessed of
diamonds will be present, consequently
the value of the jewels worn will not
enter into the expenses of the affair. A
leading jeweler who kuows well the
"400' jewels says that front *2,000,000
to $4,000 WO to $5,000,000 worth will be
worn.
The only other ball that apprasches
this one from a point of wegtiificenee is
the one that followea the wedding of
the almost fabulously wealthy Cuban
Don Estbau del Oviedo andMissFrances
Bartlett, which oecured at St. Patricks
Cathedral in New York on Ortober 14,
leb9. The jewels worn by the bride on
that occasion cost $100,000. Don Este-
ban not only supplied the outfit of the
bride, but also that of the entire bridal
party. After the wedding there was a
reception that was gorgeous beyond pre-
cedent. That affair was also attacked
by some of the New York preachers who
were seeking notoriety. The wouran
who was the bride on that occasion is
said to be still living, but in abject pov-
erty.
The next costly ball was the one giv-
en by Mrs. Willie K. Vanderbilt, now
Mrs. Oliver Perry Belmont, which oc-
curred March 26, 1863,and cost $250,000.
It still holds the record for lavish ex-
travagance, but Mrs. Bradley-Martin
will establish a new record, as her ball
will cost P00,000 at the very smallest
Gladness Comes
calculation. Be it said right here, how-
ever, that the Astors have s, yen balls
that cost that much, but tte was no
ostentation and the cost e r made
known by ally of the family as they did
not care for such notoriety. The Brad-
ley-Martins, however, are nothing if not
ostentatious. Not to be advertised is
galling to their pride. Of course,in foot-
ing up this grand total n f cost the money
spent by guests for costumes, flowers,
hair dressers and carriages is always
counted in.
If Mrs. Vanderbilt was extras agent,
extravagance was also demanded from
her 'wets. As mach as$700was spent by
one lady upon her costume. The average
expense, however, of ladies costumes
was about $260 and gentlemen's about
$175.
At the Bradley Martin ball not only
will the hostess spend more than Mrs.
Vanderbilt did, but she will call for
greater expenditure on the part of her
guests. Everything mast be bran-new
and made especially for the occasion.
There are the interests of the poor to be
considered. As much mo.ey as possible
must be circulated among them Those
worthy panperethe fashionable modiste,
the fashionable florist, the fashionable
tailor, must be looked after.
The floral decorations, which will be
more magnificent than any ever before
seen in New York, will cost $15,000.
The cotillion favors will also make a re-
cord for themselves. They will cost
$20,000. At this figure an average of
,20 worth of presents will be given to
each guest.
Ths Bradley•Martina have alwas
been famous for their entertainments.
In February, 1890 they startled New
York society by giving what was at the
time universally agreed to be the most
gorgeous private entertainment ever
known on this; side of the Atlantic. Of
course, this was a metre bagatelle to the
coming cmwuiug glory in the social
career of the Bradley-Martins. All told
the affair could not have met over $100,-
000. You can't feed many paupers of
the modiste, florist and tailor class on
$100,000.
VERY COLD.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA`,
Chicago, Jan. 26.-The weather that
prevailed al: over the North and North-
west yesterday was the coldest in many
years, and intense suffering resulted in
many places. The cold wave extended
all over the country, no portion of it es-
caping, but the most suffering is in the
Northwest. At many points in Mani•
toba it was 50 below zero; at St. Paul,
40; Edmonton, Minn , 36 ; Fargo, N. D.,
30; Bozeman. Montana, 28; Huron, S.
D., 26; Sioux Falls, 25; Bismarck, 22;
Cedar Rapids, la, 22; Burlington, Ia.,
22; Chicago, 20; and at many points in
Indiana, Illinois and Ohio it ranged
from 10 to e0 degrees below zero. It
was below freezing on the Texas coast.
A great many lives have been lost. It
will be freezing in Florida to-morrow
night.
You Can Re Weil
When your blood is pure, rich and
nourishing for nerves and muscles. The
blood is the vital fluid, and when it is
poor, thin arid impure you must either
suffer from some distreasing disease or
you will easily fall a victim to sudden
changes exposure, or overwork. Keep
your blood pure with Hood's Sarsapa-
rilla and be well.
Heed's Pills are the best after-dinner
pill, assist digestion, care headache. 25
cents.
Dr. Medley's Lecture.
The date of Dr. James Hedley's lee-
tare at Union Tabernacle is Feb. 1st.
Dr. Hedley has no equal on the plat-
form in the varied range of his gifts
He is a thinker, a prose poet of the
sweetest fancy, a eonsummateactor,and
a character impersonator unsurpassed,
while in humor and pathos he moves
his listeners as with the wand of an en
chanter to laughter and tears at will.
His "Lillian Addlepate Tattlewit at the
Piano," "Patsy and Mike," -The Morn-
ing Glory," "Texas Courtship," "Mrs.
Blunderbuss Bang's Pink and White
Tea," "Ruby and Sandy," "Dick Wea-
ver to the Miners," -Mrs. Gilderoy
Blowser's Chrysanthemum Tea," "Pro-
fessional Church Choir," "Slumber
Song," and other creations are unequal-
ed in the history of the platform.
-are -Is--
subscribing for Metropolitan Papers.
The coming year will be crowed with
big news events and happenings, the
details of which everyone interested in
national and foreign affairs will want
to read. The best Western newspaper
published is the Semi-Weekly Republic
of St. Louis. It is only $1 a year, and
for that amount it will send two papers
a week to any address for one year-
The Republic daily is $6 a year, $3 for
six months or $1.50 ton-three months-
Chimney and Repairing
By Fowitione, "the tailor and cutter."
Fine woolens.
Suits made teen $15 to $60
Pants made from $ 4 to $15
Remember the secret of getting a fit
in a snit of clothes made to order is to
have a tailor take your measure. Bridge
street, opp. New Era.
The Baltimore News says that whis-
key in large quantities will cure hydra
phobia. It fails, however, to tell what
will cure Baltimore whiskey in large
quantities. Kentuckians are safe.
In trying to help McKinley out in the
selection of his Cabinet, Senator Teller
is showing a most magnanimous spirit,
but its dollars to cents that the Major
does not appreciate it as he ought to.
One of the New York newspapers re-
marks that "if every man could see the
girl he is in love with eat dinner when
nobody was watching her there would
be many more old bachelors than there
are now."
Lieut. Peary's new scheme to reach
the North Pole meets the approval of
the scientists, geographer'', in fact, eve-
rybody except the men who are expec
ted to put up the $150,000 necessary to
carry it out.
It's all very well for the students of
of the University of Illinois to be•larky'
and full of fun, but when they resort to
the trick of throwing phials of Ill-smell-
ing chemicals into a hall where a social
meeting is being held, their exuberance
of spirits needs bottling up.
A Missouri editor says that frogs
have been croaking back of his office all
winter. He could easily stop that by
drinking more "water on the side."
These are very trying times upon the
nerves of the patriots who hive
been labeled "Cabinet possibilities" and
placed on exhibition in the National
Art Gallery.
Having held the tariff "gabfest." the
Infant industries are impatiently wait-
ing the opening of the "grabfest"byMa•
jor McKinley, who has agreed to begin
it on March 15th.
If Wyoming women succeed in pass-
ing a bill prohibiting the hiring of car-
riages in which to convey voters to the
polls, the "tramp" vote of the State will
be increased to great proportions.
LAND FOR SALE!
211 acres of land 84e miles from Hop-
kinsville, lying between the Nashville
road and L. & N. R. R. This is good
land, well watered, with 35 acres of fine
timber, and runs up to Casky station.
Also a nice house and lot adjoining the
above land, if desired. Ape's, to
1:11.atTTER WOOD,
11417,1 Hopkinsville KyI •
lippPOKWOOOMPORIP/MIRIMIIMNIN
With a better understanding of the
transient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which vanish before proper ef-
foree-esentle e Ports-plea. t e fforts-
rightly directed. There is comfort in
the !cnotviedge, that sc marl tunes or
sicknese are not due to an -.steal dis-
ease, but simply to a constipated condi-
tion of the evetern, which the pleasant
family laxative, !Syrup°, Figs prompt-
ly removes. That is why it is the only
remedy with millions of families, and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value good health. Its beneficial
effects are due to the fact. Veit it is the
one remedy which promotes internal
cleanlinees without debilitating the
organs On whish it acne It h. therefore
all important., in order to get its bene-
ficial effects, to note when you pur-
chase, that eou have the eenuine arti-
cle, which Is, mairufsetured h. the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Co. °ley and sold by
all reputable druggists.
If in the enjoyment of geed health.
and the system is regular. %vetiver, or
other remedies air thee not needed. If
&filleted with any actnal uhease. one
may be commended to the m' ,et skill:u1
physicians, bet if in need 4 a laxative.
one sheree, have tne best, aata with Lir
well-ado-1,0.i eve Taloa., eyrep o!
Pigs stands highest and is west larg.l




Six Members of a Family
Meet Awful Deaths.
4 BURNED--2 FROZEN.
Now Said That the Extra Session of the Leg
Wales will Ds Called for March 5th.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Belkville, Mich., Jan 27.-The resi-
dence of A. E. Vandewatea, several
miles from this city, Was burned to the
ground at an early hour this morning--
a short while before daybreak, and
Vandewater's wife, two young childree
and a grown daughter were burned to
death-cremated. None of the family
woke up until the house was entirely
enveloped in flames and before Mrs
Vandewater and her three children:
could jump from their beds and get out
of the house the roof fell in upon them.
As there was no residence closer than
this city, the three surviving members
of the family started out to walk here-
several miles-through snow almost
knee-deep, but before they had covered
much more than half the distance two
of them were overcome by the intense
cold and sank down in their trarka. The
third one, by almost superhuman efforts,
managed to push on until she reached
here, apparently more dead than alive.
She at once told friends the awful story
of the burning of the mother and three
children and of the freezing of the two
women who had started to walk to town
with her. Several people at once start-
ed out to get the two women who had
fallen by the wayside. They were found
alive and brought to this place where
restoratives were applied by physicians,
but it is not believed that they will re-
cover.
THAT EXTRA SESSION.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 27.-The latest
rumor in regard to the extra session of
the Legislature is that Gov. Bradley
will call it to meet on March 5th, the
day after the expiration of
Senator Blackburn's term. He will, so
it is said, have the Legislature to
at once else t Blackburn's successor, in-
stead of appointing one himself, as he
thinks the Senate might seat one elect-
ed then, whether it is legal or not.
MANY FIRES.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA j
Chicago, Jan. 27.-Yesterday was a
bad day for fires, many cities suf-
fered heavy losses. The list of fires
and damage done is as follows: Phila-
delphia about $3,000,000; Chicago, $800,-
000; Lincoln, Neb., $73,000; New York,
$70,000; Toledo, $58 000; Kokomo, Ind.,
$50,000; Poland, N. Y., $30,000; Platts
mouth, Nob., $110,000; Chester, Pa., $20.-
000; Port Payne, Ala., $20,000; Louis-
ville, Ky., $10,000; and many other
smaller ones, making the total in the
neighborhood of $4,000,000, a fearful
record for one day. In most all of these
towns the property could have been
saved if the weather had not been so
cold, the trouble everywhere being due
to the freezing of wet e- works, or rather
pipes and fire plugs.
TECHN [CA LI TIES.
[SPECIAL TO NEW'ERA]
Louisville, Jan. 27.-The technicali-
ties of the law again demonstrated their
high standing at •ourt yesterday. A
criminal operation caused the death of
Mamie Harth. On her death bed she
told the story of her ruin and gave the
names of those whom she held responsi-
ble. Those whom she accused were
yesterday released in the Police Court
because it was stated that the girl, be-
fore making the confession, had not
been told that she "was dying," but
only that she "might die," a fact which
which wits held to make her statement,
inadmissable as evidence.
A SAD CASE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Paducah, Ky., Jan. 27.-On her
deathbed Miss Susie Moss,a well-known
young woman in this city, confessed
that she was the victim of a criminal
operation performed by a colored wo-
man named Hannah Hoase, The House
woman is under arrest. The police are
bufy investigating another case of the
same mature.
NOTIcEt
All persons holding claims against B.
D• Griffey, deceased, are hereby noti-
fied to file thi in with me proven and
verified as jquired by law, on or before
the first of June 1897.
Jan. 13, '97. C. H. Bumf,
49d2tw4t Adm'r. of B. D. Griffey.
City Property For Sale.
A house and lot on Ninth street, Hop-
kimiville, Ky., beautifully situated, lot
route:rut three acrt is of ground. The
house is a two-story frame dwelling,
containing nine rooms, in excellent re
pair, also a two-room cabin and other
eat houses on place. Price $3,210. Ap-
plyto HUNTER Wool),a dacw
Hopkinsville, Ky.
A HORRIBLE DEATH.
A Steamer Sinks in the Mid-
!17. POWER.
9dle of the Ohio R!ver. aine s Ctiery Compound Better
THREE OF THE PEOPLE
From the Steamsr Freeze to D.-.th After
Floattng for Many Hours on a Barg?.
Evansville, Ind., Jan. 28 -Engineer
Orr and two boys from the steamer
Peankishaw, which was cut down and
sank in the middle of the Ohio river,
near the mouth of Green river, yester-
day, were to-day found frozen to death
on the barge of that vessel. They are
suaported to be the Persons whose cries
for help were heard from the middle of
the river as they floated past this city
'ast night The night was very dark
here was not a teat at the wharf and
as the river was filled with floating
cakes of ice weighing many tons a skiff
could not reach the barge.
"OH GOD, HELP US!"




"GREAT HEAVEN, DO S03'E-
THING FOR US !"
Were some of the cries that were
heard from the poor unfortunate people
as they floated past the city. They left
the sinking boat in such a hurry that
they did not get any heavy clothes and
it is wonderful that they lived as long
as they did, and the thermometer regis•
tered far below zero in the city and it
mast have been fully ten degrees co'der
in the middle of the river. 'I he fate of
the rest of the crew is not known.
It Was a Complete Success.
The missionary entertaiumeet at He,
bron last Saturday evening under the
managemeet of Miss Alone Smithson,
who is president Of the missionary so-
ciety at that place, was a c-emplete suc-
cess. The songs and recitations were
well selected and well rendered. The
The following is the program of the
evening's exercises:
"All Hail the Power of Jesus' Name,"
song by the congregation.
Prayer by Mr. Browning.
Song by the choir.
Recitation by Mies Edith Williams.
A beautiful song was then sung by 13
little children w-ho wore upon their
brows crowns, the ban re of wh:ch
formed the words "Thine for Jesus."
Recitation by Miss Leona Williams
Quartet by Messrs. Donaldson, Duke,
Misses Rosa Lee Adams and Hattie
Knight. Miss Knight possesses a con-
tr Ito voice of nausual richness and
power.
Recitation by little Rosa Adcock,
Song by the choir.
Quartet, Messrs. Donaldson, Duke,
Misses :Writhe Compton, Hatt e Knight
Selection by Mrs. Belle Stowe.
Song by the choir.
"Sweet Bye and Bye" exquisitely
played on the guitar and violin by little
Misses Birdie Stowe and Ruth Knight.
Little Rath is quite a musical prodigy.
We than had a prose recitation by
Miss Knight who recites as well as she
sings.
Another song by the choir followed
by the benedictioa,
I must not omit to say that the collec-
tion taken up by two l•ttle girls was a
generous one wliich gladdened th
hearts et those who are trying to do
what they can for the Master's cause.
Miss Barbara A deolek, the accomplished
organist, and the choir deserve !nue)i
credit for the nins* and songs a hich
furniched a rich treat folthe audience.
31. D.
. ...-
There will not be enough spring poli-
tics to be interesting. The highe t of-
ficial to be elected in the whole country I
is a Governor of Rhode Island.,
NOTICE!
The people of Christian county, Ken-
tucky, will take notice that the Fiscal
Court of said county will meet at their
usual and customary place of meeting
in the city of Hopkinsville, county of
Christian and State of Kentucky, on
Tuesday, the 6th day of April, 1897. for
the purpose of issuing new county Re
funding Bonds to be sold for the pur-
pose of obtaining money with which to
pay off all outstanding bonds egainst
said county, which said bonds are of is-
sue July 1st, t1867, and amounting to
about $100,000, or fisr the purpose of ex-
changing said new Bonds for said old
Bonds as said Fiscal Court may deter-
mine; also for the purpose of calling in
said outstanding Bonds at maturity.
The terms and conditions of said new
Bonds will be fixed. and determined by
said Fiscal Court at said time and place.
Done by order of,the Chratlan Coun-









Select school for young ladies. A full
corps of able teaehers in all brauches
A thorough training alai culture
refinement are the objects in
view. gar A vocalist end elocution-
ist of highest order. Gold medalist horn
the American Coisservatory of Music,
Chicago. Half steatite' opens soon.
Pupils can enter to advantage.
Edmond Harrison.








so the tree will grow. The early lessons of childhood
leave a lasting impression. As the home is the true
sphere of woman, she cannot begin too young to acquire
the art of taking care of it. One of the most helpful
lessons she can learn is that
CLAIREIN SOAP'
is not only the most efficient means of keeping things
clean, but the most econon:ical as well. Whether used
for washing clothes or cleaning house it proves its worth
beyond question. It's never too late for a woman to
learn the Clairette lesson. Sild evcrywheie.
Made only by
THE T. K. FAIIIBA!NI( St. L,-
Tv"woe--
Than Years of Doctoring.
"ere-
ILA ''' .•-•Pt74.-j•t•.
Ti ere was rioter a remedy so eminent-
ly successful, sosar above and beyond
all competition as Paine's celery cone
pound.
P .ine's edereicornponed t ffects mar-
velous cur's:
Where other remedite miserably fail,
and where doceirs Co eut succeed, there
Paine's et lery 41111pOntld is found cur-
ing disease, mkking people well and
happy.
Here is the case of Mrs Haff, who
lives at 140 Santmer Ave., Nseark, N.
J., and whose Ore Mt is printed here.
••My doctor,"Ishe says, ••called my di
geese liver coniiilaint, etom tch trouble,
nervous dyspepsia, and almo-t every
other name you could think of. When
I was in Portlald, Ore., I had cnlaruge-
meta of the liver, and the doctor
thought all the roubles came from that
severe spell of illiiese. Thet was 12
roars ago, and 11 have Cone nothing but
aoctor ever siert. I have had the beet
physicians exaniine me, tied see if they
could do anything for me. For moriths
at a time my stomace ani lie, r have
len e eta sore th 1"I could lie in bed . p'
in misery, and 111th such severe pain id
my back, and so weak that I could hard-
!y talk.
"After I het i& pad night I would
send for the doetor, and he we uld leave
trie a small box lot poweers, and one or
two other ineditn le and it would met
me $1 every tilme I had one ef these
spells. I belidve I have taken more
medicine than ley other living woman..
'-Last March had a call from a lady
friend of mine, /elle asked me, -What
is the matter with you? ' I r. plied by
retying, "How ;tell you look?" -Yes," l
she said, ••I neter felt eo well in my
life." She is 4 e omen of 45. "And
now." she said, "I n -.• tete you a
little advice. I have be.t senosiis
death's door with liver trout e After
the doctor had done all he cauld for me
I told him not to come again. I show-
ed hint a bottle of Paine's celery com-
round and told him I was going to give
t tat a fair trial. As a result I am strong
stud well.
"I sent right over to the drug store
and got a bottle of Paine's celery corn -
pound, and when I had takes two bot-
tles the soreness had left my stomoch
and my side felt much better. After I
had taken four bottles try tide was
much stronger, and I was in better
spirsts and felt as though I might live
aud not be in such misery. Working
people nowadays work the vitality all
out every week, sun all I aek is te be
able to earn the inoLey 1 tare to every
week.
"Paine's eelery creepennd has en-
able(' rue to do rues r• - • ' 1,ste done me
MOM good !ham all Lee eecturs put to-
gether.
••Wny, my nervous syetem is so en-
tirely strengthened that I feel like a
new being, and what is more, I look the
/ good the medicine has done me, right
in the face and eyes. Jest tell all poor
women for rue that for a medicine to
Leild up, give Peine's celery compound
a fair trial, and if it does not do it, then
they might as well die. I have recom-
mended it to several end it has helped
in every case. I have a greai deal to
worry me, and a dose of the corn pound
gives me quiet sleep and then I can
wotk. If any one who wishes to write
me they can do so."
Why should a nick person do any-






FJ3 A FEW DAYS ONLY
a
...B V WHILE TI-ITS OFFER LASTS...
. 3. Echo Heating Stoves
N 4. Echo Heating Stoves
N • 1. Laundry Stovees
N • 6. Echo Heating Stoves
N • 6. Franklin Heaters -
N • 9. Foster Heating Stoves








N . 10. Home Star Heater 4.50
N. 12. Home Star Heater 6.60
Ntl). 10. Hound Franklin 8.60
N. 12. Hound Franklin 7.60
N4. 14. Hound Franklin 8.50
Fi e Shovels,  30. Coal Hods, 18c.
Pokers. 5C.
THESE PRICES FOR THIS WEEK ONLY.




No Loual  
•
ll1011ltGrafld ClcaraccSalc
Visit rs Surprised—Buyers Delighted. Fine goods
and lo? prices do the work.v
the leaders in latest styles and the guiding
star for
Bar ga ns in
Dry Gods, Carpets and Shoes.
We are reaching out for more trade with irresistitile
inducements b000nd the whisper of competition or
comparison.
These are Facts, Our Goods and
Low rifices Prove Them.
Rich :#03 & Company,
Do tmli- Eves
Tire Easily?
Iiiiiii)st cases this can be remedied by properly fitted
glasses.




lasses won't do you any good we tell bvou so.
tion costs nothing. Our prices on all kinds
are reasonable.
GRAVES & CONK,. ,
Jewelers and Optittars.
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We Arc Cannonading High Prices!
It takes Gumption, Grit and Glory to Fire the Big Gun, but it shall he done for *sour benefit.
Listen to the crash ot those Falling Prices. Note the Boom of our Rushing Business. lifter the
Report of Delighted Buyers.
Prepare To Be Pleased.
It's a blessing to be within
reach of such an opportunity.
We make prices which you
can not r..si,t
Wc Float the Banner of Supremacy
Above Our Annual Clearancc Sale
rillrIn absolute bargains it e, lipses them all. Our Annual Inventory i!
brought out the fact that in many lines we are too heavily stoked at this
season of the year. We have determined to reduce them in order to
make room for our Spring Sto,.k. We have not permitted greed for profit
to deter us in the least. We have made up our minds to let them go,
Profit or no Profit, Cost or no Cost!
lan, VIMcfiiiieuroualbriss 1LT3ricrtitalecil lii 1-3Lissetgaryi
Ready With Our Bargains.
Above us stands no com-
peting stock; below us lies
competing prices. We will
commence with bargaiag ; we
will continue with bargains.
Dress Goocs!
Dress Goods!
Our invoice has developed
many remnants, which we
have placed on our bargain
counter. We want to sell
them and, in making the
prices, cost cuts no figure.
They Must Go!
All our Novelty Wool
Dress Patterns at 1-3 off.




$ 750 Suit for














Our 50 cent line for
Our 60 cent line for
Our 75 cent line for





We have . by far the most
choice line to be found in the
city. Our regular prices are
low, but those we quote in
this sale are extremely rare
bargains, because many of
them were bought under a
force sale from jobbers and
manufacturers.
Blankets - Blankets
'lather than carry them
ovik, we have put the knife
deep and offer them at adso-




















We intend to close out the
balance of our Fall and
Winter Hats, no matter
what the sacrifice. The cost
ohall cut no figure. They
shall move if prices will do
it. We can not mention




If anyone is shivering from
cold, and price has been in
the way, we remove- it now.
We don't intend to carry one
over, whatever the sacrifice
to
$18.00 Garment for - 9.00
15.00 Garment for - 7.50
12.00 Garment for - 6.00
10.00 Garment for - 5.00
6.00 Garment for - 3.00
5.00 Garment for - 2.50
3.00 Garment for - 1.50
Can you afford to freeze or
take chances of pneumonia
or comlumption, when you
can buy at such prices as
these?
Lk k Wares at
Little Prices!
3 Spools Cotton for - 10C
lc paper full count pins 01c
150 spool fast color wash silks,
worth double the amount.
Tablet: ; - - 3c
Buttermilk Soap, box - 10c
Gents' Furnishings,
Etc., Etc.




and the finost line of SHIRTS
to be found anywhere.
Read These Prices • •
Shoes! - Shoes!
In style, quality, fit and
price we lead them all. We
have too many at this season
and have made .up our minds
to move thew out. Yon can't
affbrd to buy elsewhere, es-
pecially until you have seen
and priced our.




20 Yards to a Customer!
61c4
Yard-wide Bleached Cotton, -
Pepperell 10-4 Bleached Sheeting,
Pepperell 10-4 Brown Sheeting,
Utica 14-4 Bleached Sheeting,
A. F. C. Ticking,
Full Standard Apron Checks
Full Standard Cotton Plaids,









Elegant line French Outing Cloths, splendid colors,
quaility Al y Retail price is 14 cts. We offer at the ex-
treme low price of
. 71 Cents .
Elegant Line of . . .
New Embroideries, Laces, Allovers, Fin-
ishing Braids, Torchon, Edges, White
Goods, such as Dimities, Nainsooks. India
Linens, Jackonets, etc.
New Per ales, Tailor-made Sutings,
New Spring Goods, just re, eived for eat(
spring wear.
BY ALL MEANS
/)E"Read our Shoe "ad" elsewhere on this page. The
prices we quote are such as to merit your close attention.
TO SAVE MONEY '
Is the battle we should all fight the hardest during these,
times. We can' kelp you to save it.
DIr.Wonderful Reduction in our SHOES.
VErWe add ADDITIONAL BAR XAIN daily. Our Carpet and Rug
Sale is a surprise and wonder of all who price them. No such prices
were ever made on them. before in this city 
nerfectiv sound stock.. size
Is to 5‘, at 50c on the dol-
lar. They are not the lat-
est style toy, but are gen-
uine bargains.
Ladias.
Ladies' Oxford Welt, 1st-
eat style, worth $4, - 3.16
Ladies' oxblood welts, pat
leather trimmed, - 3.35
Ladies' black cloth top 2.76
Worth $3.50
Ladies' pat. leathers - 4.00
Worth $500
Ladies' Kid (lace&but. ) 1.50
Wnrth $2 t
Ladie' Kang. Calf, lace &
kut., wwrth $2, - - 1.50
Ladies' Calf lace & but 1.00
Worth $1.25




at great reductions. The
story, is to) long We
havn't the space to porde-
ularize.
Gents.
Gents' Tan:-, - - - 3.00
Formor price $100
Gents' Tans - - 3.26
.Former price $1 50
Gents' Tans - - 2.50
Former pi ice $3 50
Gents' Tans - - 1 50
Formeepi ice $200
Gents' heavy work - 1.00
Former puce $1 50-L25
Gents' medium work - LOO
Former prise $1.50
Gents' patent leather - 5400
Former price $600
Gents' Boots - - 1.19
" Former pries $1 60
Gents' Boots - - 1.60
Former price $2 25
Gents' Boots - - 2.50
Former price $3 50
Gents' Gen. Art - - 1.25
Former vice $1.60
Gents' Gem Art. - 1.00
Former y rice *L.5
6
In fact, we offer so many
bargains in this department,
it would take the entire two




Lowell Ingrains ex. sup. 46c
wtt th 65e.
All wool Ingrns ex. sup. 40c
worth 55 cte.
All wool fill'g cot. chains 35c
worth 45 eta




Best Tapestry Brustiels 65c
worth 815 eta
Tapestrz Brussels - 80c
worth 45 eta
Tapestry Brussels - 55c
worth'70 eta





10c; 12c grade for 9c: 10c
grade for sc.
And now comes the great-
est bargains of then all-
4x7 ft. 'a,="Smyrna lugs 4.E o
former price $7.50
36x72 in. sticond si4 - 3.09
former price $5
30x60 in. third size - 2.19
former price 1P.150
26x54 in. fourth MA - 1.99
former price pa.00
18x32 in. Brussell Hug, frin-
ged, 215c, woeth double.
22x39 in. Brussell lug, frin-
ged, 35c, worth ouble.
27x54 in. Brussell Rug, frin-
ged, 500, worth double.
Underwear • Is
Children's Union *its 250
price was 40 cis.
Children's Union Stkts. 50C
worth 75 cts. .
Ladies' Union Suits - 75C
worth
Ladies' Union Suits - 1.0C
worth $1.50.
Gents' Shirts Sz. Drawers 25C
worth 40 rte.
Geirts' Shirts and Drawer.,
Wright's health ; worth $1, 50c
Gents' Shirts anl Drawers
Wright's heath; worth $. I .15
Gents' Shirts
Aust. (lam. hair ; worth I 145
Gents' Shirts; Wright's hea.th anti
Splendid quality; worth 7bc ju
f... '




for future, if you dOn't need
them for the preSent use.
With almost a cert inty of a
higher tariff, they e n not be










As RagBah Visitor Tells the PeopicAlment
tbe American Way.
The American conetitutIon lira teen
called a system of checks. So in Macre
can life. WM u you waut to travel, you
give your baggage to the porter of your
hotel, and be gives you a check in re-
turn. At the station you reclaim it
with the eheek and pain it in at a eoun-
ter and receive another check. As you
approacla your destination &nutter f1111C-
tiouary comet; along the train, takes
your check and gives you another chock
in its place. He fishes out your baggage
aad conveys it to your hotel—for a con-
sideration. You have left your third
and last check at the oftioe of the hotel
when you enter it, and thence it is de-
livered up on receipt of the baggage.
At fins you bless this arrangement as
the salvation of the traveler. After a
few weeks of it the tyranny of the check
becomes so galling that you begin to
Ilong for the fine old English method of
!dumping down your goods in front of •
;porter sad leaving them to find the way
i themselves. Too would even hail it as
!a pommel triumph- if some of your bag.
igags would get lost. But it never does.
aloseetiams Is arrives late, hat it always
arrives
Yet it midoni arrives in the @tome In
which it started, if that is any cousola-
tion. They who have to do with bag-
gage nee so that. You very soon discover
why Americans carry their goods in
wooded trunks, and why it is madness
for anybody Co do anything else. I
started out, like an idiot, with a new
leather portmanteau. They ripped the
stout brass lock off the first week—
not for plunder, apparently, but simply
became it is the tradition of the service.
hey pancleed it and kicked and danced
on it. In softer hours, when literary
inspirallon came, they wrote on it. My
portmanteau today is an epitome of the
political sentiment of the United States
from New York to an Francisco. As
a historical document it is beyond
prioe, and I am contemplating the gift
of it to the library of emigres at Wash-
ington. As a portmanteau it has botu
feet in the grave.
The system of checks is not confined
to travelers luggage. The conductor of
the train passe. carelessly to and fro
raking for your ticket and giviug you a
check in return, or asking for your
check and returning your ticket. If yon
hand your stink to a boy in a bott 1
While you write your name in the reg-
ister, he dashee off to stow it away i
some secret place and returns triumphant
with a cheek. In the very hotel bar,
when you buy sevenpeuce ha'porth of
evbisky you get a check and walk two
yards across the bar to pay at a desk.
But the apotheosis of the check is et
Niagara. When you go down to the
Cave of the Winds, you strip off all
your clothes and leave them, as well at
your valuables, in a tin box with the
etteudant. Then you go down to battle
with the cataract attired only in a suit
pyjanoui, a suit a °Blaine and a
(Meek limbed around your neck and ris-
tog and falling with the beating of
ieur heart No wonder the American
4;:eaks uf death as "heildio in his
te.secks." It is only by death that le; eon
the himself of chem.—Loudon Melt.
WALES' —GOOD NATURE.
It Averted Threatened Trouble During His
Canadian Tour.
Stephen Fiske describes the Prince of
Vales' visit to Americe in the Lailies'
Verne Journal and relatea these i mere st-
tog incidents of him tour through Cana-
de : "The Catholics had gained a little
iietory over the stern Duke of Newcae-
tIe at Quebec, and now the Orangemen
demanded to be allowed to present ad-
+ewes to the prince and to he received
roparately from their Catholic fellow
nitizeus. The duke consulted with Gov-
ernor General Head and refused to per-
this distinction. At Kingston an
trmnge demonstration was prepared.
t4.id the royal party did not land from
11.6 steamer. The Orangemen chartered
emother steamer and primed the prince
tip Broeittou, hat again be WAS not al-
lowed to go °sphere. At Coburg a par-
of 50 Canadian gentlemen took the
Knees from bis carriage and drew him
through the pretty hamlet. At Toronto
tee mayor apologized for the display of
tirauge flags. The prince was booted
4t1 hissed when he attended church,
eind serious riots were feared.
"All trouble was averted, however,
ite the good humor of the prince ban-
hlf. Hews. taking a drive with the
iMke, and the Orangemen hastily hung
al banner acrose the road so that the roy-
4 party bad to drive under it. Newcas-
tle was indignant and ordered the coaeh-
Mian to turn back; but, lo, another Or-
Loge banner bad been hung to eat off
ei retreat. Then the prince laughed
• ti artily, took off his hat to the flag nod
v cheered by the Orangemen. How-
l- •er, the duke wait not mollified, and the
ltutruey to Niagara falls was expedited.
' t prince first saw the great falls on
16. A number of riding horses had
Sea provided by the Canadian govern-
aims. and he mounted at once and rode
116 irams the falls from various points."
A seery-or ce-eil-Rhodee.
Often mentioned is Cecil Rhodes' dis-
like to women and the fact that he will
aot allow a female to serve him in any
way. Lie had a secretary to whom he
was much attached. One day he an-
nourioed the fact that he was going to
he married. The chief was thunder-
struck, and after glaring at him for a
second growled out, "Where the devil
am I to get another secretary?" and then
walked out of the room and banged the
dpor. His innate goodness of heart,
however, prevailed after a bit, for he
presented the bride with some lovely
diamoods, and wheu, soon after, he left
for Eugland be lent the young couple
his carriages mid homes, so that the of-
fending bride was enabled to return her
wedding calls at his expense! It never
occurred to him, however, to keep his
favorite secretary on. The mere fact of
his marrying put that guise out of the
gale of potaibilitg.
rithsrule and the two walked together
through the letter's plantation of exotic
pines and firs, of which both were col-
lectors. The visitor improved a lapse in
the conversation about conifers to bring
up the then recent topic of Boulanger.
"Did Germany at the time really take
Iiiui eeriously?" be asked. "Aud what
did you yourself think of the niau?"
The ex-charicellor, apparently in all
candor, replied that he knew very little
of the subject. "It is true that I wits in
office at the time," he said. "But just
t Iwo there was a kind of beetle which
got in among theme firs of mine and wan
eating out the central shoots, and really
that worried ice so that I scarcely paid
any attention at all to what Bouluuger
was doing."
The iniad's Eye.,
It will probably be newe to most peo
pie to hear that rudimentary traces of
a third eye exist among all vertebrates,
iucluding man. In the human race this
third eye forme part of the pineal gland
—a small Illa/411 about the size of a pea
in almoitt the very center of the bran'.
Peeeibly, therefore, there was more ac-
tual truth in the well known expression,
the mind's eye," than its originator
over dreamed of.
Soow,White Cattle.
The breed of ;mow white cattle which
Comie proeperous cities had come to be- were used in the sacrifices iii Athens
lieve thet they had nothing to learn in and hone' from '2,000 to 2.,.e00 years ago
r -road to sanitation. There was a time is still mu existence in Calabria. Great
v. hen they were open to reproach in pains are taken to maintain the strain
eech matters as open sewers, polluted' of blood in all its purity, and calves
water, and what riot. But by dint of showing a single hair of any other color
l,heralexpenditure of money and energy than white are at once sepurated from
tlni herdthey haa wade matters eight and could
oven challenge comparison with Paris,
Berlin and Nenria. When, however, the
:infol eastern scourge, after striking
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The Last London Sweep.
The contemporary chimney sweeps,
who still are of importance to Loudon,
are les'y youths and mature men, who
work with a °machine" end bear rela-
tion V.: the encieut one r comwieurattel
by Lamb and purpueoly championed by
Dickens only in their soot grimed hands
and blackened countenaocee. One of
these, teetifying at the inquest over
William Prime summed up the grand
differteree between original worth and
present degeneracy. "Luc' bless you,
we ain't chitubley sweeps nowadays;
not a bit of it. We work with a lot of
sticks. Ailybody can do that. But he—
ah, lie wor u sweep, he wort He could
do our work, but we couldn't do his.
There ain't DO chimbleye, and there
ain't no sweeps now. "—London Letter.
The I-8*Rn Horse Radish.
That acrid alien of the ditches and
field corners, botanically named ammo-
racia, but 'tiniest universally known as
horse ruttish, is not only serviceable as a
popular associate for hot wienerwursts
and in giving roast meats a keen edge,
but it has also a good supply of medici-
nal properties. From it comes that ,
tontine biting concoction, compound "
spirit of horse radish. The spirit—prop-
erly taken—has caused many dyspeptios
to bless the day the hot root was first
discovered. As a sneorific horse radish
bas elicited many favcrable testimonials
from hopeless cases of chronic thennito '
Om, and dropsy sufferers have often
found temporary relief by using the
property as a diuretic.
Pointing a Moral.
"I don't know," remarked Senator
Ourginniu, "when I was more impressed
with the fact that there is frequently a
ealuable lesson to be drawn from the
most trivial circumstances than I was
at the dinner the other day. One of the ,
children got the wishbone."
"Oh, yes! One takes one end and an- !
other takes the opposite, and the one
who gets the longest is supposed to get
Ins wish."
"Exactly. And I took occasion then
and there to impress upon their youth-
sfetal rm. aids bow much in this life depends
on having a good pull. "—Washiogtou
•
The Wedding Ring.
The associations called up by a wed-
ding ring are very tcoching. and it is
the last thing that even the poorest wife
will part with. If it ever was cons er-
ed a badge of servitude, it now is much , Parliamentary Amenities.
mere suggestive of queemthip and ow- In Michigan some years ago a bill
ireiguty. Au old Latin writer thus de- was before the legislature to restore (be
erribes the ring: It is circular, berates death penalty for the crime of murder.
the mutual love and hearty affection Three of the ablest members of the
f matrimouy should be forever, their house made iong speeches in favor of
continuity remaining as unbroken as the bill—so long as to be found weare
the circlet itself. It is an old—and ex- none, especially by those who disagreed
eloded—uotiou that the ring in placed with the opinions expressed. When the
open the fourth finger because a small third man had finished, is young mein.
totery connects with the heart. The her on the other side of the chamber
real reason probably is that the left rose and said very sarcastically:
hand is not used as much as the right, "Mr. speaker, I rise to a qiustion of
:aid the fourth linger less than the other privilege."
tiugera "The gentleman will state his qua.-
. A Parisian Discovery. 1101I of privilege," said the speaker.
All Paris just now, according to The "Mr. :Speaker, I wish to inquire of
Journal, is flocking to 28 Rue Ravi- our friction of the other side of the house
guau, Montmartre, where, a few days which they think is preferable—to be
ago, a most remarkable discovery was hanged or to be talked to death?"
made. In this oeighborie rod are the 'the question was greeted by applause.
thins of the ancient monastery of the Then suddenly some one with a very
l'enedictines and other old buildings loud voice said:
ileed by the brother., most of which are "Oh, well, if you're going to talk
:nee giving way to the ravages cif time, ' we prefer to be hanged."—Youth's
At 28 Roe Ravignau Mme. Bertheloe Companion. _
keeps a grocery store. She sleeps in a! 
_ .
Bismarck and lionlanger.
small chamber in the rear, that at one l
En-time Was probably used as an oratory. 
A few years ago statt sawn of •
ropean fain
Mille. Bertbelot„noticing that the tiles
Bismarck at Fried-
. u the floor of the chamber gave forth a
hollow sound as she stepped upon them,
*ad thinking that a cellar there would
le very convenient for her business, sent
for a mason and had the tiles removed.
A flight of stone steps was revealed,
leading into a labyrinth of passages.
The authorities have now takeu posses•
sten of the place, and a systematic in-
etetigatiou is being conducted. Many
relics have been found, and it is believ-
ed that much light is likely to be
ihrowu upon the history of Paris dur•
nig the fourteenth century.
ICE CAVES.
la Califorate With Their Product as Clear
as Crystal.
In elotfie 14,ty, Cal., is an in:onetime
fienl of lava obvered With a beautiful
f onet of conifers, whit ii is inhabited by
deer, bear, panther, lynx, coyote, poirti-
pine and numerous for bearing animals
Neel se pelts are of value to the trapper.
It was in these lava bede that the Moder:
ludiaus made their stand egainst the
government troops tome years ago and
were with very great difficulty deetroy-
ed. It is here that the ice cave); are
found, arid from them the Mottoes drew
their water supply while besieged by
the troops.
One never having been over a lava
field can form but little idea of the
chaotic manner in which the ingenious
woremen have left the products of their
labor. The only order observed is disor-
Jet of the most exaggerated kind,
wherein every mass of rock has been
twisted or raised or depressed or arched
over some cavern in a different way from
that of its neighbors. The caves scatter-
ed throughout these lava beds are of
very varying shapes and dimensions.
Some are maitre covert way', with an
.arch cf tootle thrown over thew. Others
are iniruense chambers some yards from
the surface, another kind is sunk quite
deeply and may be in a series of cham-
bers united by a corridor that opens ut
the surf.: t', while another kiud seems
to go directly to the center of the earth
witboet stepping.
It is here that the stores of ice are
found, which is formed from water that
filters in annually from the inciting
suows above. Every winter the lava
lode are covered with a fall of snow
which varies from two to ten feet in
depth. Tbe temperature over this region
in the coldest weather is oftrn 20 or
more degrees below zero, so that any
water that might be in the caves is
frozen solid, unless the caves' mouths
should be entirely covered with snow,
which is uot often the case. Now, when
spring comes and the snow melte, the
water percolates through into the cold
storage chambers beneath and is there
congealed by tbe prevailing cold. It is
in this way that the ice ham been made
and stored for years. And were thee
eaves accessible to market they would
furnish the purest of ice ti, many cities
for years to come.—Popular Science
News.
tagianalcs Largest terenara.
The largest orchard in Great Britain
is at Tottington, in the county of
telotweetto. It is 500 acres in extent and
in some seasons yields its owner, Lord
oudley, a profit of $50.000. The trees
.70 chiefly apples and plums.
A Beenit of Matrimony.
"Do you mean to say, Chuniley, that
you spend less money since you were
itterritel than yon did before?"
'That's what it amounts to. I have
macli less to spend."—Detroit Free
sanitation In Asia.
The appearauce of plague at Bombay
eed Calcutta has produced one good
...e.act at ail • vents. Before it, advent
Happy Days,
Fred—Mamma, our principal says
foto root al the western capital, flew his schooldays were the happiest days of
a, roes the peninmula to the eastern,. the 44444 life' a° you believe that?
public became a little doubtful am to Mamma—Certainly. He wouldn't Nay
whether sanitary precautions had been so if it were not true.
duly observed. First none inquiry, then Fred—Vv'ell, I suppose he played
diemay, indignation, wrath, as diecov- hookey amid didn't get caught.—Phila-
ery follewed discovery, each more ap- delPl'ia
lulling than the last. We refraiu from
giving particulars. Even to read these
horrors is sickening. .But a it'll more
terrible question presents itself. If tbe
two most cultured arid wealthiest cities
Hinduetan are in this dreadful con- '
dition, what must be (ho state of less
fevered centers of population in districts pocket a $3 bill wrapped in a piece of
where there are few whites and many old paper.
I think it's carrying things a littleblacke? Were the plegue to penetrate "
inland, it would, we fear, find many too far," he said, "when you doctors go
towns otily too ready f r ' to looking through a man with an X ray
-London Graphic.
NOVEL ENTERTAINMENT.
It Was Peovided by a St.. Louis Man For
Hie Wife'. Ft minium Friends.
A wealthy St. Louieen living in the
vicinity of Lefayette park provided a
novel form of entertainment for his
wife's guests one evening, says tho St.
Louis Republic.
The hostiles was extremely anxious to
provide something origival for the (di-
fieation of a score of guests whom also
intended te, call tegether for an informal
evening. Her husbeed promised to pro-
vide such novelty mid took is boon com-
patriot' into his confideuee to !lost mud,
They had not exchatiged ideas :Ai
itecutive seconds before they bit upon
the device of converting the elegant
parlors into a gambling house pro tern.
A faro hank, a roulette wheel and po-
ker and keno lay outs were easily pro-
curable, us the conlereee well knew,
and that part of the plogramme was
soon settled. The friend saggested as a
pretty epilogne the iutroduet!ou of a
pair of bulldogs, guaranteed to reduce
each oho r to mince neat in three
rounds. This rather ataegered the hallo
hone host, Lint his friend is a ward poll
tician, and with the eloquence lie always
keeps on draft soon convinced the other
that the oveuing would be a failure
without those bulldogs.
The twee ing arrived, and with It came
the guest.. The Indies were prettily
shocked at sight of the gambling para•
phernulia, but became accustomed to it
in an setoeiehingly short time and slier.
ed in the games 'with becoming vim. It
was when the yellow bulldogs maett
their uneztected entrance that the hor-
ror of the fair guests proved genuine.
The beasts yelped and growled and
showed otbt r peculiarly canine Fyn's).
torus of "spoiling for a fight." There-
upon the ladies sought refuge on the pi-
nto) and card tables and chairs, con-
ducting their retreat as from a immense.
Notwithstanding excited feminine
protestations, the friend who had been
consulted as to a novelty in entertain-
ment unleashed the dogs. It was an ex-
citieg climax loan "original" evening.
The dogs feasted for five minutes on
choice bits of each other's anatomy.
The 'edict' ecreatued and the ftieud who
was must:Joel exulted in the success of
his toivelty. W'ben be was quite con-
vinced—and it took a considerable time
to convince him—that the ladies' desire
for gore bed been folly gratified, he
doust d the dogs into a convenient tut
of water and separated them.
ON OCEAN'S
What Becomes of Ships Which Sink to
the Bottom of the bee.
'What becomes of tIvn ship that sinks
in midoceau: If it is of wood, it takes,
in the first place, considerable tiine for
it to reach the bottom. In 100 or more
fathoms of water a quarter of an hour
will elapse before the ship reaches tot-
tom. It einksslowly, and, when the bot-
tom is reached, it falls gently into the
soft, oozy Led, with no crash or break-
ing.
Of course, if it is laden with pig iron
or corresponding snlotancere or if it is
an iron ship, it sinks rapidly and some-
times strikes the bottom with such fOrCe
as to P11101411 in pieces. Once munken,
ship becomes the prey of the countless
inhabitants of the ocean.
They ewarin over and through the
great bout and make it their howe. lie-
ids' this they cover every inch of the
beat ii mu is thick layer of lime. This
takes time, of course, and when one
gem ration dies another continues the
work, until filially the ship is so laden
with beau incrustations, corals, sponges
and barnacles that, if wood, the creak-
ing timbers fall apart and slowly but
surely are absorbed in the waste at the
Pea bottom.
Iron vereseis are deruolished more
quickly than those of wood, which may
lust for centuries. The only metals that
withstand the chemical action of the
waves are gold and platinum, and glass
ale° Poems unaffected. No matter how
long gold rutty be hidden in the ocean,
it will aleveye be gold when recovered,
and this fact explains the many roman-
tie and advetituroue searches after hid-
den submarine treasures lost in ship-
wrecks.—Exchtiuge.
Japanese COMpetitlaa.
Mr. George C. Perkins is enemy be-
cause of the competition of Japan and
gives WM reasons in The Overland
Monthly:
Japan has an unlimited supply of
cheap coal and cheap labor. It has al-
ready demonstrated its ability to eon-
pets, with Europe and America by in-
vading the home markets of those coun-
tries. It has the best machinery which
the world has up to this tune produced
and can nienufecture as much more as
it needs. The imitative faculty of the
race is unquestioned and unrivaled, and
its originality is becoming acknowl-
edged. It recognizem such educational
defects as it possesses and with charac-
teristic energy and conscientiousoces is
setting about to gain such knowledge as
is necessary to bring it. people to the
highest state of industrial efficiency.
Chemistry was formerly practically an
unknown science in Japan. Now the
Japanese export chemicals to America.
Physics and mathematics will be studied
with similar practical results, and most
Americans now living will undoubtedly
ace a Japan with a modern civilization,
as far as its industries are concerned,
but with a people still Japunese in char-
acter and tastes, who manufacture goods
fur foreign markets, air do the English,
and who no more desire to supply their
needs with English, French or American
productions than we do to supply ours
with those of China, Japan or India.
tar searchers.
"There is a enws of people." says a
railroad man, "who are always last to
leave the cars—for a purpose. Tine is
especially noticed on suburban trains.
They go from one end of the train to the
other, looking in seats on both sides of
the car. It is impossible for our men to
be always on the watch, and presumably
to see how much wouey he hits, ''—Dc. there are really losses that can never be
troll Free Pre& taclainad." —New York Tribune.
A Luray litairaallIS.
The patientes symptoms indicated
cardiac troubles, and the doctor got out
hie stethoscope and applied it to his
chest to test the action of the heart.
The patient flushed angrily, unbut-
toned his vest and took from his inside
DEPARTMENT STORES. \'‘ HAT A DO AR DID.
The Prominent Part That Profuse Adver-
Laing Plays In Their Imccese,
'Aside from departutes in policy and
oms mi a large scale, time original-
ay ut the department attire is largely
sr:4Thu' by two derartine los, to Rome
extent Ex:modeled. These are the adver-
tising department and the wieelow
dressitig department. One, is the litera-
ture of the greet etcre. Owen:sr its :rt.
Tie' shop witelown are a great stimulus
for the departwent whose goods arc din
played in them. A good ehowiug will
often wonderfully iucreassit the sale of
the stock as well as attract customers to
the store who are new to it, lereqaently
the head advertising man it; the general
manager of the store. Whether this is
the case or not, he is a general sopervis-
or of the establishment, with is complete
knowledge of its ever changing detail.
Every day he bolds consultations with
beads of departments to find out what
particular lines of articles they want
boomed, and about those articles lie
writes alluring statements for tbe shop-
ping public to read, sometimes arrang-
ing for illustrations with them
The amount of money spent for adver-
tising is appalling when looked upon an
an expense. One great store in Philaden
ulna spends on an average $1,000 every
day in the year, cud a good unity spend
$500 a day. The advertising receives
probably more of the persoual attention
of the head of the house than any other
department. The head of the firm which
expends the great sow just mentioned
personally suggests and frequeutly
writes the leading lines in the daily an-
nouncement The proprietor of a great
store in Brooklyn does this invariably
and thinks the time well speto which
the work daily requires. The mail de-
partment tends to enlarge this expendi-
ture, us the store reaches out to the ut-
most parts of the country, and the fu-
ture will no doubt see an even greater
development in the effort to secure mail
customers in the small towns and in
country places —Samuel Hopkins Ad•
ams in Scribnee's.
Electric Railroad Statistics
Electric railways in Europe formed
the subject of sonic intereetine statistics
recently embodied in a reps i dent to
the United Stated governmern by Vico
Consul J. F. Munisghan, at Cheweits,
Germany. According to these, the num-
ber of such railways was it:ere:iced
(luring the yt or 18e5 from 70 to 111,
while the total length way raised from
about 433 to f 0 miles, the number of
rent rrom 1,6 to 1,747, anti the horse-
power from a little over 18,000 to * lit-
tle over 25,000. Of all the European
countries, Germauy, according to Mr.
Monaghan's figures, stood at the head,
eitn about 250 miles to leer credit, end
an equipment of 857 cars arid 7,19e
horsepower. The other :epouuwtreries. Cfaorl„
lowed to the order given below:
in
Hi 4,24d 143
Audrl., Hungary  45 1.942.2 157
I 
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With this showing iii. suggestive to
compare the position of the leuited
States, iii which, according to the latest
available figures, there were 12,133
miles • f road, with a total of e4,97I
cars. It is net without reason evidently
that the United States is considered
the home of the electric railroad. Can-
ada entries next in order, with 450 miles




WHY IT WAS HUT.
The Haah 1:Ocoee's faith' knyerienee
With a Chatiog Dish
"I bad heard of chatiug dishes for
years," said temiley the
one I saw for the first time ',...eared we
completely.
"I never thought much about the
blamed thing;, kit somehow I supposed
a chafing dish was some sort of concern
that they grated things in—semething
that rubbed together awl ruasised things.
"The other night, though, Bolton
and I went into a Madison stye( t res-
taurant for dinner. You know I always
have a sneaking liking for twee of any
kind, and so dues Boltou. Belton order-
ed turkey hash for two, and the waiter
brought it on in a swell sort of silver
disa uearly as tall as a cake basket. It
bad a. eight cover, and %their we opentel
it it steamed like a 40 horsepower boil
or blowing off.
"I loaded up Ketone; pllite, and in
the first pare 1st it he took the skin co
his tongue, it wet so hot.
" 'Just like these infernal places,'
Bolton growled. 'Anything you've got
ti eat ma blistering hut, witele coffee is
Owaye stone cold.'
°After awhile Bolton Melt some 1001.0
fraell Slid burned his tongue again.
" 'Holy Moses,' he said, 'what's got
into that hash?'
"I told him nobody was expected to
know anything about restaurant base.
especially the fellow who was eating it,
but he wasn't satisfied.
"Well, we kept on eating hash until
we had enough. And do you know that
hash left in the dish was hotter than it
was at the start?
" 'Well,' said Bolton, 'I wouldn't
have believed my eyes, but with most-
of the skin otf my tongue rye got te
give it up.' Then be called the waiter.
" he said, in a low tone, 'I'll
give you is quarter it you'll tell we
what in blitzes is the matter NV lib that
bomb.'
" 'Beg pah-lou, suh?'
" 'What keeps that bash Po all tired
tot?'
by, tab, that's a chafiug dish,
ash!'
"east's how I found out that a chaf-
ing dish is u envor fruit smell with a
In buIlt tinder it "—Chicago Reehrd.
!paper to her companion.
read:
---
A RICH CYNIC RECEI8 AN OBJECT
LESSON IN C AMITY.
tic !Raw For Minstar Low Cie Once.
1: 1:f mad Lear-.114 trt A42 Wit,,
. Tor Help Are t
.::ricnee 3:1140 He . of Hien.
d! good woman, w hail devoted
ii of her time far E years to
i..•- relief of distress tiaiorg the very
eie people of this cii a succeeded mum
- . ening the eyes, and li mine the pock-
tiook, of a cyuicel rich man not many
(bye ago. She solicited fluanci Al aid
nom him, tine doubtless would have
not with n amigo° relenff had it not
been that lien- position In society com•
mantled polite eensideration. As it was,
the rich man essayed to be patrcadzing
amid end: "My dear readem, I know
that you try to do good among thesis
noor people, but I cau Dssure you that
,.our efforts are practically wasted.
They take your money and scab cloth.
tug and food as you can give them sad
then Winkle Over your gullibility."
"If I can indium a starving creature
to chuckle, I shall coupider the time
rud money well epenti" replied the
worneu, with a mild tinge of 'Moo!.
"Oh, well, I suppose that yeti are
bound to keep on wastiag yolr time,"
retorted the rich cynic. After a brief
pause he continued, "If ;you Kill dem-
onstrate to rue that you Can astaally rsm.
lievo dietress with a dollar, I will give
it to you just as often a you can dern•
onetrate its 'usefuluess in that three-'toe."
"Will you come wits me?" told the
wereau thus challenged.! Tbo rich man
assented and aecompanied his WW1-
thropic caller to her coupe. Barb enter-
ed the conveyance and Were driven to
the neighborhood of Eeeventh avenue
mud Fiftieth stret t. The coupe stopped
in front of an uneightly tenerneut, ea
silence the man followed his companion
up two or three flights of stairs, and he
soon was standing in a -cheerless room
about 12 feet square. Tia floor and (be
walls were absolutely batreu, and there
were not more than four Pieces of farm.
tare in sight. One was ;u small stove,
in which a ateeet fire wail burning.
A middle aged man hair helpless on a
rot, and kneeling by hum were a boy
mind a girl so raggedly hied that their
white skin was visible !through wore
than one rent. A few e pty (fishes and
cooking utetisils tying n'4 the floor near
the dove told tlitiis mote story of desti-
tution.
The pathetic cagernees with which
the three emaciated occupants of the
room turned their glance upon the vis-
itors touched is long dOmant chord of
the rich mae's heart. He involuntarily
thrust his fingers into his vest pocket,
. but his companion, laying a restraining
hand upou his arm, advanced to the
cot. and in a delicate and sympathetic
*Laurier questioned the lark Luau regard.
ing himself and his children. She siz-
e:lame] that their needs lied been railed
to her attention only a few Moore Lo-
fton See EOM ascertained that there
wee urgent need of noutishment, rind,
bidding her cynical frieuld to weeoinpa-
by her, ebe hastened to the nearest gro-
cery. From leng experienoe the good
woman knew inst what lo purchase for
temporary relief in a case of this kind,
and within a quarter of eh hour is bulky
bastes Was borne up tii the desolate
room ba ro Junes Lope Speedily tbe
fire in the little stove began to tkrow
out comforting heat, end by mud by the
itrateful odors of cooking Were diffused-
Then, with the assarauee of another
visit and more substantial aid, the olio
powers of good cheer left the poor tam,
ily to their unexpected crijeynient.
"Do you think that cherity was well
bestowed?" asked the woman, as the
coupe bore them swiftly away from the
tenement diatrict. .
"Yes, indeed, I do," replied tbe man,
with a suspicious tremor in his voice.
"Well, there is a hilt of what I
bought, together with the prices," con-
tinued the woman, banding • bit of
e took it aml
IC pe•Duis coat  .1)
'2 bundles kindling  ..b5
Half pound ice  15
Cleaves krcad  113
Z pounds oatmeal   tei
2 pounds beef for stew  .14
Half pound sugar  31i
Galion kerosene oil  ei
Measure potatoes  os
I quart milk.  .94
hniall hag aalt  ... . ..... .at




Without a word the Hob man took a
dollar from his pocketbook and handed
it to the good woman. !The next day
she received foam him a eheck for one




That pleety of genuine cases of klep-
tomania undoubtedly exists, well known
to loth legal and medical eiperts. There
was, for instance, the ase of a not very
long deceased, noblerian Who frequent-
ly pocketed his hostess' spoons at a din-
tier party, and whose pot:filets were in-
variably searched by his man on his re-
turn, with a view to prompt restitution.
In another ease a lady Who was quite
rational upon other pointi was discov-
ered to have 15 bags coacealed about
bar, in which were over 1100 little ar-
ticles which she had stolen arid conceal-
ed, although nearly every Ow was abso-
lutely worthless A elergytuan has been
known to steal Bibles under the impres-
sion that he was theretivi propagating
the gospel. Another gent ItImau, sane in
other respectie invariably Stole the tow-
els from any hotel he stopped at while
traveling and returned them when he
got home, and, oddest of all, there he.
been a case of • man wbo would never
eat food which he had ode stolen. He
was a man of means, aud his personal
attendant used to bide his Meals, so that
be might think he himself had





THE /iAEFIICAN RIFLEMEN AT THE
EtetTTLE OF NEW ORLEANS.
• Desesiptim of the Er gsgeoseut by Gen.
era) .Iliekson- A Lone, Vioau “Old Hick.
ory" -Bove Packenham's Vistensas Were
Detested by Frontiersmen.
In The Century Wililam lingh Rob-
erts inal an article entitled "Napoleon's
Interest In the Battle of New Orleans."
lu this is quoted a hitherto unpuelistied
letter written by General Jackson to Mr.
James Itourue. A portion of the letter
follows
There was a very heavy kg on the
river that morning, and the British had
formed and were moving before I knew
WEEKLY NEW ERA.,--SUPPLEMENT.--PRIDAY, JANUARY 28,1896.
MIRRORS OF AIR.
What It Is That Causes the Marvels of
the Mirage.
The cause of the in.;rage is now well
nod -ratood—so we understood that
there are ways of making small mirages
for experiment.
The simplest explanation that I can
give is to say that the rays of light com-
ing from the thing that is seen are bent
in going through layers of air differently
heated. When theft rays are so bent as
to be almost level with a layer of air,
they do not enter it at all, but (so to
speak) glance off and are reflected as if
from a mirror. Then the air reflects just
as a glass mirror or a body of water
would, if it lay between the eye and the
trees or ship.
This explanation will give you a gen-
eral idea of the cause of the mirage. In
the case of the desert the reflecting air
mirror is believed by the observer to be
water, and the image changes its place
as you go forward just as a reflection
would move as you advanced on a glass
it. The disposition of the riflemen was mirror. In the case of the ship the air
very simple. They were told off in Noe. mirror seemm to be above you and re-
1 and 2. No. 1 was to fire first, then fleets the ship, which is really out of
step Leek and let Na 3 shoot while Le P sight over the horizon. But I do not
reloaded. About 600 yards from tne rifle- pretend to explain all about the differ-
men there was a greet draivarre cardil cot images that may possibly be formed
running bark from the Mi.sissippi river under different conditions of the Atmore
to the slivemp in the rear of the tilled phere; that is a schoolroom task, and a
land on Vrlech we were operating. Aloug hard one.
this cadet toe British formed, under the The feta morgana is a form or mod i-
fire of the few artillory pieces I had fication of mirage often seen in the
near enough to them to get their ranee. straits that separate the toe of the
Bat tbei instant I saw them I said to "boot" of Italy and the island of Sicily,
Coffee, wbutu I directed to hurry to his just opposite. When the SIMI is just at
line, which Wag to be first attacked: the right position and see and air are
"By —, we have got them! They are also ready to help, strange views of ob•
ours!" Coffee dashed fora rd, and, rid-
ing along his line, called out, "Don't
shoot till you can see their belt buckles!"
The Brrtieh were formed in mass, Nvell
closed up, and about two companies
front.
The British, thus formed, moved on
at a quick step, without firing ii shot, to
within 100 yards of the kneeling rifle-
men, who were holding their fire till
they could see the belt buckles of their
enemies. The British advance was exe-
cuted a* though they bad been on pa-
rade. They marched shoulder to shoul-
der, with the step of 'veterans, as they
were. ;At 100 yards distance from our
line the order was given: "Extend col-
umn *anti Double quick, march!
Cbargett With bayonet, at the charge, A Newspaper Mau Tells the Circumstances
they came on us at a rut). I own it was of When It Was Made.
an anxious moment. I well knew the "The last time General Phil Sheridan
charging column WWI made up of the was in Milwaukee," said Bob Howard,
picked troops of the Britieb army. They the newspaper man, "wail when the
bad beep rosined by' the 'duke himself, Army of the Cumberland held its en-
were coniniandtd by his brother-in-law nual reunion here in 1882. A banquet
and bad; suceriesfclly hold off the ablest , was given the association at the Na-
of Naptleou's marshals in 1 the Spioi-h tional home. General Sheridan presided.
campaign. My teflemen had never peep , In his opening speech he was puzzled for
such an's:tack, nor bad .they ever before words, but after a fashion he managed
fought White men. The morning, too, to stammer out something that but few
was darbp. Their powde alight not ; beard and less understood. I was report-
burn well. "God help us!" I muttered, , Mg the event for The Sentinel and had
watching the rapidly advancing line. taken down everything Sheridan said
Seveutys tiu, OO, finally 40 yards, v ere just as he spoke it. When he got through,
they froin the client kneeling riflemen. he came around to see me and said,
All of me- men that I could see was their "Look here, Mr. Reporter, do you want
long riles rested on the logs before ! to pleam me?"
them. They obeyed their orders well. " "Deed, I do, gearral.'
Not a abet was fired until the redcoats I " 'Then please don't print any of that
were within 40 yards. I heard Coffee's d--d slush of mine. Just make up a
voice as he roared out: "Now, men, aim ! nice little epeesh for me.' "
for the center of the emu bel.4. ?ire!" I Howard made up a dainty little speech
A scootol after the order a crackling. for the commander of the American
bliisiestiosti ran all along oar line. The truly, which greatly pleased him.
A few years later, when he was on
duty at Washington, Howard's duties
frequently took him to headquarters,
and he always met a hearty welcome.
The first time be called Sheridan said:
"Oh, yes. I remember you! You are the
man who made that nice speech for me
in Milwaukee."
On several occasions he introduced
Howard to his friends as the author of
the best speech he ever made.—Chicago
Times-Herald.
jects upon the opposite coast are seen
from Calsbria—sometimem magnified
and set against a background of colored
mists. Feta morgana means the fairy
of the sea
It is said that sometimes, during a
hot and still summer day, by placing
the eye close to the surface of a dry
road, a mirage can be seen, but I have
never tried it.
Before these and other strange sights
were understood and explained we need
not wonder that sailors and travelers
held many strange beliefs in regard to
them.—Tudor Jenks in St. Nicholas.
SHERIDAN'S BEST SPEECH.
6:11 )ke hnug so lieuvily in tee
wereinif air that ^ in._ s-^
• 'oapPet •ii. 1 eel" .. Overtc.
and Aber- G of my staff, and we
galleoece toward Ceffee's line. In a few
seconds lifter the first fire there cane"
anothet !eLerp, r;itee.g velley. As I
Came wiPhin ILO yards of Coffee the
smoke lirted enough for we to make out
what win happening.
The British were falling back in a
sonfuired; disorderly mass, aim se en-
tire first lurks of their column -were
blown ase Ay. For 200 yard's:. ..out
the ifrfitlini Was covered with a mars of
writhing; wennded, dead and dying rod.
coats. By the. time the rate were wiped
the British line was reformed, and ce
It came teem. This time they were led
by General Pakenhani in person, gal-
lantly mounted and riding as though he
was on parade. Just before be got within
range of Coffee's line I beard a sited*
rifle slice from a group of country carts
we bad been wring, about 175 yards die.
tent, and a mement thereafter I saw
Pakenhana reel and pitch out of his sad-
dle. I heve always believed be fell from
the ballet of a freeman of color who
was a famena rtfle shot and came from
the Atalpppas regien of Louisiana. The
second advence was precisely like the
first in its ending. In five volleys the
1,500 of more rifle-tutu killed and
wounded 2,117 British soldiers, two-
'hires of them killed dead or mortally
wounded. I did not know where Gen-
eral Pekenhatu tvao lying, or I should
have sent to him or gone in person to
offer sny! ferrite in my vivre? to render.
Was !Old he lived tad hours after
he was bit. lila wound was directly
t liruegh the Is r and bowels. General
K, be, I boar, was killed. They sent
a flag tti no . risking leave to gather
up their tieni.d..t1 and bury their dead,
which, at ciAir.t, I greeted. I was told
by a erotttired cffieer that the rank and
fie unaolk,O. refused to make a third
charge. l'We have to chance with such
abeoting!as leeee Americium do," they
said. !
Hereditary Suicide.
An extraordinary instance of heredi-
tary tendency to suicide was told by
Professor Ilrouardel in Paris lately. A
farmer neer Etampes hanged himself
without apparent cause, leaving a fam-
ily of .e'en son and four daughters.
Ten of the 11 subsequently followed the
father's zample, but not until they had
married 'wet 'gotten children, all of
w I anged themselves. Th-
i,I.'y rani a son, s-'1,o is nor:
yc-irs 4 test . has pa--- d safely io.•
youd the flintily haLging age.
In marl_r parts of Central and South
Amerika ernsitive plants are so numer-
ous tliet the course of a man or animal
thrift h the m.dergiowth may for an
boar be *iced by the vM appearance
11111110pe,- -e-
Don't Oleo Up.
Sorrow came to you yesterday and
emptied your home. Your first impulse
now is to give op and sit down in de-
spair amid the wrecks of your hopes.
But you dare not do it. You are in the
line of battle, and the crisis is at hand.
To falter a moment would be to imperil
some holy interest. Other lives would
be harmed by your pausing. Holy inter-
ests would suffer should your hands be
folded. You most not linger even to in-
dulge your grief. Sorrows are but inci-
dents in life and must not interrupt us.
We must leave them behind, while we
preen on to the things that are before.
Then God has so ordefed, too, that in
pressing on in duty we shall fled the
trues& richest comfort for ourselves.
Sitting down to brood over our sorrows,
the darkneaa deepens about us and creeps
into our heart, and our strength changes
to weakuess. But, if we turn away
from tbe gloom and take up the tacks
and duties to which God calls us, the
light will come again, and we shall
grow stronger.
When ell our hopes are gone.
..,1 our hunts must still keep toiling On
Fur uthers' 'aka.
for strength to boar is found in duty done,
And he, is blest indeed who learns to smoke
'The joy of others cure his own heatta,he.
—J. R. Miller, D. D.
A Tillage Uader One Roof.
Most of the large towns iu France
contain workmen's model dwellings or
tenerneut houses, which have been dig-
nified with the picturesque appellation
of barracks, but none of these has at-
tained to the colossal proportions of the
"Free:mos," situated at Wielden, a sub-
urb of Vienna. This building has 13
courtyards and accommodates 2,112 per-
sons belonging to all dames of society.
One postman is specially appointed to
deliver letters to the inmates, whose cor-
respondents have to be careful to put on
the cover not merely the Christian name
and surname of the addressee, but the
number of the yard, the, staircase and
the fiat, if they want the letter to reach
its destination.
The Visigotlur in Spain, from Alaric,
in 882 A. D., to Roderic, in 709, had
94 kings.
From Washington to Timbuktu, by
land and sea, the distance is 3,1395 miles.
MONKEYS IN CHURCH.
OPEN AIR CONGREGATION WHICH
THEY VOLUNTARILY JOINED
Some of Them Brought Their Babies IN'ith
Them and Hosed Their Ears When They
Showed Isigns of Levity—Experience of
Missionaries In India.
The most singular audience that I
ever saw gathered to listen to preaching
was an audience of monkeys, says an
India correspondent of the Bolton Gold-
en Rule.
When I commenced work in the re-
gion which I have now occupied for
more than 90 years, I psked two fellow
missionaries to join me in a preaching
tour in the adjacent talnk, or county.
We first went with three native assist-
ants to the taluk town, or county twat.
Our tents were pitched in a grove ad-
joining the town. We usually on our
tours went two and two to preach in the
villages: but, this being the talnk town,
and the first of our preaching the gospel
in that region, we went in a body into
the native city.
Walking through the cloth, spice,
grain and iron merchants' bazaar streets,
and then through the goldsmiths and
silversmiths' street, around through the
temple street, and then through the
street of Brahman residences, to adver-
tise our presence and incite curiosity to
know what we were about, we finally
took our stand in the Brahman street,
and all joined in singing one of the
beautiful Telugu Christian lyrics mid
gathered an audience of interested ha-
tenets.
We stood upon a little raised platform
on one side of the street against the
house want The houses were all of one
story, joined together like a city block,
with fiat roofs and a low parapet along
tbe front of the roof. One of our native
assistants read a portion from the gos-
pels, and another preached briefly; then
one of my fellow missionaries followed,
preaching more at length, while I
watched the audienoe, to study the coun-
tenances of the people among whom I
expected to work.
I bad noticed that behind the houses
on the opposite side of the Street there
was a long row of trees growing in their
back yards, the brooches of which
stretched out over the fiat roofs.
Chancing to raise my eyee, I noticed
many branches of these trees beginning
to bend downward toward the roofs and
saw the faces of some old jack monkeys
peering ont through the foliage. Soon
some of them jumped down and came
forward to see what their "big broth-
ers" in the street were about, as they
stood gazing no intently at these white
men standing on the platform. Spring-
ing upon the parapet, they seated them-
Delves, with their hind feet hanging
over in front, and gazing with fixedness
at the preacher, as they saw the people
in the street doing.
Other monkeys followed, until tbere
wan a long row of them thus seated on
the parapet. The late corners I could see
walking along behind the parapet, look-
ing for a place wide enough to get a
seat. Failing to find a wide enough
place between two already seated mon-
keys, they would put up their halide,
and, pushing each one sidewise, would
seem to be saying, "Sit along a little,
please, and give a fellow • seat," until
the "bench" was crowded.
The audience in the street, standing
with their backs toward that row of
houses, did not notice the monkeys, and
so their attention was not distracted by
them.
I had noticed that many mother mon-
keys bad brought their babies to church
with them. These little baby monkeys
sat upon the thigh of the mother, while
her hand was placed around them in a
very human fashion, but the sermon
was evidently too high for these little
folks to comprehend. Glancing up, I
saw one of the little monkeys cautiously
reach his hand around, and, catching
hold of another baby monkey's tail,
give it a pull. The other little monkey
struck back, but each mother monkey
evidently disapproved of this levity in
church, and each gave its own baby a
box on the ears, as though saying: "Sit
down I Don't you know how to behave
in church?" The little monkeys, thus
reprimanded, turned the most solemn
faces toward the preacher and seemed
to listen Intently to what he was saying.
With the exception of a monkey now
and then trying to catch a flea that was
biting him in some tender spot, they
thus eat demurely until the preacher
finished his sermon and until we had
distributed gospels and tracts among the
audience and had started for our tents.
Oar ''celestial audience," seeing our
"terrestrial audience" dispersing, then,
and not until then, left their seats and
demurely walked back and sprang upon
the branches again. There were no
"monkey capers" as they went. They
were as serious as a congregation leav-
ing a church and sat upon the branches
in a meditative mood as though think-
ing over what they had beard the preach-
er say. And thus we left our unique
monkey audience.
First Thermometer.
The first thermometer was made in
1621 by • Dutch physicist named Cor-
nelius Van Drebbell and consisted of a
tube filled with air, closed at its upper
end. and dipping at its other extremity,
which was open, in a bottle of nitric
acid diluted with water. Am the tem-
perature rose or fell the air in the tube
increased or grew lees in volume, and
cxmsequently the liquid descended or
rose. This instrument is now known as
an air thermometer, but as its measure-
ments were based on DO fixed principle
it WU of little use.
Keg reeding lihrike.
There is one species of snake, in the
genus deirodon, which feeds exclusively
upon the eggs of small birds. Its teeth
are very small and are soon lost. The
eggs are swallowed whole, and when
passing through the gullet are broken
by a device somewhat similar to the giz-
AUDACIOUS KISSANE.
The Rogue and Forger Was a Typlaill
Soldier of Fortune.
The hero ef the following stery. Kis-
sane, had Er iiprom:met busing cc,
man in Cincinbati. He was tie d with
others and acquitted on the charge of
burning the steamboat Martha Wash-
ington to secure insurance, and After-
ward was Pent to the penitentiary torn
large bank forgery:
Into the Walker Nicaragua expedi-
tion, made up for the most part of "men
of strong character, tired of the hum-
drum of common life and ready for a
career which might bring theni the
sweets of adventure or the rewards of
fame," Kissane now, on coming out of
the penitentiary, threw himself with all
the abandon of his daring nature. He ar-
rived at Nicaragua Feb. 1, 1856. Un-
der an asstnned name he was soon ap-
pointed and commissioned assistant
commanding general, with the rank of
major, and ordered to take charge of the
commissariat of the army. He showed
such ability that Walker soon promoted
him. For eight or nine months he had
the entire finances of the country in his
hands, and but for his careful manage-
ment the filibustering scheme, it is con-
ceded, would have met an earlier de-
feat.
When General Walker marched to
Rivas, he left Granada in charge of
Kiseane. The Int ter made sudden sallies
on the neighboring haciendas, and, cap-
turing the wives and daughters of prom-
inent Nicaraguans, held them as hos-
tages to be exchanged for money or pro-
visions. He is reputed to have made a
fortune in the sale of meliorated hacien-
das and vouchers. Under his direction
cathedrals aild convents and private
dwellings were pillaged of gold, silver
and jewels. The plunder, which filled
six large cedar chests, was melted,
packed in small balk and shipped to
New Orleans. Robed in priestly vest-
ments and carrying the holy eucharist,
Klemm) led a triumphant procession
through the streets of Ciraneda. His au-
dacity and bravery won him devoted
followers. Few, if any,'of his compan-
ions in arms suspected his early history.
Neverthelesm the tropics did not shield
him wholly from memory of the past.
Recognizing in one of the youthful fol-
lowers of the army the son of a man
who bad testified against him in the
Martha Washington case, Ripsaw
had the young man arrested on some
trumped up charge and shot down in
cold blood.
At the collapse of the expedition Ku-
sane caused to be published in the pa-
pers aocouuts of the heroic death of
himself uuder his new name. Mean-
while he escaped from the country to
Panama on board the United States
sloop of war St. Mary's, Captain Davis.
—Lida Rose McCabe in McClure's%
Bret Haste's "Overland" Emmy.
In The Atlantic Monthly Mr. Charles
Warren Stoddard, describing the ap-
pearance of Bret Harte's "The Lock of
Roaring Camp," explains the story of
the woman who was opposed to it. pub-
lication. There have been many render-
ings of this incident. Mr. Stoddard's
version is unquestionably the correct
one.
In the August number of The Over-
land Monthly (1866) appeared "The
Luck of Roaring Camp." If Mr. Harte
had been in doubt as to his vocation be-
fore, that doubt was now dispelled for-
eta r. Never was a more emphatic or
unquestionable literary success. That
success began in the composing room,
when a female compositor revolted at
the unaccustomed combivation of men-
tal force, virility and originality. No
doubt it was all very sudden and unex-
pected. It shook the editorial and com-
posing rooms, the business office and a
limited number of worthy people NVI10
bad seen "The Luck" in manuscript as
they had never been shaken save by the
notorious Californian earthquake. The
climax was precipitated when the justly
indignant editor, whose motives, liter-
ary judgment and good taste had been
impeached, declared that "The Luck of
Roaring Camp" should appear in the
very next number of Thu Overland
Monthly or he would resign his office.
Wisdom finally prevailed, the article
appeared. The Overland's success WM
assured, and its editor was femous.
A Prophetess Confounded.
One of the most diverting tales told
in connection with the art of anagram
making relates to a certain Dame Elean-
or Davies, wife of Sir Joshua Davies,
says a writer in Lippincott's Magazine.
She lived in the time of Charles I and
was a constant croaker and foreteller of
evil. At length she made herself so ob-
noxious to the government that she was
cited to appear before the court of high
commission. She fancied that she was
gifted with prophetic powers, because
the letters of Eleanor Davies formed the
anagram "Reveal, 0 Daniel." This was
not a good anagram, as it used the "1"
twice and did not employ the "s" at all.
Sbe remitted all the efforts of the
bishops to bring her to reason, but was
at last entirely defeated by a witty
dean, who hoisted her with her OWO
petard by making another anagram, not
so complimentary to her prophetic in-
sight, "Dame Eleanor Davies—never
so mad a ladle!" This caused her to
doubt the reality of her own inspiration,
and so utterly disconcerted her that no
more was heard of her.
The Reeeems Why.
A lady happened to remark to an ath-
letic friend that it was very strange that
most of the bad bicycling accidents
seemed to happen to womeu—and could
be account for it—were they more
"foolhardy?" "Not at all," he replied.
"The real reason is, I think, that wom-
en cannot judge distances. Now, from
him earliest youth up a boy is trained
through his games to accurately meas-
ure yards end feet You will see a
woman rush in between two carts where
a man could tell you to a certainty that
it would be impossible to avoid an acci-
dent. It is just the want of a trained
eye that does the reiechief."—Philadel-
phia Ledger.
PUZZLERS IN room
POINTS THAT HAVE KEPT THE LAW-
YERS GUESSING.
Curious Quefit lona Raised In Courts of Law.
All Countries Contribut, a sivtre of
What Would Make au Interesting VoL-
ume —Several Examples.
An interesting volume might be writ.
ten on the curious points of law that
are constantly arising in tbe Marts.
The most expert lawyers and judges are
frequently puzzled by the novel situa-
tions in which they are placed.
One of the most curious point/ of law
in record arose recently in a court at
Jersey, in America. The question was
whether eggs, after reaching a certain
rage of incubation, were lobe regarded
us eggs or chickens. After quarreling
about the matter for some time, counsel
offered to break one of the eggs to sat-
;sfy the law that it contained a chicken,
in which case, of course, the eggs would
have been considerably enhanced in
value, but there was a general demur
to this suggestion, and the justice re-
served his decision till he had consulted
his colleagues. The result had not come
to hand at the time of writing.
A remarkable case in France excited
s great deal of attention some time ago.
A gentleman dining on the terrace of a
Narbonne restaurant let a bank note
fall into his soup. He laid it down on
the table to dry and • gust of wind
blew it away. A passing dog swallowed
the note, and tbe gentleman detained
the animal, whose collar happened to
bear its master's name. Indignant at
his !OSP, the owner of the note sued the
dog's master for 100 francs, the value
of the note. There was mach legal hair
spl itt jug, but at length the court ordered
the owner of the dog to pay the money.
Another French case was that against
a Paris hairilreeser, who Was sued by a
lady for £60, being the price of her
dania7ed locks. The fair claimant had
used the hairdresser's wash, which was
said to restore fallen locks, but the result
in this case was to burn the hair off com-
pletely. The pent was the liability of
the hairdresser, and the court awarded
the lady Pi
Applications for injunctions often
raise curious points. Not long ago en
injunction was granted to restrain an
officer in the life guards from keeping
horses in n London drawing room, the
ground of objection being the noise
which the animate made, which annoyed
the neighbors. The offending officer is
now in a lunatic asylum.
There was a fight not long ago in one
of the London courts between a barrel
organ and a piano, an injunction being
claimed to restrain a gentleman from
keeping an organ. It seemed tbat the
offender was annoyed by his next door
neighbor's piano, and to avenge himself
he obtained a barrel cream which he
played at all times cf thy day. The
quest ten of the "liberty of the subject,"
of course, came tip, but the court de-
cided that, if an Englishman's house is
his castle, it is not a fit place for a bar-
rel organ that never stops, and the organ
received strict instructions to remain
silent, on the ground that the owner evi-
dently intended to create a nuisance.
The market value el a cough was the
question submitted to the Birmingham
county court. A barrister sued a rail-
way company for £50 for discomfort
suffered by smoking being allowed in •
waiting room at a station and in non-
smoking carriages. The smoking aggra-
vated the barrister's cough, and be was
awarded £10.
A queer point arose in the revision
court at Nottingham. While the court
was sitting a young collier named An-
emic killed his wife in the most delib-
erate manner and afterward confessed
his crime. An application was made
that Allcock's name should be struck
off the register. "Why?" queried the
barrister, receiving the answer, "Be-
cause he is a murderer." "That re-
mains to be proved," said the barrieter,
and the name remained on the roll.
The finding of lost property has often
given rise to curious points of law. A
workman who found a valuable ring in
a London theater claimed the return of
the ring from the proprietors, who had
taken possession of it. The court, how-
ever, rejected his claim, as the ring had
been picked up while the man was fill-
filling his duties as a servant. At first
sight this decision appears to be ir1C011-
oistent with that arrived at some years
ago in a case in which a chimney sweep
sued a jeweler for a precious stone. The
sweep had found a brooch on his rounds,
which he took to the jeweler, who el•
tracted a precious stone and substituted
• worthless imitation. On that being
discovered, the jeweler replied to the
sweep's demand for the return of his
stone that the stone did not belong to
the sweep, as he had found it, the Offer-
cote being that he could, therefore,
steal it s;!tb impunity. The court, how-
ever, held otherwise, and the sweep re-
Cori red his jewel.
Eastern superstitition gave rise to a
singular argument in a Chinese court
not long ago. A Chinaman had been
sent to prison, and, according to cus-
tom, the authorities proceeded to cut off
his pigtail, whereupon the prisoner ap-
plied for an injunction on the ground
that without his pigtail be could not en-
ter tbe kingdom of heaven. After much
legal quarreling the court decided that
there is no religion in prison, and that
the prisoner must share the fate of his
comrades, whatever the result in the
world to come.—London Tit-Bits.
The Episode Closed.
Be in a yning lawyer, and she lived
In the west end. They were to have been
married in a mouth. The other day they
fell to quarreling over the telephone.
She was petulant. He was angry. Final-
ly she celled him a be -brute and said
that he could consider the engagement
off.
"All right," said he, and then he
"rang off," as they say in telephone
parlance.
And she—well, she returned the ring.
—Albany Journal.
Socisi Positios of Again.
The time was ill France when the as.
tor had no social position, and certainly
no spiritual one. Special dirpeneatioa
was necessary when the Catboli cherch
allowed a mass to be said for tt repose
of au actor's soul. In TheChan engem)
Professor Warren, describing
here period, writes:
The social position of actors' in NO-
here's time was a low one. 1476t from
say prejudice against the .stage evi-
dently, since dramatists like (lumen's
and Scarron were on the sanuifootieg
at the Hotel de Rambouillet Sod the
other salons of Paris as poets and essay-
ists and were elected to the French
Academy as readily. Indeed. ft would
seem as though the composition of plays
was the shortest road to distintion In
the Paris of Moliere, as it is todey. But
with the actors it was another question.
Their wandering, unsettled modest .of
life had evidently told against them.
They were not admitted to society
whether their conduct was good or bad.
They were not even considered m tbe
light of literary persona Mollere met
his friends, Boileau, La Fontaine, Fu•
retiere, at public cafes. As a Writer of
comedy be wasalither not taken herions-
ly or had incanted too much hostility on
the part of influential sets, the (deny
through "Tartuffe," the salons thrcingla
-Les Femmes Savautes." As so actor
be was considered an outcast With hie
class, and when, on his deathbed, he
asked far spiritual consolation his ap-
peal fell on deaf ears till it was too late.
So that it was with tbe greatest difficul-
ty that his widow procured a bit of coon-
serrated ground in which to lay the re-
mains of the uuehrived comedian.
Newspaper Profits la Leadh.
There was a trial before Mr. „lefties
Cave recently which, if correCtly re-
ported, shows what is the profil of the
shareholders of The Times. Mr. Adams
bought one-fourteenth of two-thiedi of
one-ninth of two-mixteentia (or 14-1,511)
of The Times from Mr. Brodie fbr £8511
on the assurance that this minute share
was xorth about £25 per annudi. Ao-
col cog to him, after he had parch:teed
lb share, be found it only to be wart!)
E I a year. On this he asked fin dam-
ages. The jury aeseseed the damages as
£65. Assuming this a ire to be woetb
£18 per annum (which *teems Mint thei
average value), it is clear that lbe eat
dividend on all shares is £27,211. Mr:
Adams, believing it to be worth £351t,
paid for it 14.1 years' parches* The
jury valued it at £248. which. 'taking
the annual return at £18, wouldi be 16
years' purchase, making The ITiroes
worth £435,456. This, however, does
not quite correctly, I believe, represent
the value, for Mr. Walter, as rimer,
derives a large profit on an old contract.
This contract, in point of fact, represents
what may be called preferencesbares,
while those of the shareholders tnay be
termed ordinary shares, the value of Theo
Times being the sum total of Loth.—
London Truth.
Wasps and Mee.
The wasp is accepted as embletuattgal
of irritability and pelt; maligebe, los
even tiles much abused insect lore to
beneficial part in the work of apt
A Dumber of wasps were seen b It liL
Barrington of Bray, Ireland, hoaziji
at out his cows. Closer inrpectioc re-
veal, d ti-at they were all busy estchnig
flies. iJue white cow drew more wasps
thau any of the others because Me mo-
ment a fly alighted it was seen et o'bos
against the skin. When a wasp Catches
a fly, it immediately bites off both
wings, eometimes a leg or two Lod co-
easionally the head Mr. Barringola
saw some of the wasps, when laden with
one fly, catch another without letting
go the first and then fly away with both.
There was a constant stream of wasps
carrying away flies, probably to feed the
larva in their nests, and returning aRsiti
to the COWS to catch more, In about 10
minutes Mr. Barrington estimated thin
between 800 and 400 flies were paniabg,
on two cows lying close to hintl-81(16
Francisco Argonaut.
Fossil Reptile Tracks.
The greatest region in the world toe
fossil tracks of the reptiles which lived
in the early days of the world is that in
the vicinity of Portland, C,oun. Some of
those old time monsters walked as bi-
peds on feet that made tracks 1$ to 110
inches long. These tracks are almost as
broad as they are long. and theatride
shows that the "reptile" must beet, been
fully 12 feet in heigbt. Formerly these
wonderful "fossil tracks of the Gonna,-
%cut valley" were said to be Weeks oC
ancient birds, but of late the geologiidei
have takeu a different view, deellarina
them to be marks left by reptiles, —SC'
Louis Republic.
Peas Tea.
The Philadelphia Record thee ex-
plains the origin of the mune Peni Yen,
N. V. : "It was built op cooloithly by
settlers from Pennsylvania and, New
Englund, who were unable to aeries up-
on a name for the new town until souse
distorted brain suggested Penn Tan as
a combination of the words Pennsyl-
vania and Yankee. It was adopted as a
compromise and is still attached to the
place."
A Cheerful Giver.
A primary teacher in a Watervliet
Sunday school took for a enbjece"The,
Lord loveth a cheerful giver." in-
guired if any one knew what it
when a little 4-year-old boy sa1d:1
"Miss L—, I know whit thek
'means"
"Well, George Edwin, what hiltr
"It means give • whole lot and d'$-
sty over it "—Troy Times.
Some sensitive plant, growing in
marshes in the southern states are pro-
•ided with a substitute for nerve., the
antennae. or bairn, on the edges of the-
leaves being the feelers. When touched,
the entire leaf shrinks away from the -
hand.
Twelve tablespoonfuls of any NUM-
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to $2.
500 for ehoice of all my wool and
fleece lined underwear worth from
75o to $1.
37c for choice .:f all my best 50c
Merino shirts and drawers.
25c for choice of one lot of
(hewers, fcrmer prica 50c and
39c for gent's jersey ribbed




UNM RCIFUL 14‘1.1611TER OF DRY GOODS, CLOTHING,
Shoes, Hats, Furnishing Goods; Trunks and Valises! Having fully decided to engage in
other business, I will begin a grand "Closing Out Sale" MONDA V, .E‘EBRUARY 1st, and
continue until stock is sold. Nothing reserved. Every dollars' worth of goods to be sold at j?
ACTUAL COST, and some less than cost Don't delay, but c9me at once and secure some '4





Here is where you can get in your! Here are many useful articles that
work with ready cash. you may not teed now, but come in
75c for choice of all my-best gents I bandy later on. that are almost at
shirts and drawers worth $1.25 to half Price. SEE'
Hair pins Sc per box worth  5c
Brass pins 3c per paper, worth...5c
Agate buttons 2c card worth  Sc
Hooks and eyee lc card, worth  2o
Pearl buttons 5e dozen worth 10o
Machine thread Sc spool worth  5o
Spool silk Sc spool worth  5o
Eents Spool twist lc spool worth  2e
750. Crochet silk 10c ball worth lk
shirts Knitting cotton 4c ball worth 10o
Linen thread 4c spool worth 10o
Brass pant buttons 10c box worthies°
Whale bones Sc dozen worth 10o
Finishing braid 50 bunch worth  10o
Rick rack braid 5c bunch worth  10o
Needles, best made,3c paper w th 5c
Side combs 3c pair worth  5c
Side combs 5c pair worth 10c
Thimbles 2c worth  Sc
Ladies' silk belts 10c each worth 20c
Ladies silk belts 15c each worth 25c
Choice ot eny late stile leather
corduroy or fancy silk belts for 19c,
worth 25c and 35c.
Ladies' Underwear.
Odds and ends in ladies' un:on
suits, former price $1 25 and $1 50,
reduced to 75c.
Odds and ends in ladies' union
suits, former price 75c and $1, re-
duced to 500
Ladies' red shirts and dra were,
former price 75c. cut to 50c.
Ladies' gray shirts and dee wers,
former price 75e, cut to 44e
Ladies' heavy ribbed shirts,
m• r (rice 50c. cut to 37c
Ladies' ribbed vests. former
20e, cut to 15c.
Ladiee' heavy ribbed pants, former
price 40e, cut to 25c
Ladies' ribbed pants, foixuer price
35e, reduced to 20e
0 lt fll•' 
for•
price
tie o ar 1, tine a et
undershirts, price $1 25 and $1
closing out price 76c.
Odds aed ende in children's
derweer, closing out one half
urigiusl pun*, consisting of red






19c - CHOICE. 19c
For any Gents' Neckwear in the









Ribbons Less man Cost.
2 ell pure silk ribbons
4 " .4 66



















and white ribbed shirts und ditM.t.1`. Cloak s & Capes
GENTS' SHIRTS
25 in' cent or 1-4 Oft.
Cut to half Price
• And some to one-forth original price. -
Gentlemen'e white laundried dress
shirts, former price $1, closing out
at 75c.
Gentlemen's white laundried dress
shirts worth 50c, selling out price
38c.
Gentleman's white unlaun tried
shirts worth 50c, selling out price
38c.
Unlaundried while shirts, best
made, worth 75c, selling out. price
56e.
Meli.ti work shirts worth 2 ie, sell-
ing out price 19c.
Men's work shirts for 40e, selling
out price 30c.
Men'e best heavy work shirts
• worth 50c, selling out price 38e.
Men's fancy laundried shirts w esth
50o, selling out pride 37c.
Men's 4 ply linen collars worth 15c_A selling out price be.
Men's pure linen sollars. odds and
ends, worth 10c and 15c, choice 5c.
Gent's 4 ply linen cuffs, worth 20c
• selling out price 10c.
±..tht's celluloid collars 5c.





50c imported web suspenders ...37e
35c elegant web euepeniers.. ...23e
30c elegant web euspenders... ..20c
25e nice, neat web suspenders' ...19c
lee good neat web suspenders ...19e
10c extra value suspenders . 7c
10e boy's suspenders Sc
• 25c CHOICE 2tic
For any 35c and 40c Canton Flannel
Drawers in the home!.
Examine these prices:
Ladies' light-weight Jackets and
Reefers, former price 3.50. to
6 00; come take choice for...11 00
Ladies' Long Cloaks, last years'
styles, large sleeve, just the
thing for rough wear; former
price 6 GO to 12.00; come take
sour choice for $2.95
!
tor The cloth in these cloaks is worth !
three times the money.
$10 Seal Plush Cape, beaded le
braided, latest style, closing
out at $5.00
18 00 Seal Plush Cap-, plain,
cbangable silk lining, closing
out at $400
$8 00 Finest Beaver Cape, piped
with satin, closing price $1 00
$7 50 Double Cape, fine fur trim
ming, cut to. $3.75
$6 50 Extra heavy beaver double
cape, braid trimming, cut to $3.25
*5 00 capes, braid trimming, long
aid heavy, cut to.  $2 50
14 50 single beaver cape, braid
and fur trimmed, cut to $2 25
NIT A f w children's long cloaks on
hand, worth from 2 50 to 4 50; come
take your choice for j.
A Car Load of Trunks
and Valises, just from the factory, go
at actual factory prices.
Gloves and Mits.
Choice of all 25c and 20 Lade s'
Gloves for .......... 15c
Choice of all 25 and 20c Ladies'
Mite for 15c
Choice of all 15 and 20c child.'
mite for 10c
Choice of all 15c Ladies Gloves
for 10c
Ladies,
Here's your chance. My entire stock
of Stamped Linens at one third off
regulsr price.
OTIII
1-3 Off Any Suit.
1-2 Off Any Overcoat.
SEE PRICES BELOW:
Men's Clay Worsted Frock Suits, former
price $15, reduced to : : : 10.00
Men's Clay Worsted Sack Suits, former
price $12, reduced to : : : 8.00
Men's Clay Worsted Sack Suits, former
price $10, reduced to : : : 6.67
Men's fine all Wool Cassimere Suits,
former price 12.50, closing price : 8.37
Men's very latest all Wool Cass're Suits,
former price 10.00, closing price : 6.67
Men's Black Cheviot Suits, former price
7.50, closing price • : 5.00
Men's Gray and Brown Cassimere Suits,
former priee 9.00, closing price : 5.00
A few Odds and Ends in Cassimere
Suits at Half-Price!
Young Men's Clay Worsted Sack Suite; sizes 16
to 19; former price 19 00, closing price....$6 00
Young Men's all 'Wool Caseitnere Suits; sixes 16
to 19; former' price $6 OU, closing prioe....$.4.00
Young Men's Castmitnere Suits; sizes 16 to 19; for-
mer price 17 00, closing price $467
Young Men's Croteimere Suite; sizes 16 to 18; for-
mer price *500, closing price, $3.33
Young Men's Cassimere Suits; oases 15 to 18; for-
mer price $4 50, closing pi ice. $3.00
Boy.' Nice Camille no Suits; sizes 15 to 17; former
price 1200, cot to,. $2 33
Boys' Satenett Suits; sizes 11 to 13; long pante,
former price 13 00, cut to 
Children's Knee-Suits.
$1 50 Childreas Suits reduced to 
$1.00 Childlen's Suite reduced to 
$2.00 Children's Suits, reduced to 
12 60 Children's Knee Suits reduced-to 
*3 00 Children's Knee Suits reduced to 1  95
$400 Children's Knee Suite, closing out prices.
$5.00 Children's Knee Suite, closing out price....3.13






$5 00 Finest Pants cut to 3.33
$4 25 Fine Cassimere Pants cut to  2 83
$4 50 Fine Cassimere Pants cut to 2.67
$3 75 Fine Cassimen Pants cut to  2,50
$2.50 Mans' " Pants cut to  1 67
$2.00 Mees. " Pants cut to 1 33
$1.50 Men's Cassinett Pants cut to  95 cts
$300 Men's Extra Corduroy Pants cut
$2.50 Heavy Corduroy Pants cut to /  67
$2 00 Nice Corduroy Pants cut .to 1.33
$1.50 all-wool filling Jeans Pants cut to 1.13
$1 25 all-wool filling Jeans Pants cut to 95 cts
75 cents Cotton Jeans Pants, lined, cut to /70 cis




co 00 Overcoats cut to 
$13 50 Overcoats cut to 
$8.50 Overcoats cut to 
$6 00 Overcoats cut to 
$5 00 Overcoats cut to 
$4 50 Overcoats cut to  .
$4 00 Boys' Overcoats cut to 2 00
1.50$3 00 Boys' Overcoats cut to








Ladies, do net let this chance slip
by. You never will buy Dress Good
at such low prices again. I must
close out my stock as rapidly as pos-
sible and have determined to make
such low prices that will attract your
attention Come at once, if you
want to get the choice Bargains.
850 Finest silk finish black Henriet
ta, 96 inches wide, Closing Out
Price 6643
750 Fine jet black Henrietta, 44 in-
wide, Closing Out Pries ...Mc
60c, Black all-wool Henrietta, 44 in.
wide, Closing Out Price 44.
40c, Black all wool Henrietta, 40 in.
wide, Closing Out Price... ,30c
75c, Fancy, changeable suitings, on-
ly two patterns, Closing out
price  39c
110c All-wool striped suiting. Closiog
out price  25c
50c Ali-wool 40 in. Serge, Closing
out price  35.
35c All-wool 38 in. Serge, Closing
out price  .22o
50c Gray plaids, closing out price
25c
25c Fancy suitings, very latest, clott-
ing out price  15c
15c Wool fill fancy suiting'', closing
out price 10e
10c Wool Poplins, good assortment
of colors 74c
4c yard for kid Cambric.
Sc a yard  for Select», liniug
8o a yard.... ...... for Duck lining
Sc a yard for Hair cloth
70 a yard.... for cross bar Crinoline
10e a yard ..for cretin Fibre chamois
Sattens & Ginghams
100 Cleting price on 12ic fancy Sat-
teems 10c
Sc closing price tri 10e fancy satteen










" 18c elk. satteen
" 15c blk satteen
" 10c char:One Ging
" 74c (from
Flannels Cheaper than Ever
Known.
124.: White twill cotton flannel 84c
10v Gray " " 7e
15c White wool mixed " 12c
20o 6 1 15c
30e " 66 " 22.
40c ,. 25c
30c Navy blue twill 20o
20c Plaid Linsey 124
25. - wool flannel 19c
56 inch water proof black navy and






I handle nothing but the best
makes, such 51 :
G.-D. worth $1 25, selling out
price 82c
C -B worth $1, selling out prioe 75c
G -D extra long waist, selling
out price  Plc
Broapdrwicsey woven, selling out
390
Extra heavy black, selling out
price .44c
Exposiiion 50c corset, selling
out price  ......... ... 39c




.oDu t or 
Nursing
p ice   $1 00, 
750
Misses corsets 39c, selling out
25c
d ends in 50 and 45c cor-e 
out price .1  25c
price
And Here's Another!
Corticillo, Fib, Etching and E. E
Embroidery Silk at 30 eta per dozen.




$3.00 Blankete, all-wool. now.. $200
2 76 Blankets, mixed, pow.... 1 90
2 25 Blanket'', mixed. now.... 1 50
1 59 Bed Comforts', clotting out 1 00
1.26 88 c
119 " " 64 " 75c
6 6 6
Towels, Table Cloths & Nap
kins.
Stock limited come quIck if you
want to secure some Bargains.
Cotton buck towels, closing out .. 40
Cotton buck towels. extra large. . Sc
Large size linen towels.... .. lOc
Fine Damask towels. ,   .150
Extra !arge Damask towels 20e
30c bleach table cloth closing at  22c
45c unbleached " " at 25c
450 " " " " at 36c
50c half bleached " " st 39c
40c red, fast color tablecloth closing
out price 25e
35c Floor oil cloth...A
Sc for fancy curtain scrim worth 8.
74c for fancy curtain scrim worth
. 12 1 2o
12 1-2efsr Lewell 10-4 brown sheet-
ing.
16 1-2c for Pepperell .10-4 brown
sheeting.
17 1-2c for Pepperell i10 4 brown
sheeting
10c for fine sheer Indial linen worth
15e
44c for fine Satin. wort 75c
60c for due silk Velvet,Iworth 85c
Sc for pare linen crash, worth. .7 1.2
61-2 " " 81-2
71.2 " " 10c
81-2 " 3212
I have on hand a few white goods
in dimity checks and Wipes, also
laces slid embroidery which I sill
clo4e out at leas than cost.
Now is a Good The to Buy
\ Your Jeans.
25. wool filling Jeans to close. 20e
30c wool fillidg jeans to'close....22c
35c Humbult Doeskin tic close.  250
35c uusheaved wool fill jeans to close
25c




200 Silk Olticia UnibrellaR. for ladies sf
and men. Ngew, stylish ind elegant. 6
Will be closed out witb balance of
stock at Factory Cost 
-
A Few Hosiery Bargains.
heavy black Ladies boar, closing
cut 7c
Creamaonolt fancy lielies hose, clos-
ingi 7c
lk fast black seanilesa ladies hose,
dosing out .... .4 .. . ..... 10c
26c fa-t blk seamless; ladies hoes,
clo.ing out  . . . . 1 fic
250 Herinedorf seandems ladies' hose,
closing out
35c osoiltatk finish ladies hose, 
Bob's Franklin black bicycle hose,
niclosing out at 20n Ta stock-
25c 4694 
ing is equal to anyI3ese stocking
in the market. ;
10c for choice of any116c and 20c
child's hose in the house.
6 1-2c for heavy straw ticking worth
10c
12c for heavy feather ticking worth
15c.
16c for best feather t eking worth
20o.
All staple goods torch as calico,
domestics. shirting, etc, will be sold
at actual Eastern cost Everything
goes.
deliv-
ered in 60 days.





VIsale," but a genuine closing R INITK EIAll
rCome early, come often.
, to close out this stock
Was quickly as po3sib1e. Here
0,)is a chance to rriake 3-ood in-
vestments. This is ilo "fake
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POLITICAL POINTERS. WE ARE NOT SO WARM THAT "REGIE"SYSTEM F
ACTS FOR FARMERS.





TI14 Wean of Silver Forces is Comple'e and
Hannon 0111 at this Dish ice
Chairman Johnston has issued a man-
ifesto addressed to the Democratic
County and District Committees. In
part he seys: "The resolution passed
by the Central Committee indicates a
custom as old as the party, but it is not
promulgated as a rule krr an absolute
standard of government in your local
affairs. You are expected to study the
situation, and do what is wise, and to
unify and strengthen the Democratic
party in year district" Mr. Johnston
requests that his commanieation be read
to every County Committee in the .State
as early as possible.
All over Kentucky tie re seems to be
an unusual number of candidates for Ore
local offices. There seem to be a !LAU-
ber of men who affect a willingneae to
serve the dear people, seys the Paducah
/twister. Yet the Ninety offices in Ken-
tucky do not pay big salaries. There is
hardly a lawyer who has any sort of
practice that eau Lot earn a better liv leg
than Circuit Judge.Common is• ea lt 'a A t
torney, County Judge or County Attor-
ney, and be his own master : but this
gam lawyer will give up his practice
and run the risk of it leaving Inn for.
Mk% and stets hia chattels' on getting
an Aloe that will only last for ailiort
term. Any num who is competent to
All any county °Mee can command a
better salary in businesses. Why, then,
this itch for office? It must be a disease,
a temporary hullueivation. Let us pick
(roan the material the beat men and
give the others an opportunity to go
back to work.
Judge R. A. Burnett, of Cadiz, was
In the city yesterday morning on his
way to Murray, where he went to pros-
ecute his canvass for Circuit Judge of
the Third distre t. Jiadite Burnett says
the union of the silver forces in the
Third district is complete and harmon-
ious, and there is every reason to believe
that the district will be redeemed. He
says he will have no fear of the result
if he as made the nominee of the Mur-
ray convention, and whoever may be
nominated will be elected. Judge Bur-
nett was formerly State Senator ftom
the Calloway district, and has a wide
acquaintance in all the counties of the
jadical district. He is a loyal Democrat
and worked for the success of the party
last year.
Besides Judge Barnett, Judge Phelps,
ofChristian, and Hon. Thomas P. Cook,
of Murray, are probable candidates for
Judge. Mr Cook has also teen men-
tioned for Commonwealth's Attorney,
but has made no announcement as yet.
Capt. Dabney, of Trigg, and W. R.
Howell, of Christian. 'are announced am
eandidates for attorney -Paducah Reg-
There are thirty-two candidates for the
Republican nomination for the various
county offices in Bell county; thirty-
eight in Harlan; sixty four in Leslie;




James S. Carter and Miss Margaret
Moore, a county couple, aged sixty and
fifty year., respectively, wi to married
Monday at the home of the bride.
- - -
Died of Consumption.
Mrs. Menser, wife of Dr. Menser. of
Dawson Springs, eied after a lingering
illness of consumption, Tuesday. She
WOB a daughter of the late Erasmus
Blain. Her remains were brought to
this city for burial.
- -
Died of Consumption.
Lute R. Wootten, a prominent young
business man of Dennison, Tex., who
was visiting relatives in this section,
died at the home of his father,Dr. P. C.




Mr. Theodore Coulter, son of B. F.
Coulter, of Las Aneeles, t'al., died Dec.
4, 1895, at Bartovia, Java, of hemor-
rhage of the langs. News of the death
has just reached this city. He was well-
known and had a number of relatives
here. For three years he had been trav-
eling in search of health.
Ziesiben Seargent's Wife Cried.
Reuben Seargent was tried in the city
court and returned to the work-house to
serve 350 days, ten days for each day of
his former sentence.
When his long term is completed he
will be tried for splitting open his wife's
head with an ax and maiming her for life.
The brute's wife wept loudly and
begged the court not to punish Seargent.
Christian County Lady.
Report reached the city Tueseeveniug
that Mrs. Sarah Elizabeth McGuire, a
pioneer of this county, had died yester-
day afternoon at her home near Wood-
ville. Paralysis carried the venerable
woman off.
The deceased wes the widow of the
late T. T. McGuire. She was the only
daughter of W. B. Radford, of Chris-
tian county, this State. Mrs. McGuire
moved to McCracken in the early 40's,
when this section was a veritable wil-
derness, and had lived near Paducah
ever since.
She left four children, Meagre W. F.
McGuire, of Memphis, anti Harry Mc-
Guire, ofWoodville ; Mrs.W. L. Corbett,
of Paducah, and Mrs. Thomas W. Set-
tle, of Midway, Ky. For many years
she had been a devout Methodist-Pa-
ducah News.
Don't think that your liver needs
treating if you are bilious. It don't. It's
your stomach. That hi, your stomach
is really what causes the bilionioneie. It
has put your liver out of order
See what's the matter with your
stomach.
Sick stomach poisons liver and then
there's trouble Shaker Digestive Cor-
dial cures stomach and then all's well.
That's the ease in a nutshell.
Shaker Digestive Cordial is no neer. t
Formulae on every bottle. But it's the
simple honest way it's made, the honest
Shaker herbs and other ingredients of
which it's composed, that make it so et
ficacione.
Any real case of indigestion and bil-
iousness can be cured by Shaker Diges-
tive Cordial. Try it.
Sold by druggists, price ten cents to








ilkome Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free
Amewanta. Alum ex any other adulterant,
TIMM us
MODERATING SORii
An Old Colored Min Was F, ozen to Death-
F.icts kunst the Freeze.
The local weather idetion reeeivisd the
following telegram y.,f te• ct.y afterinoon:
"Generally fair to-night. Fridfiy not
so cold:. Continued low temperature."
Zero weather!
Al five o'clock yes. morning thei ther-
mometers. having a Northern exiiosure,
registered three degrees La low retire
All day bug the sky wale not
flecked by:a single cloud, and OM sun
has been doing its best to warm things
up. It has been in a measure mimeses-
ful for at Loon the temperature WAS ten
above.
The drop of mercury has been (ingag-
efl t•y the young peop'e. and
Tuesday, ice on the shallow ponds was
from two to four inches thick, mid ev•
ere body ii ho owned, or could buy er
borrow sketes were geilieg oir the
smuoth mut face both day and niglit.
The heavy snow of Tuoulay iput
temporary end to this kind of plisusure
ant made sleighing and coasting In or-
dir. Owners of private sleigns split the
roads from early morning untll late
evening. Six dollars a-week elerks,
who hail to pay four dollars un hour for
ban ry stable sleighs, were not eta au
long.
The cold wave that has gone oiler the
United States during the past es-viral
days is one of the severed, conaillering
both the low temperatures that ptevail-
ed in ruarly places and the vast rxteut
of the area ccvered by it, that halt been
recorded by the Weather Bureau In its
thirty years of existenee. The iSouth
to-day bad an unusual expeeieuce.
Throughout Texas, Louisiana. tii5siA-
sippi, Alabama and a large Pert of
Georgia a fall of snow of from ewe to
three inches in depth is reported io the
Weather Bureau.
Said Mayor Dabney to a Nee- ERA
repenter: -I've had fewer reque4ts for
coal than in any cold spell in a trumixe
of years. 1 his does not mean that there
is less suffering than usual. It iii gen-
erally unda-stood that the Couneil has
turned the matter of furuishingl relief
to the poor over to the Ladies Aid So-
ciety, and requests are being made to
them."
A teley here mi sege ve as riceived
from Crofton yesterday by Cioroner
James Alleusworth summoninglhim to
that town to hold an inquest osier the
remains of Ben Dulin.
Early yesterday, the dead biely of
Dulin was found in the road near Crof-
ton. There is little doubt but that he
WM frozen to death.
Dulin was an old colored main who
lived on a farm in North Christian.
How he happened to be out in the cold
is not known.
Allensworth left about ten o'clock for
Crofton and haa not yet returned.
Mr George E.Gary returned yesterday
morning from'Chicago. The first thing
he did utter getting el the train was to
request the loan of a palm leaf fan.
'-Its hot as blezes here," he said as he
wiped the perspiration from his face
and unbuttoned his vest to give the
breezes A chance.
".Why, in Chicago Wednesdey, mer-
cury crawled down to 17 below zero in
the sun."
J. T. Lee and Harry Dulany, itramps,
wire pulled by the eelice Wed. flight for
being drank. They explained their
condition by saying that they hfid to do
something to keep warm.
eNothing warms men like I work,''
sententiously obsereed Judge Hanbery
as he recorded a fine of $5 arid (fees
each, and entered an order for the
prieouerri to be removed to the peek pile.
-ea--
Old Crofton Lovers.
A dinetch from Crofton, 04 county,
to the Louisville Post says: lir. John
Furgerson and Mrs. Mary Fortner were
married at this place yesterday. The
bride was Seventy-two years ofiage and
the groom was eighty.
•
Boy Fatally Burned.:
News reached the city this Afternoon
of a fearful accident which eecturred at
Empire, in the Northern part of this
county.
Wednesday Cyrus, the fbur-year-
old son of Daniel Davis, a miher, was
standing before an open grate in which
there was a big fire. His clekhing be-
came ignited and he was fatally burned
before aissistance reached him.;
e
Mrs. Fruit's Bad Accidint.
Mrs. E. N. Fruit, wife of the well-
known dentist, met with a serious acci-
dent Si ednesday morning.
While walking in the rear yard of
her residence on South Virgieia street.
she slipped on a piece of ice !and fell.
She instinctively threw out her right
I 
arm to break the fall and, titliking the
ground with considerable tome, the
bones in her right wrist were fractured.
-me e
The Girl Liberatedi
Th examining trial of Mazy France.
the colored girl who was arfested and
placed in jail here for the !killing of
Jacob Vaughn, near FairvieraO, was call-
ed before County Judge Breakhitt Wed-
nesday and resulted in a verdict of ac-
einittal, as it was proven that the shoot-
ing was accidental.
The statement of Vaughn, :,made just
before death, exonerated her from all
blame, and other testimony cOrroberated
this
--see e
I. C. Will Buy Ite
The Ohio Valley railread, from
Evansville, Ind., to Hopkirieville, 130
miles in length, will be sold at judicial
sale at Henderson, Ky., on Jibe I. John
Roberts and James Quarles are to con-
duct the sale. The upset price will be
$1,050,0100, and the earth elfposit from
the bidders must be $100,004.
These rulings were given Out Tuesday
afternoon in the United Settee court at
How it May be Abolished to Notes Interesting to Tillers
Growers' Benefit. of the Soil.
DR. CLARDY'S SCHEN/E.
Oar Congressmsn Writes a Letter Exptain.ng
th . Virtues of His Bit!.
The following letter has been received
by the Western Tobacco Journal from
Dr. J. D. Clardy, Representative in
Congress of the Second Kentucky Dis-
trict, explainiug Iris views in regard to
the "Regie" system of buying Dark ex-
port Tobacco, how it may be abolished
and whet benefit the growers of these
types of Tobacco would derive from
such a change:
*6' 1101:SE CW REPRESENTATIVES,
ASHINti TON. 1). C. I
DEAR SIR reply to your letter
asking Ile to how the Regie system of
buying Tobacco can be changed or hew
can we secure a better method of intro-
ducing our Tobacco into foreign coun-
tries and what benefit would such a
ceauge be to our Tobacco growers.
First-As to how the change can be
effected. Your readers will understand
[het in all the "Itegie ctntract coun-
tries" the entire Tobaeco trade is purely
a Government monopoly, out of is hich
these Governments derive a large reve-
nue. It In fact cemstitutes ala itripor tune
Item in their revenue system. We eau
not therefore expect them to change
this system unless we can make it to
their interred to do PO. The first thing
to do to by the agitation of the 'subject
II) arouse suffirient tette-est among tear
own people IO CO MO, mitt Ion 111101I the
part of our Governmental authorities.
This irs'ihe :Imre necessury became a
large majority of the members of Con-
guess. both of the Senate and House, do
not even know that this impel taut
fai in produet is treated differently from
other rearicultural products; absolutely
barred from sale in all these "Regie
countries" except by and for the Gov-
el-entries theinselvere
The more important question comes
up: If disposed to act, is lint can our
Government do? I thiuk a modification
or revoking of the whole system might
be effected upon one or the other of the
following plans:
First -By extending, through kindly
and persistent negotiations, special and
beneficial privileges in the introduction
and sale of their products in this couu-
try in consideration of their allowing
our Tobacco free access loan unobstruct-
ed sated in their countries; of course
subject to any tariff tax or nuport duty
they may see proper to impose, for in-
stance as England does now.
Second-If this "grass" experiment
fails we must try "stones," and should,
by the proper authority, say to these
"•liettie countries" : You must allow
our Tobacco and other, export products
to have an open market for shipment
airl male through the regular channels
of trade, subject, of course, to such itn•
port duties as you may see proper to im-
pose. If this should be refused we should
at once shut off their products from sale
an this country until the matter could
be satisfactorily settled. Under existing
law I believe the President has this
poa er now. There is no doubt but that
with proper effort one or the other of
these plans could be made successful.
If success should attend either plan,
what benefit v mild it be to the tobacco
growers? In the deterruin.ition of this
question is found the real gist of the
whole matter. Whenever one party to
a contract has the pi, wer to fix the price
at which an article may be bought and
then fix the price at which it must be
'sold, the anustiut of prctit is only a
einestion of how low they may put the
buying price hud not ruin the trade, or
hew high the purchaser can be forced
to pay. This process has already been
carried to that point as to the dark *a-
dore tobacco, until it is now actually
selling below the cost of production
Under this system, with a large surplus
of tobacco seeking to fill these contracts,
and which must be sold to the "Regie"
buyers or not sold at all, the general
law of supply and demand has no legit•
mete effect, and the buying price will
continue to be just as low as it can be
made without stopping the production.
The "Reeie" Governments make enor-
mous profits--France about sixty mil-
lions annually-by limiting the demand
and tette enabled to 'sell to the consum-
er at a profit of from 300 tr SOO per cent.
Now suppose this system is abolished
and all these countries allow our Tobac-
co dealers, farmers and speculators to
freely ship in and sell our Tobacco as
other products are sold, this, judging
from the amoneta sold in other open
market countries, as iEtigland and Ger-
many, would certainly double the de-
mand, and I am sure increase the price
to double what it is now, and still could
be furnished to customers at one-half
what they now pay. This result could
only apply to the dark or export Tobac
cos. and would only incidentally effect
the Burley and other domestic types.
This change would encourage general
competition in all the markets of the
world; and in the "Regie' contract
countries where the monopoly is con-
trolled by a few men who virtually fix
the price on all dark descript.ons, which
can not find a market except in the
-Regie" countries. This would be a
great point gained in the interest of ev-
ery grower of Tobacco in Western Ken-
tucky, Tennessee, Virginia and Mary-
land.
I append a statement showing how
much greater is the demand in open
market countries:
The United States furnishes to for, ign
eountries over 251,000,000 pounds of To-
bacco-England and Germany (both
open market countries) take of this 144,-
000,000 pounds, being considerably more
than all the rest of the world con/bit:led.
In this brief statemeut I could only
touch upon the points mentioned in
your questions. I have more elaborate-
ly discussed the subject in the hearings





Congressman Clardy has recommend-
ed to the Pose-office Department the
name of Mr. J. A. Walker to be post-
master at Bakersport, Hopkins county.
Can't
res is the complaint of E
thousands at this season.
They have no appetite; food at
does not relish. They need t he toning up of
the stomach and digestive organs, which
• course of Hood's Sarasparilis will give
them. It also purifies and enriches the
blood, cures that distress after eating and
Internal misery only a dyspeptic can
know, createe an appetite, overcomes that
tired feeling and builds up and sustains
the whole physical system. It so prompt-
ly and efficiently relieves d yspept ic sym p-
toms and cures nervous headaches, that It
seems to have almost "a magic touch."
ood's
Sarsaparilla
Is the best - In fact the One True mood Purifier.
The lEinoti Central aysteim will buy 
t
, after-dinner
up th,: Ohio Valley it is said. tiood's Pills PrIlelseh:ld 
best
iNOM S.
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"Ho, friend, which way?" How coin
mon this form of salatetioneberomerr to
one who travels much. It is the mos
natural form of introduction, his only
apolely being, the fellowship travelers
generally enjoy. Every traveler feels
an interest in the destination of those
who journey with him. So it comes
that through life we feel a pardonable
interest in the welfare of those we
knot ! Of those who are journeying
throrgh this strange old world with us.
It r. -a-chance they fluttered from tl.e
same nest, our lute-rest is more keen. I
am going to try and gratify the interest
of the good people of Hopkinsville feel
in EGIne of those who begun
Life in their midst and who by varied
interest cast their he among strangers.
I am ;dad to say too that the sumuiary
oonta ins a good example for other Hop-
kins% ills boys.
Lee me see, first, there is Kay Grun•
dy. Two years ago I called on the
Wee Ii Hardware & M'f'g. Co , in St
Jose' h, Mo., little thiuking I was to
find mu old townainan and schoolmate.
Kay ii the manager, of their teen:nous
mitt' T y bulkiness, a business thut in vial•
utile is perhups RP great Its that of ail
the nerchaies of Hopkinavalle put e •
welt' r, he buys all of the eutlery they
handle. Thousands of dollars boas or
profit depend upon his judgeneut Kay
is only a boy yet, he; started Ill at the;
bottom with these people aid eon hie
present position by close, intelligent at •
tention to business. Where can we tied
a bet rer example of what it fellow Vali
do wl.en he determines to succeed? Kay
is now one of the sterling young men of
St. Joseph, with a happy Lome and
bright prospects in the future.
In Temple Texas last fall, I dropped
in on Curtis Mitchell. Curt Was a mem-
ber of the Lathern State Guards and
book keeper for the firm of Hunbery &
Shryir for a long tune. But the old
town with its village ways soon got too
small for him, and he sought larger and
mon lucrative fields. When he struck
eenri he, it was a new plaice, he soon rid
BROKER BOALES' REPORT himself of the odeous ear-marks of the
Quality of offerings has been about effee Ease hoe-ever, and from the very
the same as for the last few months, first managed to successfully woe the
consisting of common to medium grades tickle Goddess of fortune. He is now
of lugs and leaf of the 1895 crop Logs oue f the most respected and snlestan
stronger. The best feature of the mar- tial young business men of Temple.
kit comes from home trade deaden. While in Temple I had the pleasure of
manufacturers and rehandlers whi are meeting the charmiug girl he has since
familiar with the eondition of 1896 crop. made his wife. Truly, here is another
and is ho are free buyers, and are stock- of our boys on whom fortune has shed
ing up with 1895 tobaccos, is hich are her o,ost golden smiles. But remember
generally iu fine condition, and promise she only favors the worthy.
better goods than the 1890 crop. The Thee there is Robt. Cook. Every body
new crop is scarcely moving at all, only knows Bob. I have not seen him fix
Iwo or three hogsheads per week, whe some time however. I hear that be is
there should be one or two hundred at prospering and only recently launched
this session. Such as have appeared on upon the high sea of matrimony. 4.
 bar-
the breaks are voinnion to medium ence llurbrisige, Ed Boyd, Mil Trice and
grades of light to fair body with good marry others are in Texas, but I have
color, begun to tell you only of those whom I
Receipts for w-eek  85 Hhcla have: met in my travels.
Receipts for year  2(K) In Abilene Texas, I found Charles
Sales for week  101;302 Roberts, who used to live in old Chris-
Sales for year
Offerings for week  28 tian.
 He has made his home in the
Lou,' Star State for some years now and
would live no where else. A few years
older grown, bonne what heavier but
otherwise little changed is he. 
I also met HarryRives in Abilene. Ile
LEAF. I has been trying to make the reluctant
soil of Texaa yield after the fashion of
the fertile fields of old Kentucky ;nefav-
oralle conditions had, however, caused
him to again turn his eyes towards home
and I doubt not he is among you now.
Ill arownwuod I had the unexpected
pleasure of meeting with Will Beazley.
tie is now one of the town lathers,
owes a large merebautile establishmeet,
and has flourished in his new home.
He asked me a great rnauy questions
about the home folks and indulged in a
great many pleasant retuinicences.
While treadieg the far streets of Al-
buquerque, N. M., little thinking te
Iliad a face with which I was familiar,
who should I meet but Eartn.st Folks.
Our surprise as-as mutual. He is very
rain•h improved in health by the de-
.ight ful climate of this very enchanting
valley. Ile had me out to dinner where
I met his fatuity. They are laving in a
nice new parsonage which the church,
stimulated by the earnest efforts of Mr.
Folke has built. When you come to
nuderetand the plegmatic disposition of
these people towards matters religiois.
you will understand that his work
needs no other testimonial of efficiency.
Bob, his oldest son, is learning the
Spanish language, and it may be that
one of our own boys may yet cross the
"formidable troche" and in his native
tongue bear to the one Cuban who may
be left by that time, the sweet message
of •intervention on the part of the
Was'aington, Jan. 28.-The estimates United States." Who knows.
by Stati s and Territories of area, prim • Reaching Denver I, of course, sought
duct said value of the principal cereal out Will Withers who at once gave me
crops of the United States for 1896 mad • the right hand of good fellowship. I
by the statisticau of the Department of had no difficulty in detecting a very
Agriculture are as follows: distinct Eastern atmosphere about Will.
Corn-Area, 81,627,000; product, 2,- He has not yet absorbed a sufficient
283,875,0e0; value, $491,007,000; yield quantity of the "climate," to look what
per acre, 282 bushels; farm price per he will inevitably be, if he lingers with
bushel, 21.5c. the West yet a little while. Will ha'
Winter Wheat - Area, 22,794,000: chosen a big field in which to fly the
product, 267,934,000; yield per acre, kite of his ambitions and as he has
11.8 bushels. plenty of string I have no doubt but you
Spring Wheat-Are, 11,825,000; prod- will some day be able to see, with a
net, 159,750,000; yield per acre, 13-5 good telescope, the top of the castle
bushels. Total wheat area, 34,619.000: which he has set about building. Well
product, 427,684.000 ; vane, $310,603,000; equipped for the pursuit of his profes
yield per acre, 12 4 bushels; fern' pre* sion with a capable mind I confidently
per bushel, 72.6c. predict a bright future for him.
Oats-Area, 27,566,000; producs, 707,- Entering the office of Dr. Frank Du-
346,000; value, $132,485,000; yield per lin, on Seventeeenth street, you are
acre, 25 7 bushels: farm price per bushel again in the presence of a Christian
18.7c. county product. The Rev. Robt. Dulin
Rye-Area, 1,881,000; pro ince 24,- owned the farm on which Ed Stowe now
369,000; value, $9,961,000; yield per lives on the Canton road; years ago he
acre, 13 3 bushels; farm price per bushel removed to Texas. Dr. Frank is the
40.9c. oldest son. He has been a successful
Barley-Area, 2.951,000; prodact, 69.- practioner among Denver's best people
695,000; value, $23,491,000; yield per now for some years. The Dr. is a very
acre, 23.5 bushels; farm price per bush- prominent fraternity man, has a most
el, 32.3c. engaging little wife and one son, the
Buckwheat-Area, 755,000; product, only child. He is another bright exam-
14.de0,000 ; value, $5,525,000; yield per pie of succeta won among strangers.
acre, 28.7 bushels; farm price per bueli- Then there is Thos. Campbell, son of
el, 39 2e. 
Potatoes-Area. 2,767,000; product, 
Squire Alex Campbell. Tom is in the
252,255,000; value, $72,182,000; yield 
boot and shoe business in Chillicothe,
o
per acre, 91.1 bushels; farm price per 
ne of Missouri's most flourishing towns.
And has managed, sot am informed, by
bushel, 28.6e.
Hay-Area, 43,260,000: product, 59,- 
the practice of good business methods,
,000 tons; value, V188,146,000 ; yield 
to accumulate a goodly portion of the
282 
per acre, 1.37 tons; farm price, $6.55 per 
"dust" of which men are not made,
these hard times at any rate.
ton.
Tobacco--Area, 595,000 acres • prod- 
Walter Campbell represents another
net, 403,004,000 pounds; value, $24,248,- 
successful member of this little coterie
yield per acre, 878 pounds ; farm 
of wanderers, and has achieved a sue-
000;
6 cents per pound. 
Nee of which he may well be proud.
'1 hough he has already climbed high
and draws a salary which runs well up
into the thousands, there are many
rungs of the ladder yet above him and
you may see him gradually ascend to
the very highest. Truly, "nothing suc-
ceeds like success."
Of course, no one can tell what those
boys would have come to had they re-
mained at home, but certain it is that
though still mere boys some of them
are drawing larger salaries than any
salaried man in Hopkinaville. For large
fish one must fish in deep water. If
there are any boys in Hoptown who
have more line or larger bait than the
The defendants were charged with d
tearing down Crunz's meat house and! though 
of ghttwmaesterariee would seeartl i 
let 
toti mewarrsayantot,
up his corn, you that there is &hey of r
oom, out,-
LIVE STOCK MARKET
Ms Tobacco Market Here and Elsewhere
ALL ARE SUCCEEDING.
Hopkinsville Boys In the
Wild and Wooly West.
TOM DADE'S TRAVELS
Gruney. Mitchell, Cook. Roberts. Rises. Ott-
Correctly Reported. lin. Foriks, Beasley. Withers. 
Campbell.
Reported by Louisville Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyards,
Louisville, Ky. ,Jan. 28, 1897.-Cattle.
-Cattle receipts were light and of in-
ferior quality. Buyers were f came be-
ing kept away by the; cold weather, but
prices were steady and nechanged. The
supply moved slowly under demand
for local requirements, and all offer-legs
had (-hanged hands by the close.
Calves-The calf trade was steady
with no reported change in prices-,
though extra good weight calves would
probably have sold at an advance. The
light receipts were all sold.
Extra shipping  84
 on% 4 05
Light shipping  8 SAO. 410
'test butchers  a tt50; 110
Fair mu tonal butcliers  stAA, 550
Common to Medium butchers  I 754 2 76
Thin. rough steers, poor colas
and scalawags  I Wel I 73
Uocsi to extra oxen  5059 all)
COMMoo to lineation' oxen....   V (55 275
Feeders  
Stockers '2 R5ON 36
Bulls 20K a in
veto oil yes . .... ....... . . zee 4 :71
Choice nillch cows . . , et 
(Si ,
Fair to good nilich cows . . 15 2500
Hogs. -Receipts of hogs were about
350 head of good quality, but nearly
half of the offerings were light weights.
Heavier and mediums Were steady at
$3 50:8 55, Lights were very dull at
ti 35(a 3 40, for 120 to 150 pound hogs,
VI lee' 3 lie for thole; weighieg 100 to
120 Ibid., and fla 541 ,8 00 for pigs under
100 lb.. Lhemitail, is usual, camel from
packers and shippers, awl till market.
lags, except a part of the light weights,
were sold by the close.
creme. pasestng and butchers. 125
awn, 3 wen 56
Fair to good packing. 110 to 200 tb 0 else m
flood to extra light. If10 U, leJIb :1 Aisitif
Fat shoats. 11) to the lb.. ..... . 3 stsaa 14.
set shoat s. 100 to 120 lb  3
Roughs. 150 to .....  „ hos3
Stockers   V 
:out48 in
Sheet and Lambs.-The supply of
sheep and lambs was limited and mix-
ed grades. Transactions were sluggish,
but prices were steady and unchanged.
The yards were cleared.
Fair to good 2 0042 P.
Common to medium  . (k12 nu
- ituvk I Nast lo
Extra lambs .............. ....... 8 7516.4 28
Falr to good ...  3 2)543 Toi
Nledluni butt-her lambs . 2 ease on
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THE LortsvILLE MARKET.
The following report is furnished ex-
elusively to the Saw Ea by Glover &
Durrett, Louisville Tobacco Warehouse:
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to 4,105 hhds., with re-
ceipts for the same period of 2,493 hhde
Sales on our market since Jan. let
amount to 10,209 hhds. Sales of the
crop of 1893 on our market to this date
amount to 15,15'; Weis.
The offerines of new dark tobacco
continue small and nothing with decie-
ed merit has been sold thus far. The
tone of the market was strong for all
grades of old dark tobacco aLove a lug.
The following quotations fairly re-
present our market for dark tobacco
1895 crop:
Trash .....
Common to medium lugs
Dark rich logs, ex' quality
Common leaf
Medium to good leaf 
Leaf of extra length 
Wrappery styles
$100 to 1 25
1 00 to 154)
2 00 t,o 354.)
3 00 to 400
4 00 to 504)
5 00 to 700
  700 to 1000
NATIONAL CROP REP(' r.
• ..--
The Warrants Dismissed,
Brown, Steerman and Putman, the
young North Christian farmers who
were charged with committing numer-
ous acts of vandalism, and whose trial
was attended by a great crowd from the
vicinity of Johnson'. Mill, will not be
prosecuted.
They patched up the differences with
the plaintiff, J. M. Crook, and the war-
ratite against them were dismissed by








Celebrete for its great leavening
eeeenu ie an heathfulnees. Assures the
food Retains shunt and all formsof &dal-
es:eats-le nn.rnemi to the cheep brands.
ROYAL P4ICISO POWDER Co , New York.
- -
'side, and tflere never was a time in
I which eilleieticy and ititegrity were at a
Ihighet nr,.oluni than now. The right
I man can eleeiye get a good place, but
he tIJW t eusscss those qualifications to a
deer.:
Tee 'meet invariable slimes.; of the





Mes Matt'ia Doke hies r; turned to her
home near the city after a very I lemma
visit to her oousiii, Miss Mayme Pettit
at Prete; ton.
Miss Mildred Wharton, of Cadiz, is a
guile or Mrs. C. M. Meacham, on South
Main street.
Tueker will lease. Monday
for Nashville, w here elle will enter
Watil's 8 ruitiary.
Mrs Logie Grutubley and d iughter,
Miss Mrery, vieltiei reletivesi at Hopkins.
nil!.- -Todd County Tines,
Mrs. Dr. Trabar end rhildren are via.
ill fig 1h.. faintly of Capt. Frank Byrn
in flopkirovillr ... Mrs. I,. J. Han-
cock, of 100 aViii0, is ViPitillg frienda
IO OW city .-1:11,ton Progress.
tiles Lela Earle returned home from
Snudny, where she has
Mesa eeeti..ir her sister, Mrs. W. T.
Fowler, ea- Penne time.-Charleston cor-
respondent to the Madisonville Hustler,
N. H. Ettmuilds, of Hopkinsville,
spent e• darilay in the city . Ike Hart,
of Hopeieeville, was in the city yester-
day.-11 -Iderem Gleaner.
Probable Date.
The reerebera of the "As You Like It"
Club begun practicing at Holland's
Opera I teriae yesterday afterneeta for
plays I' ey will present for the 1 enefit of
the Librury Aseociation.
The date of the entertainment Las
not peasitively been agreed urea, but it
will plobably take place on the 9th of
next month.
The "Standing Room Only" sign
should be hung out on the night of the
production.
Judge Feland Sustains Demurrer.
Judge John Feland heard the de-
murrer to the writ of prohibition filed
in the Davies!' Circuit Court by J. W.
M. Fields and others vs. J. B. Korn,
County Jaelge, to prohibit him from
eaten,: ant eb•eemi for a vte on local
option Fel rnary 21. County Judge
learn decided the matter last Saturday
iu the Gaiety Coutt for the 'e(.ys,"
and the "wets" immediately filed snit
in the Circuit Court to prohbit him
from doing so.
Judge Friend yesterday afternoon
sustained the demurrer and held that
the Circuit Court had no jakiedietion.
The election will certainly/follow. It
is set for February „).




Elsewhere in this issue of the NEW
ERA apte arm the announcement of Mr.
J. T. Ilatibery, the present popular
judge of the city court, as a candidate
for Commonwealths Attorney for this.
the Third. judicial district, subject to
the ir tio.i of the Democratic party.
Mr. Hanbery is well-kuown in the
diatrict and especially in Christian and
Trigg mu-mica. in ti e courts of which
he has practiced for a number of years.
He has been Wye of the Hopkinsville
City Court for at net three years and he
haa filled the office to the entire Kati -
fact itlliotun‘eolffthe public and with a creditt
He bas been a Democrat all his life
and has done a great deal of hard and
effective stork for the party, especially
during the recent • Presidential cam-
paign. when he spoke in nearly every
precinct in Christian county in behalf
of the matchless Bryan. He has never
failed to be present and do his deity at
all the conventions of his party and has
always been a strung believer in the
right of the majority to rule in all mat-
tere-the old Jeffersonian doctrine,
without whieh a government like oars
must be a failure. Mr. Hatibery has
always believed that the welfare of the
country could be promoted by a more
extended use of silver in our currency
system nett he took part in the county
convention that first declared for silver
and actisd with the silver men and af-
terwards good firmly upon the silver
platform adopted at Chicago.
If elected to the office of Common-
wealth's Attorney his official record
would be :narked by that fidelity to
duty tied stands out so prominently in
his record as City Judge.
_ewe
L. & N Earnings.
The gross earnings of the Louisville
& Neel %elle railroad for the third week
in January, 1S97 were: freight, $272,•
930; passenger, $75,465; miscellaneous,
f24,090; total, $372,485, which was a de-
crease of $17,405 from corresponding
week of 1e96, an increase of $955 over
1695, a decrease of $10,645 froin 1894,
and a decrease. of $16.2ser from 1893.
For the first three wee-ks of Jelluary,
1497, the gross cairn HMS were: freight.
$1408.740; passenger, *228,160. miscella-
neous. $72,270; total, $1.109,170, which
was a necreause of $7.160 from corres-
ponding three weeks of January, 1896,
an increase; of e47,790 over 1895, a de-
crease of eI0,945 from 1894 and a de-
crease of $124,740 from 1893
Frenn July-let 1896, to Jan. 21st, 1897
-both dates inclusive-the greets earn-
ings were: freight, $m4,485.884; passen-
ger, $2,437,744; miscellaneous, $763,052
total. $11.68li.e80, which was a decrease
of $1-0.528 from corresponding period
of 1895- 146, an increase of $437.625 over
1894-95, an increase of $309,844 over
1893-94. but a decrease of $1,232,956
from 1892-93. Mileage, 9,984.
THE MODERN MOTHER
Has found that her little ones are im-
proved more by the pleasant Syrup of
as hen in need of the laxative effect
of a gentle remedy than by any other,
and that It is more acceptable to them.
Childr; n enjoy it and it benefits them.
The true remedy, Syrup of Figs, is
manufactured by the California Fig
Syrup Company only.




[ions cluster as Mos
of "Mother. rø
there are




and she looks for
ward to the final
hour with fear sad
trembling.
"Mother's Friend"
prepares thooystem for the change taking place.
assist* Nature to make child-birth situ and
leaves hor in • condition more favorable to
speedy recovery. It greatly diminishes the den
get to we of both mother and child.
"My wife suffered more in ten minutes with
either of her other two children than she did
altogether with her last,havingprcvio•-aly used
tour bottles of 'Mother's Friend." 1' is • bless
Mg to anyone expecting to become a mother,
says a customer." FIENDELeON DALI,Clarei
t, !IL
Seat LI Mae, es ...&'* el ZIl.o PEI
L DOM&
To k..pv-tzat lautl:ers" mailed hee.








Wednesday Mr. B. B. Stevenson, a
prominent citizen of Loyelacerrille, in
Ballard county, and Miss Minnie E.
Taylor, a pretty belle of Bennettatown,
in this county, were married in Hop.
villa.
The ceremony took place at the home
of W. R. Thompson, en Ninth street,
Dr. W. L. Nourse, of the Ninth Street
Presbyterian Church, officiating. Only
a few intimate friends witnessed the
wedding. The happy couple left on the
0. V. at three o'clock for their future
home.
Mr. Lucien de Armstrong and Laura
E. Brumfield, a popular North Chris-
tian couple, were married at seven
o'clock Wednesday at the home of the
bride's parents, near Kelly.
Rev. P. Thomas, a Baptist minister,
officiated.
- - • -a
Petition For Dr. Letcher.
A dispatch to the Nashville Ameri-
can from this city gays:
"A petition has been in circulation
here since yesterday and has been signed
by all the pi ricians in this city, ad-
dressed to Gov. Bradley, asking that
Dr. Letcher, Superintendent Western
Lunatic Asylum, near this city, be re-
tained in the position which he now
holds and fills with such ability, not-
withstanding the recommendation of
Inspector Lester that he be removed.
There are but few citizens of this city
who would not sign a petition asking for
the reten'ion of Dr. Letcher. Several
influential citizens have also written to
Gov. Bradley, making the same request,
and the general opinion here is that the
Superintendent will not be disturbed."
--.011114.
NATTIOIS 1'4 V Alt' iS Y
Full set of teeth EA), fit guaranteed.
Baltimore Dental Parlors. d&vilf
WAYritn-TO rent a four•room house
In good locality. PROF. V. F. WARD.
69-d4t
Dr. T. S. Bacon is now permanently
located in his office in the Webber
block, up stairs over Polk Clinger's. lw
WANTED-To ex-flange a piano or
organ for a harness horse. Apply to
George Smith. dtf
Scientific dentistry at moderate prices
Baltimore Dental Parlors, Summers
building. d&wtf
Dr. E. N. Fruit, dentist, office over
Jity Bank. May 18 '96
Teeth extracted :without pain with
nitrous oxide gas, vitalized air and the
best-known local anaesthetic 50 cents,
Baltimore Dental Parlors. d&wtf
You can't be well if your blond is im-
pure, but you may have pure blood and
rood health by taking Hood's Sarsapa-
rilla,
Annouticements.
We are authorize VA', nnounc-
.1. T. IIRICHELY
as a exndidate for file "Mee of Common-
wealth's A ttontes , %abject to the action of
DrelOcrat le conventions.
We are authorized to announce
MR. JOHN P. PROWSE
as candidate for the office. of County Clerk
of Christian Omni .-.'suldect to the fiction of
the Republican pa4.
Another Bargain Upheavel.





We have on sale in addition to the
Many Bargains of This Week....
I LOT Bea iful new yard wide last lime pet -cities, choice effects, best quality, I IC
Pe perel 10-4 bleached sheeting, 16c





Fine acid prints, handsome patterns, 4_ A A
Mutely enchangeable colors worth Mc U4 
C
rican light colored princts. , 04c
eh bird eye, 10 yards for 593
tiful sheer muslin hand'chisfs, hand-
wo 
10
e trimmed and embroidered, rth '25c I
Tra isparent Glicerine Soap, - 05C
Wi lams' barbers bar shaving soap. 05c
Im orted Saxony yarn - 04c
I LOT Mers ladies natural wool, ' .medic4Ited  '''.'„' .
1... ,
and canels haundeear, worth up 
to $2 a garment all gfo at 68C
50 il ich %ZIA/ black serge I 71.,h,•" -•'''' 50c 
41 loth Priestly's Silk Warp Armotr
and Fancy Black Goods,,werth $j.7, a' 9 Sc
I LOT Ec.i isite hambtirg,- nainsook and Swia?,,eu.- 10brol ry very,rick,find fine worth j2f to 2ec. I
• Fi - bleached-ntfh-table damask m1115C
Lalce fine ILL42,,T,,d towels worth 30e 17C
I LOT 
Ladiles fine eustom made Dongola slioi,. I
Sac* celebrated make, worth $'2.50 le
Meni genuine Milwaukee Oil Grain
Shoes, Solid Leather Throughout be
Ohilirens Solid Leathea
Shool Shoes worth up to $1.15 be •
I•LOT Fin st, rir,';',; choicest, downest all woolbla kets, 1-nerrgs,";,!.?„`'!Illy worth $6 a pr.
Allfwool plan grey flannel worth 25c
Finest "„!.',01 medicated 14:111 flannel ;;Lb 1.70
LOT Wh te pearl, vegetable ivory, m
etal an
.1
dre buttons w th 10e to 25c per dozen
.50
OCc
Genuine Ro.ers tripe plated knifes and forks set of 0 $1.97
Genuine 11( :ers tripe plated tea spoons, set of six, 1 55
Genuine R •ers tripe plated table spoons, set of six, 2E9-
It Off 2:aarIts mo
our entire stock of splendid, styl sh, depend.
Shoes for men, ladies and children-.










For fine imported black









For imp4rted black'be' av-




For the finest imported
beaver and kersey over-
coats. These coats can
not be excelled on any
market. Worth $20.00
09
For strictly- all wool suits
that will fit and please
any person, they are
worth $10.00.
5525
For imported all wool
melton Overcoats, finely
tailored and worth every
cent of ' $10.00.
5150
For choice of about 75
children's suits, ages 4
to 9 y Ts that originally
sold ,fr rn $3 to $d.
$900 
For fine itnported clay
worsted, tricot and thib-
ei cloth suits, none better
anywhere. worth 1115.00
C 0 X eit BOULWARE. 
What We Say We'll Do,
We Do Do!
The response given our 1-4 off sale during
such extreme weather is strong evidence
that the people believe our advertisements.
The Sale Continues
Till Saturday Night
and offers a spleindid opportunity to protect
your feet and body from this cold weather.
•11!••••• -•••••••••••









HIS GLORIOUS FAITH know each other before we gtH6-to 
sleep,
' shall we not know each coheir after we
wake up? Oh, yen! We. will know each
REV. DR. TALMAGE PREACHES ON other a t deal better then than now,
RECOGNITION IN HEAVEN. I "for now," gays the apostle* "we see
j through a glue darkly, but then face tO
Ile Sums Up the Evidence of the Bible 
fawn " It will Is, my purified, lenthroned
and glorified body gazing on wour puri-
a General Bege-A Sermon of Absorb- 
tied. enthroned and glorified testy.
. Now, I demand, if you believe the
lug Interest. , Bible, that you take this theory of fu-
MINNZAPOLIS. Jan. 24.-Dr. Talmage ture 
recognition out of till realm of
has been for a few day% preaching and 
speculation and surntise into the region
lecturing in Chicago, Minneapolis and of 
positive certainty, and noonorts keep
no Paul, and his sermon is on a theme 
!saying: "I hope it is so. I luive an idea
which will abeorbingly interest all who ii is so. I Allem it is 10:
' Be able to
roan it. He returns this week to Wash- 
say, with all the eoneentrute energy of
nor on. The eubjeot n4 " Heavenly Ree- 
body. mind arid soul, "1 knot it is so!"
ognition," and the text, ll Sam. xii, 23, ! 
There are, in addition to heoe Bible
"I shall go to him." 
erg/Intent'''. other reasons why I accept
There is a very sick child iu the abode tine the"rY. 
In the first plaee, because
of David the king. Disease, which 
the rejection of it implies the entire ob- i
stalkx up the dark lane of the poor anal 
literation of our memory. Can it be
puta its smothering hand on lip and 
poroible that we shall forr/et forever
nostril of the wan and waited, also 
theme with whose walk. loo , manner.
mounts the palace stain' ;web bending 
we have becu so long fami iar? Will ,
over the pillow, blows into the face of a- 
death come and with a sharp, keen blade
young prince the frosts of pain and hew 
awaie -this faculty ofi memory?
death. Tears are wine to the king of 
Abraham amid to Dives, "Sen, remem.
terrors. Abu. for David the king! He 
ber." If the exiled and the loot remem-
can neither sleep nor cut and lies pres- I becs 
will not the enthroned remember?
trate on his face, weeping and wailiug 
Yon know very well that our joy in
mini the palace ring% with the outcry
of wow
1 Shall Os to BInt.
Whia Ore C01111 1 F At rei ols u t a or vie-
and That of the Dying Christian to Prose
thome two spirits who have been for
years in heaven, do you tell me that
we, with our heavenly eyesight, will
not be able to recognize thoee who have
gone out from among us only 5, 10, 20,
SO years ago?
mosagastase.
The Bible indicates, over and over
again, that the angels know each other,
and then the Bible says that we are to
be higher than the angela And if the
angelm have the power of recognition,
shall not we, who are to be higher than
they in the next realm, have as good
eyesight and as gond capacity? What did
Christ mean, in hie conversation with
Mary and Nlartha, when he said. "Thy
brother shall row again?" It sena as
much as to say. "Don't cry. Don't wear
yourselves out with this trouble. Yon
will see him again. Thy brother shall
again."
ble describes heaven as a oreat
e. Well, now, that would la.
or home circle where the
, 'it know each other. The ore







any cinsunistance is aninnented by the
enniianieenship of onr friendS. We, can•
not see a picture e ith less than four
eves or hear it seng with INS than four
omens 'under or conquered pnwinves ,
FAN. We. want some ones beside lts with
wnom to exclieums, glance* stul symple
under such eircumitances? What to owe „
parent ix all spleuellel surrounding when 
'111.41, anti I MUMS**. the joy rif heart*II IS
to be augtuented by the fact thatt we are
his child is sick? Seveu days have. passed , to have. our friends with us When there
on. There, iu that great house, two eve- '
lids are gently oloreed, two little hands 
, rise before us the thrones of !the blessed
folded, two little feet quiet, 
one bean , and when there surges up iWour ear the
still. The servants come to bear the tid- ' 
jubilate of the Bayed. Beaten is not it
lugs to the king, but they c;uinot make! co, 
utraction. It is an expahmion. If I
up their minds to tell him, and they i '"4̀-'w You here' 
I will know! you better
stand at the door whispering about the! 
there. Here I see you eith only two
res. but there the soul ishall have
matter, and David hears them and he es - •1,000,000 eyes. It will be iinmortality
looks up and says to them. -Is the child
dead?" "Yes, he is dead." 
gazing on immortality, ransomed spirit
David rotuce himeelf up, washes him- 
iu colloquy with ransomed spirit, victor
beside victor. When John 'Evans, the
Pelf, puts on new ap 1 and sits down
to food. What power hushed that tem- 
Scotch minister, wss seated in his study,
pest? What strength was it that lifted 
his wife came in and said tO him, "My
dear do von think we will know each
up that king whom grief had dethroned? ' • - .
Oh, it was the thought that he would 
Ltheit in heaven? He turned to her and
• dear do von think we will
come again into the posse-a-don of that '-11- ' •
darling child! No gravedigger's spade be bign.ger fools in heaven 
than we are
could hide Mm. The wintry blasts of heft?" The World Expects It.
death could not put out the bright light.
There would be a forge somewhere that 
Again, I aceept this doctrine of future
with silver hammer would weld the 
recognition because the world's expect-
broken links In a city where the hoofs 
aney affirms it. In all lands and ages
of the pale horse never strike the pave- 
this thenry is received. What form of
anent he would clasp his lost treasure. 
religion planted it? No fortniof religion,
He wipes away the tears from his eves, 
for it is received under all forms of re-
and he clears the choking grief from his 
ligion. Then, I argue, a sentiment, a
throat and exclainas, "I shall go to him!" feeling' 
an anticipation, Iuniversally
Was David right or wrong? If we 
planted, must have been (Jodi implanted.
on earth, will w e meet again in the next 
and if God implanted it ir rightfully
world? "Well." says sonic one, "that 
implanted. Socrates writes: "Who
meems to be an im ibilitv. Heaven is 
would not part with a grdat deal to
so 1 a place we never could find our 
purchase a meeting with Orpheuo anti
kindred them." Going into sonic city 
.Hhomer? If it be true that this is to be
without having appointed a time and '''e congequence of death' I I could even
place. for meeting, you might wander 
be able to die often." !
around for weeks and for months, ann 
Among the Danes, when a master
perhapo for years, and never see each 
dies his servant sometimes slays himself
other. and heaven is vaster than all 
that he may serve the masteir in the fu-
earthly cities together. And- how are eon t 'Ire 
world. Cicero, living before.
goiug to find your departed friend' in 
Christ's coining, said: "Oh, glorious
that country? It is so Vint a realm. 
day when I shall retire froM this low
John went up on one mountain of in- 
&Ind sordid scene to associate with the
spiration, and he looked off upon the 
(ovum ascemblage of departed spirits,
multitude, aud he said. "Thousaude of 
and uot only with the one I have juret
thousands." Then he e upon a 
mentioned, but with my deir Cato, the
greater altitude of inspiration and looked 
best of sons and most faithful of men
off upon it again. and he said, "Ten 
If I seemed to bear his death with forti-
thousand times ten thousand." And 
rale, it was by no means that I did uot
then he came on a higher mount of in- 
mom meusibly feel the lossi I had sus-
spiration and looked off again and he 
tained. It waa because I Big supported
said, "A hundred and forty and four 
by the consoling reflection that we could
thousand and thousands of thouaands." not long be separated." ;
And he came on a still ater height 
The Norwegian believes it; the Indian
of inapiration. and he looked off again 
believes it; the Greenlander/ believes it;
and exclaimed. "A great ninititude that 
the Swiss believe it; the Thrks believe
no man can number." 
it. Under every sky, by every river, in
Now, I mk. how are yon goi ng to find every zone, the theory is adbpted. And
your friends in each a throng as that? 
so I say a principle universilly implant-
/it „t this idea we o„., been entertain- ed must be God implanted. and hence a
ing after all a falsity? Is this doctrine 
fiight belief. The argumen is irresisti-
of futures recognition of friends in heav- we• 
,
en a guess, a myth, a whim, or is it a 
Again, I adopt this thenry because
granitic foundation upon which the soul 
there are features of moral demperament
pierced of all ages may build a glorious 
and features of the soul that will distiu-
hope? Intense question! r.very heart in 
guish us forever. How do ele know each
this audience throbs right into it. Th 
other in this world? Is it Merely by the
is in every soul here the tomb of at least 
color of the eye, or the length of the
eme dead. Tremendous question! It 
hair. or the facial proportioins? Oh, no!
makes the lip quiver, and the cheek 
It is by the disposition as Well, by nat-
flush, and the entire nature thrill Shall 
moil affinity, using the word in the very
we know each other the-re? I get letters 
best sense and not in the bad sense. And
almoet every month asking me to die- 
if iu the dust our body should perish
cross this subject. I get a letter in a 
and lie there forever, and there should
bold, scholarly hand, on gilt edged pa- 
be no resurrection, still the soul has
per, reeking me to discuss this question, 
enough features and the diipomition has
and I stay, "Ah, that is a curious min 
enough feature% to make usnlistingnish-
and he wants a curious question solverd. " 
able. I can understand hots in sicknesx
But I get another letter. It is written 
a man will become so delirious that he
with a trembling hand and on what 
will not know his own friebdo, but will
seems to be a torn out leaf of a book. 
we be blasted with each . insufferable
and there, and here is the mark of a tear. 
idiocy that, standing beside our best
and I mot, "Oh, that is a broken heart, 
friends for all eternity, wd will never
i
aud it wants to be comforted." 
guesa who they are?
One Braden For Bottler.
Frost Theory to Certainty. Again, I think that one( reason why
The object of this sermon is to take we- ought So accept thia dectriue is be-
this theory out of the region of eurmise cause we never in this wOrld have an
mod speculation into the region of poen- oppertunity to give thanIM to thoee to
tire certainty. People say: "It woold be whom wi.' are spiritually indebted. The
very pleasant if thst doctrine were true. jov of heaven, we are told, is to be in.
I hope it may be true. Perhaps it is true: angurated by a review of .life's work.
I wish it were true." But I believe that These Christian men and women who
I Can bring an auenninlation of argu- ham been toiling for Christ, have they
ment to bear upon this matter which seen thesfull remit of their work? Oh,
will prove the doctrine of future recog- no,
iliti"1 as Plainly sa that there is any In the church at Somervi'A, N. J.,
heaven at all, and that the kiss of re- John Vredenburgh preached for a great
union at the celestial gate will be as many years. He felt that his ministry
eertain as the dying kiss at the door of was a failure, although beware a faith-
the sepulcher. ful minister preaching the gospel all
Now, when you are going to build a the titue. He died, and died id diet-
ship you must get the right kind of rim- oouragements, and went home to God,
ber. You lay the keel and make the for no one ever doubted that John Vre-
framework of the very-best materials denburgh was a good Christen minister.
-the keeloon, stanchions. plank shear, A little while after his death there came
counter timber, knees, traustans--all a great awakening in Soenerville, and
iron or solid oak. You may build a ship one Sabbath 200 souls steod up at the
of lighter material. but when the cy- Christian altar espousing the ca of
clone comes on it will go down_ Now, Christ, among them my own father and
we may have a great many beautiful mother. And what was peculiar in re-
theories about the future world built gard to nearly all of those 200 souls was
cut of our own fancy, and they may do that they dated their retie-Ione imp -
very well as long as we have smooth sions from the ministry of John Vre-
sailing in the world. But when the denburgh. Will that goOd Christian
storms of sorrow come upon us, and tne man before the throne of God never
hurricane of death. we will he swamped. meet those souls brought to Christ
we will be foundered. We want a the- through his inetrumentality? Oh, of
ory hoilt ont of God's eternal word. The course. he will know them Ii I remember
dortrine of future recognition is not so one Sabbath afternoon, borie down with
often positively stated in the word of the mem* of niy sins and !knowing not
God as implied, and you know, my God, I took up Doddridgq's "Rise and
friends, that thot im, after all, the Progresso " Oh, what a dirk afternoon
strongest mode of affirmation. Your it was, and I read the chapters, and I
friend travels in foreign lauds. HP read the prayers, and I tined to make
I onies home. He does not begin by ar- the prayers my own. Oli, I must see
guing with you to prove that there are Philip Docidridgel A glorious old book
tench places as London sand Stockholm he wrote! It is out of fashion now. I
and Paris and Dreseien and Berlin, but There is a mother before the throne
his convereation implies it. And so this of God. You say her joy is full. Is it?
Bible does not so positively state this You say there. can be no iingmentation
theory ao all up and down its chapters of it. Cannot there be? Iler son was a
take it for granted. wanderer and a vagabond; on the earth
What does my text imply? "I shall when that good mother didd. He broke
go to hint." What eonaolation -would it her old heart. She died, lektving him in
be to David to go to his child if he the wilderness of sin. She' is before the
would not know him? Would David throne of God now. Yeirs pass, and
hare been allowed to record this antioi- that son repents of his (tidies and gives
potion for the inspection of all ages if it his heart to God and becorees a useful
were a 'maladies:a anticipation? We read Christian and dies and enters the gates
in the first book of the Bible: Abraham of heaven. You tell me thitt that moth-
died and was gathered to his people. er's joy cannot be augmented. Let them
Jacob diad and wan gathered to_his peas- confront each other, the ison and the
pie. Moors died and was; gathered to his mother. ' 'Oh," She says tst the angels of
pv ,,p'..-. What people? Why, their Geed, •• rejoice with me! The dead is alive
irionclo. their comrades, their old coin- again. arid the lost is found. Hallelu-
paniono. Of course it means that. It nth, I never expected tose4 this loon one
cannot mean anything else. So in the come back." The Bible gays nations are
very beginning of the Bible four times to be born in a day. When4China comes
that is taken for granted. The whole to (Osl, will it not knwir Dr. Aboel?
New Testament is an arbor over which When India cemes, will it pot know Dr.
this doctrine creeps like a luxuriant John Scnciderf When the 4dians come
vine ftlft of the purple clusters of con- to God, will they nest !know David
solation. James, John and Peter fon Brainerd? ` .
lowed Christ into the mountain. A light I sea- a soul entering lefaven at lamt
falls from heaven on that mountain and with covered face, at the idea that it has
lifts it into the glories of thes celestial. done fro little for Christi and feeling
Christ's garments glow, and his face berne down with unworthiness, and it
shines like the sun. The door of heaven says to itself, "I hate neo right to be
swings open. Two spirits come down here." A voice from a Ithrone aays:
and alight on that mountain. The dis- "Oh, you fornet that Senday school
ciples look at them and reeognize them class you invited to Christ I I waa one
as Mogen and Elias. Now, if those doe. of them." And anothef voice says:
ciplem standing on the earth could melee " Ye eu forget that poor mkui to whom
you gave a loaf of bread Id told of the
heavenly bread. I was tha man." And 
coughs and colds quickly.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
another Kays: "You forgetithat sick one - -
to whom you gave medicine for the body
and ti e soul I was that one " And.
then Christ, from a throne overtopping
all the met, will say, "Inasmuch as ye
did it to one of the least Of theme, you
did it to me." And then the seraphs
will take their harps front the side of
thr throne and cry, "Whet song shall
it he?" And Christ, Denoting over the
harpers, shall say, "It ;Mall be the
'Harvest Homes ' "
Theory Confirmed by tkie Dying.
One more reasiou why I am disposed
to accept this dortrine of fat tire recogni •
tion is that so many in t wir last huur
on earth have confirmed t is theory I
ave been de-
nt and knew
, but of per-
d platoidity,
to us. 0:".en Ho ono • not losvon have
e olio. pi: d Onpart-
I. •
siwak not at peraons who
hrieeas iu the's last morn
not what the y were abou
sone who died in retinue-eel




Nothing succeeds like success, is a
maxim well applied to Dr. Bull's
Cough Syrup, for this famous remedy
succeeds in curing every case of croup,
cough and cold which it undertakes,
and to this alone is due its wonderiul
popularity. Mrs. E. W. Richards,
2214 E. Cumberland St., Philadelphia,
Pa., states : "I have had Dr. Bull's
Cough Syrup on nay bureau for the last
nine rears, and have found it a certain
tind safe cure for croup. I have also
found it efficacious in extreme mem-
braneous croup, and would advise all
mothers to use IL" Dr. Bull's Cough
Syrup costs only 2.5 cents, met you
should be.ar in mind, that subeAntes
simply benent the dealer's purse:. In- s
gist on getting Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup.
trio/WM-he Wan ats-ne -ftWaY frau
How often it is iu the dying moments
parents see their departed children and
children sec their departed parents! • I
came down to the bunks of the Mohawk
go over the river, mid SO I waved my
river. It was evening, and I wanted •o A11
hat and ehouttoi, and after awhile I saw
some one waving on the uppoeite bank. .
and I heard him shout. and the boat Mr. E. D. Jenki
ns, of Litbonia, Ga.,
sac', that his daughter, Ida. ieherited a
severe case of Eczema, which the usual
mercury and potash remedies failed to
relieve.. Year by %ear she was treated
with various meth-cane a, external appli-
cations and internal remedies, without
result. Her sufferings were intense,
and lier condition grew steadily worse.
All the mocalled blood remedies did not
stem o reach the dis-
ease at all until S.
S.S. WaS given, when
an improvement




now she is cured
sound and well, her
skin is perfectly
clear and pure and
ent.e has been saved
front what threat-
ened to blight her lite forever.
5.5.S. too/Jere/to/ pun .'y registaeqe)
cures I.:creme, Scrofula, Cancer, Rheu-
matism, or any other blood toothier.
It is a real Motel remedy and always
cure. even utter all else fails.
A Real Blood Remedy.
Take a 1)1, :4/ (merit, for a blood disease;
a tonic won't cure it
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fle-pee. 1 t.• r ,f-.• of Ann H44641
f41 ••• •11111alliti 6•46en.r6 144 . • . un
inv. !Mom. ••ol rreune., t IAA., br tnoled 6.16
ot••••••• :414. enl• crowns:is P...., al*. al
0666.1,6. •Ir 4.4364 •nnnald •••renetrr rf Aftnts 64644
rtillifiV0 I, 1TIttl rnitatt -A. 161 con" of Nall
116•84. Old Nora, , 16.40s. &sr., ...nInlInt• sll
alba, r-nontre ir. Pra. or•-•-••• • Root no Ma-
464 na. • 40•••• 11141153 Intl: to., raa•aa, lad. or I.
tf14 Prerbaw Menu..
Via. Ohio Valley 1ty.
In connection with the C. O. & S. W
and fliinoi4Central, to Louisville, Cin,
cinuati. Memphis, New °Heroin and
points beyond.
Lv. Hopkinsville 5:20 a. Li. 2:53 p.m
Ar Paducah 11:00 noon 5:50 p.m
Ar Memphis 6 :40 p. 7-10 a.m
Ar. Now Orleans 7:40 a. ro 7:30 p.m
Ar. Louieville 11:10 p. m
Ar. Cincinosti 6:40 a. m
Close connections made at Princeton
with through solid yeetibule trains, car.
rying Pullman Bnffet sleepers, and
free reolining chair cara.
B. F. Mitohell, E. M. Shorwood,











Of Newark, New .Jcrsey.
See their new contract
Ever, tieing in the contract.
Loans and Real Estate
Are Specialties With Us....
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The n ff•freshIng
came acmes, and I got in and Was trans-
ported. And so I suppow. it will be iu
the evening of our life. We. will come
down to the, river of death and gives a
signal to our friends On the other thew%
nod they will give. a sigual back to us.
a/1.I the boat comes. and our departed
kindred are the oarsmen, the tires of the
setting day tingeing the tons of the pad-
dles.
Oh, have you nester sot by such a
deathbed? In that hour you hear the de-
parting soul cry: "Hark' Look!" You
hearkened, and you looked. A little
child pining away because of the death
of its mother, getting weaker and weak-
er every day, was taken into the roma
where huug the picture of her mother.
She seemed to enjoy looking at it, end
then she wee taken away, and after
/While died. In the lam moment that
wan and waated little oues Itftell her
hand., while her fare lighted up with
the glory of the next world and cried
out, "Mother!" Do you tell me. she did
not see, her mother? She did. So in my
first aest t lenient nt Belleville a plain man
said to me; "What do you think 1 heard
last night? I was in the room where one
of my neighbors was dying. Ile was a
good Mall, and he aaid hes he.ard tho an-
gels of God singing before the throne. I
haven't much poetry about me, but I lis-
tened, and I heard them too." Said I,
"I have. no doubt of it." Why, we aro
to be taken up to heaven at lest by min-
istering spirits. Who etre they to be?
Souls that went up from Madras or An-
tioch or Jerusalem? Oh, no, our glori-
fied kintied are going to troop around 1114.
Heaven is not a stately, formal place,
ail I sometiines hear it described, a very
frigidity of splendor, where people stand
on cold formalities and go roundabout
with heavy .crownm of gold on their
heads. No, that is not my idea of heav-
en. My idea of heaven is more like fhis:
You arts seated in the eveniugtide by the
tinplates, your whole family there, or
nearly all of them there. While yonr are
seated, talking and enjoying the even-
ing hour, there is a knock at the door,
and the, door opens, and there comes in
a brother that ham been long absent. He
has been absent, for years you have not
won him, and no sooner do you make
up your mind that it is certainly he
than you leap up, and the question is
who shall give him the first embrace.
That is my idea of heaven-a great
home circle where thtsy are waiting for
us. Oh, will you not know your moth-
er's voice them? She who always called
you by your first name long after others
had given you the formal "Mister?"
Yon were never anything but James or
John or George or Thomam or Mary or
Florenee to her. Will you not know
your child's voice-ahe of the bright eye
and the ruddy cheek and the quiet step,
who came in from play and flung her-
self into your lap, a very shower of
mirth and beauty? Why, the picture is
graven in your soul. It cannot wear
out. If that little one should stand on
the other side of some heavenly hill and
call to you, you would hear her voice
above the burst of heaven's great or-
chestra. Know it? You could not help
but know it.
Consolation.
Now I bring you this glorious con-
solation of future recognition. If you
could get this theory into „emu heart, it
would lift a great many thadows that
are stretching across; it. When I was a
lad, I used to go out to the railroad
track and put my ear down on the track,
and I could hear the express train rum-
bling miles away and coming on, and
today. my friends, if we only had faith
enough, we could put our ear down to
the grave of onr dead and listen and
hear in the distance the rumbling on of
the chariots of regurrection victory.
Oh, hewren, sweet heaven! You do
not spell heaven aa you need to spell it
-h-e-a-v-e-n, heaven. Bnt now wheM
you want to spell that word you place
side by side the faces of the loved ones
who are gone, and in that irradiation of
light and love and beauty and joy you
spell it out as never before in songs and
hallelnialas. 0 ye whew hearts are
down under the sod of the cemetery,
cheer up at the thought of this reunion!
Oh, how much you will have to tell
them when once yon meet theml
How much you have been through
since you saw them last! On the shiny
shore yon will talk it all over. The
heartaches, the loneliness, the sleepless
nights, the weeping until you had no
more power to weep becanee the heart
was Withered and dried up. Story of
vacant chair and empty cradle and lit-
tle shoe only half worn out, never to be
worn again, jure the shape of the foot
that once pressed it. And dreams when
you thought that the departed had come
back again, 'and the room seemed bright
with their faces, and you started up to
greet them, and iu the effort the dream
broke, and you found yourself standing
amidroom in the midnight - alone.
Talking it all over, and then, hand in
hand, walking up and down in the light.
No sorrow, no tears, no death. Oh,
heaven. beautiful heaven! Heaven
where our friends an.; heaven where we
expect to be. In the east they take a
cage of birds and bring it to the tomb of
the dead, and then they open the door
of the cage, and the birds, flying out,
sing. And I would today bring a cage
of Christian consolations' to the grave
of your loved onto, and I would open
tho door and let them fill all the air
with the music of their voices.
From Earth to Heaven.
Oh, how they bound in, these spirits
before the throne! Some shout with
gladnesa. Some break forth into uncon-
trollable weeping for joy. Some stand
imeechless iu their shock of delight.
They sing. They quiver with exec.:sive
gladnems. They gaze on the temples, on
the palace's on the waters, on each
other. Theo weave their joy into gar-
lands, they spring it into triumphal
arches, they strike on timbre's, and then
all the loved ones gather in a great cir-
cle around the throne of (Sod-fathers,
motherm, brothers, sisters, sons and
daughters, lovers and friends, hand to
hand around about the throne, the circle,
hand to hand, joy to joy, jubilee to ju-
bilee, victory to victory, "until the day•
break and the shadows flew away. Turo,
my beloved, and be like a roe or a young
hart upon the mountaina of Bother."
Oh, how diffen.ut it is on earth from
the way it is in heaven when a Chris-
tian dies! We my, "Close his eyes." In
heaven they say, "Give him a palm."
On earth we say, "Let him down in
the ground." In heaven they Kay,
"Hoist him on a throne." On earth it
is, "Fan-well, farewell." In heaven it
is, "Welcome, vvelcome." And so I see
a Christian soul coming down to the
river of death, and he steps into the
river, and the water comes up to tho
ankle. He says, "Lord Jeans. is this
death?" "No," mays Christ, "this is
not death." And he wades still deeper
down into the watero until the flood
comes to the knee, and he says, "Lord
Jesus, tell me, tell me, is this death?"
And .Christ says, "No, no, this is not
death." And he wades, still farther
down until the wave comem th-o gir-
dle, and the soul says, "Lord Jesuit, is
this death?" "No," says Christ, "this
is not." And deeper in wades the stout
till the billow strikea the lip, and the
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Georgia dyspeptics who eat sand as at
remedy for their dietress must be men
of grit.
Every legislative gun in the land
seems to be aimed at that declining
nuisance-the big theater hat.
If it can be proved that Mars really
is inhabited there's an Ambrunadorship
that would lit (len. Coxey pretty well.
Mr. Wm. J. Bryan is now convinced
that the Republicans will furnish the
corpse for the postmortem proceedings
in November, 1900.
_ 
A New Yterk woman insisted that
gasoline would burn better after being
boiled. But she didn't live long enough
to report upon her theory.
_ 
It is certain that the London literary
critic who recently said that this is an
age devoid of fiction hid never read any
of Weyler's official reports,
If it is true, its alleged, that Prince
Chimay eats with his knife,then iobody
should blame tho Princess for leaving
Min. What better reason could she
have for leaving him?
The New York Board of IlenIth has
declared pultitointry consumption an in.
feet uous and vont mu nical.le disease
will take prevoutions all spread
almost us rigid us those taken N% ith
diplithena, measles, etc.
Arbitrution is turning out to be not
nearly FO great et thing as it wets (smoked
up to be. Mr Oluey will probribly re-
tire from the office of Secretary of State
after having made a great failure M hen
a great success had been expected of
him.
Alroady during thdfiscal year-since
Jane 30 last-the expenditares of the
United States, $208,164,000, have been
$43,146,174 in excess of the receipts,
$165,017,829. The cash balance in the
treasury now stands at a little over
$230,000,000, which includes the $100.-
000,000 "gold reserve," that Uncle Sam
has spent so many millions to maintain.
Economy is needed, but the prospects
for any change in that direction are
about as slim as it is possible for them
to be.
The project of the Ruasian Govern-
ment to form a combination with the
leading commercial nations of the
world, for the purpose of establishing
and maintaining an arbitrary price for
wheat throughout the world, would be
an experiment of extradordinary inter-
est to the United States. On the face
of it, the project is rank heresy, cot,-
trary to all the accepted tenets of oliti-
cal economy. However, people who
have not the slightest respect for the
accepted tenets of political eeonomy
are becoming more and more in evi-
dence, and they plan meow- impossible
and they plan many impossible and ab-
surd schemes.
When it is remembered that Senator
Allison was born in Ohio, his refusal of
a Cabinet office can not be understood.
Spain will soon have to cease fighting
on account of the lack of funds. Sol-
diers sometimes eat and wear clothes
both ofwhich habits cost money.
If Spain's treasury were in the hands
of American bank officers having ton
rowing sons-in-law, it couldn't be pr a
much worse condition than it fis at
present.
Our exports in 1896 amounted to $1,-
005,878,417, while our imports were
about three hundred and twenty-three
million less than that, leaving a hand-
some balance in our favor.
_ _ _
Consumpoon can ofteu be prevented
by giving early attention to a cold,
whether slight or severe. A cold quick-
ly diaappears when Dr. Bell's Pine Tar
Honey is taken.
Don Carlos reminds Americans that
Spain was once the conqueror of all the
New Worid. The point he does not see
is that America has changed, while
Spain is the same old autocratic Bour-
bon in 1897 as in 1492.
Rheumatism Cured In a Day.
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism and
Neuralgia radically cares in 1 to 3 days.
Its action upon the system ia remarkable
and mysterona. It removes at once the
cause and the diseaee immediately dis-
appears. The first dosegreatlo benefits;
75 cents• Sold by R. 0. Hardvrick Drug-
gist Hopki temente.
a - -
A Boston paper says that architecture
has been defined as frozen poetry. Our
American Athens mnst stick closer than
that to congealed verity. Sohelling
called architecture frozen music, and
Mmes. de Steel is credited with the same
figure of speech.
The secret of a speedy eure in sick [WAR
lies in selecting the proper remedy, and
this is difficult to do unless one is sure
what the ailment is. But one thing is
sare, had the liver been actively at work
si kneese could not have come. It is
then always safe to take Simmons
Liver Regulator which keeps the liver
well regulated and all poison expelled
from the system.
oss-- - - 
In swapping Hill for Platt New York
did not gain nnyt hiug-thought it is not
at all certain that she lost anything.
Though they sail under different party
flags, yet there is little re al difference
in fellows of the Hill and Platt stripe-
they are all "ont for the staff," and
they will all "do" tbe people at every
opportunity.
- -
E. E. Sutherland Medicine Co :
Your remedies are taking well here.
Sold on a guarantee and not a bottle or
package has been returned. Some say
they can see better after using Suther-
land's Eagle Eye Salve than they could
before their eyes ever became sore.
Pletute ship as soon as convenient, ars I
need tbe goodf. Yours,
T. J. WILLIAMS, Druggist.
Uniontown, Ky.
Sold by R. 0 Hardwick.
di. -641a-
The recent report that the Rothchilds
had pnrchase-el over 100 silver mines in
this country, taken in connection with
with the fart that Senator Wolcott, of
Colorado, now on a Mission in behalf of
international bimetallism, is a guest of
the English Rothchilds, may possibly
be a tip of importance Li to the future
co-operation in silver.
E. E. Sutherland Medicine Co. :
Gents-I write this letter because I
believe you have made a discovery in a
cough, cold, throat aud lung remedy
that the people ough to have. I refe r
tn Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey. I have
thoroughly tested it and know its won-
derful merits. It cure*. Anyone who
ever needs a remedy of this kind should
evver be without a bottle of Dr. Bell's
Pine-Tar-Honey. JFRRY M. PORTER,
Gluts and Queenswase, Paducah, Ky.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick
a
While the growth of France is almoet
stationary that of Germany goes on
steadily. The German Empire now haa
a population of 52,500,000, a gain in five
years of nearly 3,000,000. It would be
wise in France to either give more at-
tention to the merits of arbitration, or
else to jump in and lick Germany right
now, before the difference in population
becomes too great.
Paducah, Ky., may well feel proud of
some of her enterprises. Messrs. D.
Wiloon & Son. of Kimble, Ky., writ . to
the E. E. Sutherland Medicine Com-
pany as follows: "We write this to
certify to the wonderful tend grand good
results from your Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar
Honey, which is selling faster than any
medieine we ever sold. People who
never traded at our store have heard of
it and ome frotn adjoining countiea for
n. One case in particular is that of
Mrs. Smith Wooldridge, of this place,
who M as so entitled with her throat for
over two years; that she could not speak
above a whisper. After she used the
first bottle of Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey
she oonld talk as well as ever, and the
ease is RH) wonderful cure that ber
neighborx eome in to Pee for themselves,
I and are astonisnod to hear her talk."
All dealers sell it.
Vold by IL C. Hardwick.
WARNING.
We wish to caution all users of Simmons
Liver Regulator on a subject of the deepest
intereat and importance to their health-
perhaps their lives. The sole propnetors
and makers of Simmons Liver Regulator
learn that customers are often deceived by
buying and taking some medicine of a
similar appearance or taste, believing it to
be Simmons Liver Regulator. We wart
you that unless the word Regulator is on
the paskage or bottle, that it is not Simmone
Liver Resulator. No one else makes, or
ever has made Simmons Liver Regulator, or
anything c illed Simmons Liver Regulator,
but J. 11. & l'o , and no medicine made
by anyme cIse is the same. oWe alone. can
pot it up. and we cannot to resionsible;i1
other medicines to; resented as the same do
mit helo you as you are led to expect they
volt Bear this fact well in minehilyou have
le-en in the htbit of using a n otheme which
you supposed to be Simmons Liver Regula-
tor, botouse the name was somewhat like
It, and the ptckage did rs.t have the word
Regulator on it, you have twen imposed
upon and have not been taking Simmons
Liver Regulator at all. The Regulator has
been favorably known for many years, and
all who use it know how necessary it is for
tFlostn•pritaeandigeligeneDyli,petimpegiisti.fa'envdear,illd'elisnosrttiiyear;
arising frem a Diseased lover.
'Wn ask you to lisek„ for yourselves. and
sees that Simmons Liver Revulsive which
you can readily distinguish by 111« Z
an wrapper, anti by our name, is the only
m rolled Iiiinmoris Liver R41141100 r




ILLIAM B N' ELY,
A ttorney-A t-La w.
Sargent Buildirg - - • Main St.
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood, Jr
HUNTER WOOD & SON.
A ttorneys-At-Law .
Offiee in Hopper Block, up stairs over
Planters Houk.
HOPKINSVILLE, • - KENTUCKY
'TWIN FELANI.),
Attorney - At - Law,
OFFICE: Old Bank Building, corner
6th and Main Sta.
M. S. Meriwegther
yr' '701
MC* user IfIsuowsstl.b. Stemmer ilicesi
E. C. ANDERSON.
Physiciall Surgeon)I:Office over Planters Bank. Office
hours from 9 to 11 a. In., 2 to 4 .p.
11. 14100Biiil0,
o‘-oo-a--n•  oo- - 
PHYSICIAN
AND SURGEON.
DISEASES OF WOMEN A SPECIALITY.
OFFICE Ragsdale and Cooper Building,HoURS: Yi to 10: 2 10 4.
Telephone No. 132
Doctors Say;
Bilious and Intermittent Fever.
which prevail in miasmatic (Fs-
:ricts are invariably acconipan
derang-ements of thc
Liver and Bowels
The Secret of 1-1e2.1th,
_fhe liver is the great "
vheel " in the mechanism o!
-nan, and when it is out of order
he whole system becomes de
-ary-r,t'd and disease is the result.
Futt's Liver Pills
Cure all Liver Trouhles.
L. & N. Time Table.
NORTH BOUND.
No. 52 arrives 9 :30 a m. Fast Mail
No. 92 arrives 10:31 a m Express
No. 56 arrives 8:30 p Accommodieen
No 54 arrives 10:00 p m Mail
SOUTH BOUND.
No. fan nrrives 6:07 a m
No. 55 leaves 7:30 a m
No. 51 arrives 6:49 p








AT.THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS
ON THE
26 Day of December, 1896.
Est.
Loans anal Discounts, less loans to
Directors $907.91E nfo
Overdrafts, unsecured  1.1607
1We from National Banks $17,044 53
Due from State Banks and
Blinkers ..... 14,251 97
Banking molar and Lot 
either Rem! Estate 
Stocks and Bonds 
specte sinnso Sit
urrency   24.15c se
Exchange for Clearings 86
tither I Ietne Carried as CaSh 









Capital Stock paid in, in cash rz-4,00000
Surplus Fund  ei,t On
Undivided profits  12.56/1 3ti
Deposits subject to check (on which
Diterest is not paid) 175,172 71,
Due Notional Hanks . 9S6 49
Due State Hanks and Ban-
kers   4.954 67 5.1fil
Unpaid Dividendi  120 it
$4514,296 24
STATZ OF KIC:fittlf Y. :
COUNTY Or CHRISTI/Of. 1
J. E. McPherson,Pretident ofitank of Hop-
kinsville.a bank located and doing business
at No. 2 Main street, in the city of Hopkins-
villo In said VI flinty: being duty sworn, 'says
that the foregoing report la in tell respects a
true statement of the c Mimi of said
Hank, 1st t he clime of bunt Musa on t tit h day
of becettilierPsts5,30. I lie best of b kn.% 1e.d ge
and belissf ; and further says that the busi-
ness ad said bank has been transacted at t hs-
It wed bin named. and not elsewhere; anti that
the above report is made in compliance with
an official notlos received fr, he Secre-
tary of State designating till- Ntith day of
December, 1)405,ito the day on which such re
port shall be made.
.1. B. Mc Pri ERISON, President
C. It. Hess, Director.
I 1. It. BEA FlO, Director.
J. E. McPtikasoN, Director.
Subscribed and sworn to before nos by .1.E.
McPherson, the 21;th day of Deeeffiber,140.
J. P. BRA I.DR:st,










C.S. Bonds and Premium..  
Stocks. Securities. Etc 
Furniture and Fixtures  
Due from U. S. Treasury 
'ash  $20,921 20.. .





Ither Undivided Profits (less two
Circulation.
nvidentle I ̀ ti paid 
me to Hanks. 

















THOS. W. LONC, Cashier.










THEY a BE HONEST.
Senators Will Not Seat
Bradley's Appointee.
MARK TWAIN "BUSTED"
An ladleful Man and His Wife kluolerod and
Rol bed by Engines.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ER
Washington, Jan. 23 -Tie leading
Republican Senators soy that the posi
t ion of the Senate hats always been that
the GOyert101' ein not appoint a Senator
to fill a vacancy M lien the. losialaturo
of a State has tint Red adjonrtied with
out filling the- place, that the Gov-
ernor's right to 0 l•pOitit 011I7 ni plies In
varativies Otani:41 ay ele nth rot ig•
tintinn OF .1'. 1111,Viti ;ha he
rei and that they coulee
not under tiny cirentustatiese let ilia.
lute day change the deeision of the Sow
ate, and that, tLerefore, they could not
seat any man that Governor Bradlee
meg lit appoint to amerced Senator Black-
burn whose term expire% on the 4th day
of next Manna, The country is to be
rongrstalated en this decision of the
&Orators.' t
MARK TWAIN A PAUPER.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA 1
New York, 4au. 23 -A cableisrani
just received frbin London says that tho
great novelist,. Samuel M. Clement',
better known to the world as "Mark
Twain," is in that city. that he is pen-
niless and that-a popular subscription is
to-day being taken up to aid him. He
ou his way back to the Unite.'
States from Australia, where he has
been for several months in an e ffort
retrieve his knit fortunes.
Mr. Clement's de,titute condition
was caused by"the failure of the large
publishing house of Charli s L. Webster
& Co., of whiqh concern lie was a mem-
oer and which. he had been backing.
Charles L Weil:aster is his father-holaw.
The house receotly failed for
several millions of dollars,
sweeping away the millions that Mr.
Clenieuts had Made and saved from the
publication of' his worka, and also all
the fortune of his wife. Ile paid over to
the creditors of the firm every dollar he
had on earth. He then went to Austra-
lia. hoping that he could make a fortniee
lecturing, but the tour wart not a suc-
cess. Mr. Clemente is now more than
60 years of age.
A TERRIBLE MURDER.
[selector, TO NEw Etta)
French Lick Spring', Ind., Jan.
There was a most brutal murder perpe-
trated near hene last night by burglars,
se ho are suppqsed to have been trauips
At a late bout Una Morning ne ighlors
passing by the residence of Samuel Kir-
by noticed dint the house Was shut up
and that silenise reigned supreme. This
fact attracted'attention aud called forth
comments, beCause Kirby and his wife
are both early risers and are usually
sceu stirring ebout at a very early hour.
Finally severil people went to the house
and finding a door open knocked for ad-
missiou, bat received no reply, so they
entered. Cronsing a hall thew opened
the door of the sleeping room and we re
horrified beyOnd measure to see Mr.
Kirby and life e ife both lying_ dead
upon the floor in a pool of band. • Fur-
ther investigirtion showed that the house
had been robbed by the murderers.
At a late loiur yesterday evening two
tramps were eeen iu the neighborhood
aud it is believed that they are the per-
,ons who murdered Kirby and his wife
in mder to reb them. It is bclisved
they killed the man and woman and
took their time about roOting the house
as everything was turned upside down,
showing that:a systematic search bad
been made. :Bloodhounds have been
sent for.
No cough ienneiy equals Dr. Eell's
Piue-Tar-Hoeey for analsoty of any
age, from niftily", on through life moil
they are as o/d as good old Granny Igno-
red°. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
THIRTY iPEOPLE DROWNED.
min at TO NEW ERA
Vineyard Haven, Mass , Jan. 23-The
bark Isaac Johnson met with a disaster
and went to pieces out at sea several
miles off the Coast at this place, the en-
tire crew of thirty men being lost. It is
not known it exactly what hour the
Isaac Johnsob went to piecee but it wes
sometime during last night, as it was
seen late yesterday afternoon by other
vessels and seemed to be all right. Many
pieces of the wreck floated into this
port this moeniog.
Buelton's Arnica Save.
The Boot Salve in the world for Onto,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores,: Tetter, Chapped Hands
Chilblains, Corns and all Skin Erup-
bona, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required: It ie guaranteed to give
penal satiofacion or money refunded.
Prife 25 °ante per box. For Sale by P
0. Hardwick Hopkinsville Kr.
FACENDRAW
BLEEDING
I..te y was ambled with Eczema tn
acute form for • year. during shell tried
without tilted'. eve, y known remed The Ms.
order appearel on Mc right eh, k and was of •
blietery and bki6dy form. Ille pllow, murmurs,
would bear the bloody imprint bt the side of his
face, while it slot impassible to prevent ban
from leer:itching his face owing to the itchit,g.
Ad. toed to I ryCrricests, I bought • bog. he
first •pplicatldn was made st Night, and it as a
fact, that the .appearstice of the affected parts
showed a ott4i4eabl• int /wort rrt•tzt nen tte,rn.
atty. am!, continuing the treatment. as a result,
my child has as fair sod smooth skin fis can be
fouad any he‘,
W.18. NEED11.111, Pantskala, 0.
orsroy Cray Tat .1-61.66 - Warm baths. "nth
r t 94/41.4tentle •pfil r•fion• of TI. ea • • ro nt-
meet. lAt Irrea4Lt cwt. •nd n. 14 doers of t. • ••
of h tenor ewer.
sew thra•wherd It. world. Pre., ( t-rermit, 44..1
Ht6OLvt 6.r. ant it. Poirsa Cisco
• • • • nry. cnep Wee PIN., 13 -um.
Sr -How te gout twee wklo Dome.' fastlett haw
0.044N.
It's the Lame Leg
that setsrthe paces A chain is no
stronger than its weekost link. F..1*
weak spots and places that seem big
because they hurt, try
Johnson's Belladonna Plasters.
In Pat's phrase,. they "suok out"
the soreness and pain. 'Isreek for
the Rol Crosi. No others bear that
sign. It'fueans oxceilonce + phis.
JOTENSON & JOHNsON,
Manufacturing Chemleta, New York.
terra In South, • cola
ESIEBT CO.. tetili Slavonic Temple
merge, fuf of cute& cart
asems.aeo. *or AS arms --urea la I.




AVegc 'able Preparation for As - *
si mita t the rood and Rcg - 7
ting the tilotaadis and 130-xels of
Protnot sDigesfioncliecTrui-
ncss d Rest.Contains neither

































ii :3 t.s sold In 1.n.lk. Nal allow s.:..sono tc sill
. Cutona is pat rp In'sse-siss boitas oral. Is
..osi. efici o3a.t:a.tiitartia ungreoolsdeineasaties.wphielai sagwor pc.7.as,..7tivatralt.
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SOLD AND nr.:o.11:112NDED BY
I FRANKEL. Sale Agent.










Cor. Railroad & 11th .
& N ELSON, PRopRes.
Tobacco Commission Merchants.
PeNonal attention to the inspection o Tobacco. Stable
for teal Is.
R. -AI. : - J. CHAPPELL.
WOOLDRIDGE & CHAPPELL,
rcbAcco Lluchanis,
.111:•r's Warehouse. Railroad St.Bt. 9th &Agth
Perso,nal Attention to the Inspection and Sale
of Each Hogshead.
Tar 131.2:111:1*3 JEK.37.
T. C. HA EERY. AL F. SHRYES.
••••
EOPIE wolaum
HANBERY & SHRYER, Prop'rs,
Pai:roa S'mt Utween Ti nth




Careful attention given to sampling and selling all tobacco eosi-
ns. Liberal adbances on tobacco in store. All tobacco insured an-
vise iiistructed.




ral'ativanoes made on T, Ewen Four months storage l'ree.
W. G. W W. H. FAx , N
Wheeler, Mills & Co.
Tobado War(housemn Cr 'mission Me%hants
AND
-1 
G;lriatiort Mt e sx 1 e irs
FIRE PROOF 1V.4REHOUSE. Cor. Russellville and
i Railroad Streets.
HOPIINSVILLF, - - - KEN: IICKY.
Libel.' AtIVRTICCS OD Consignments
All Tobacco sent us Covered by luourance.
J. M. Ist K̀NER, SR , N. L BUCKNER S F. MUB KELL
P bident. Vice-Presid.t. Sec.& Treas.
BUCKNER
I no ,rim,rnted.
Tob eco Warehouse ompany,




Hendon given to private sale,. Four months Storage free. Independ-
se. Mark your hogtheaeas -Buckner Warehouse"
REPRESENTED BY BEN C. BOYD CHM,' , COUNTY "1111
Oates,
LUXURIOUS CLUBMEN .
fig.l"_always up-te-date in Ihe matter of
dreas, and always keep their eye upon a
member's clothing who is particularly
well and fashionably dressed. Our pat-
nonage h.ts (sonic principally heal those
who have found us by aAkirg our old
potions, -who is your tailor?'' and find-
ing that we, are not only artists. but
reasonable.. in ince Ps well.
CLARK, "The Taiks.".-
-
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